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Access Grade 6 is a task-based English course designed
for learners studying English at the Secondary Level 6th
grade.

Access Grade 6 develops all four skills (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) through a variety of communicative
tasks and systematically recycles key language items.
Above all, it is designed to promote active (activating all
new vocabulary and structures in meaningful, everyday
situations), holistic (encouraging the creative collective
use of students’ brains as well as the linguistic analytical
use of their brains), and humanistic (acquiring and
practicing language through pleasant tasks and topics,
paying attention to their needs, feelings, and desires)
learning. 

The coursebook consists of a starter unit as well as ten
modules of six lessons each. There is also a Self-Check
section at the end of each module.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course.
Each module in the Student’s Book is based on a single
theme and the topics covered are of general interest. All
modules follow the same basic structure (see Elements of
a Module). Many tasks included in the Student’s Book are
multi-sensory, enabling students to practice all four
language skills as they complete the task.

Workbook
The Workbook is in full color. It contains units
corresponding to those in the Student’s Book section. It
can be used either in class or for homework upon
completion of the relevant unit in the Student Book
section. It aims to consolidate the language presented
in the Student’s Book through a variety of exercises,
incorporating all four skills. Translation and dictation
exercises are also included.

Teacher’s Edition
The Teacher’s Edition contains detailed teacher’s notes,
which provide:
•     the objectives of each module presented clearly and

concisely.
•    step-by-step  lesson plans and suggestions on how

to present the material.

•    extra activities for stronger & weaker students.
•    games.
•    a full key to the exercises in the Student’s Book &

Workbook.
•    audioscripts of all listening  material.

Teacher’s Resource Pack
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to
consolidate what students have been taught in each
module, as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio
activities, tests, and a key to all exercises. 

Class Audio CDs
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material
which accompanies the course. 

Student’s Audio CD
The Student’s Audio CD contains the recorded dialogues
from the Student’s Book, as well as all recorded material
for the Workbook and may be used for the purposes of
homework, preparation, and practice.

Each module starts with a module presentation page to
familiarize students with the language and patterns in
the module. The module presentation pages also whet
students’ appetites by familiarizing them with some of
the text types, pictures, and activities found in the
coming module. 

Each module contains the sections described below.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful
context and is practiced through a variety of exercises
such as picture-word association and completing set
phrases in order to help students use everyday English
correctly.

Reading
Throughout each module there is a wide variety of
reading texts such as emails, text messages, letters,
articles, poems, etc., which allow skills such as reading
for gist and reading for specific information to be
systematically practiced.

COURSE COMPONENTS

ELEMENTS OF A MODULE

Introduction
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Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first
presented in context, and then highlighted and clarified
by means of clear, concise theory boxes. Specific
exercises and activities methodically reinforce students’
understanding and mastery of each item. There is also a
Grammar Reference Section at the back of the Student’s
Book which offers a detailed presentation of each
grammar point.

Listening 
Students develop their listening skills through a variety
of tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar
practiced in the module in realistic contexts. This
reinforces students’ understanding of the language
taught in the module. 

Speaking 
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully
designed to allow students guided practice before
leading them to less structured speaking activities.
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarize
students with natural language. The dialogues also
present useful expressions so that students can practice
everyday English. 

Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities help students recognize the
various sounds of the English language, distinguish
them, and reproduce them correctly.

Learning to learn
Brief tips, explanations, and reminders, at various
points throughout each module, help students
develop strategies which improve holistic learning
skills and enable students to become autonomous
learners of the English language.

Everyday English
Everyday English is practiced through matching
expressions with their meanings in order to familiarize
students with common English expressions.

Think!
Critical thinking questions and activities are included in
each module and aim to develop students’ critical
thinking skills.

Writing
Students develop their writing skills through the use of
all four language skills. Guided practice of the relevant
vocabulary is given and followed by a model text which
is thoroughly analyzed. Plans are also provided to
guide students. There are writing activities throughout
the modules, based on common types and styles of
writing, such as letters, descriptions, notes, postcards,
and articles. These progress from short sentences to
paragraphs and finally to full texts, allowing students to
gradually build up their writing skills.

Culture Corner section
In these interesting and informative pages, students
are provided with cultural information and read about
aspects of English-speaking countries which are
thematically linked to the module. The section also
contains related tasks and creative projects, such as
making a poster, which give students the chance to
process the information they have learned and
compare it to the culture of their own country.

Cross-Curricular Cut section
This section enables students to link the theme of the
module to a subject on their school curriculum, thus
helping them to contextualize the language they have
learned by relating it to their own personal frame of
reference. These sections contain lively and creative
tasks which stimulate students and allow them to
consolidate the language they have learned throughout
the module.

Self-Check
These sections appear at the end of each module and
reinforce  students’ understanding of the topics,
vocabulary, and structures that have been presented.
An answer key is provided at the end of the Student’s
Book for students to check their answers. The marking
scheme included allows students to evaluate their own
progress and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

Culture
In the Culture section, students are introduced to
aspects of their own culture, presented in English. It
contains a variety of reading and writing tasks that
consolidate students’ learning.
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Songsheets
There are three songsheets at the back of the Student’s
Book, containing songs connected to the themes of the
modules as well as related tasks. Listening to lively,
high quality songs is a humanistic activity which lowers
the students’ affective filters and allows them to absorb
language more easily.

Optional Listening Practice
This section appears at the back of the Student’s Book
and offers students extra practice on listening skills.
There is one listening task per module.

Optional Vocabulary Practice
This section also appears at the back of the Student’s
Book, right after the Optional Listening Practice
section, and offers students extra practice on the
vocabulary presented in each module. This section
helps students consolidate learning of the new words
and phrases they have encountered in each module.

A – Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Access Grade 6 is
presented through pictures. Vocabulary is always
presented in context, and emphasis is placed on
collocations and word association since memorizing
new words is easier when they are presented in lexical
sets.
Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
•    Miming. Mime the word to be introduced. For

instance, to present sing, pretend you are singing
and ask students to guess the meaning of the word.

•    Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving
definitions. Examples:

       – Present store by giving a synonym: A store is a shop.
      – Present tall by giving its opposite: He isn’t short;

he’s tall.
      – Present weekend by paraphrasing it: I don’t work

on the weekend. I don’t work on Saturday and
Sunday.

      – Present garage by giving a definition: A garage is
a place where we put our car; it’s usually a room
attached to our house.

•     Context. Place vocabulary items in context with
examples which make understanding easier and more
complete. For instance, introduce the words city and

town by referring to a city and a town in the students’
own country: Hanoi is a city, but Panhou is a town.

•    Visual prompts. Show photographs or drawings to
make understanding easier.

•     Use of (bilingual/monolingual) dictionary. Encourage
students to guess the meaning of a word and then
use their dictionaries to check if their guess is correct.

•    Sketching. Draw a simple sketch on the board to
illustrate the word(s) to be explained. For instance:

                   tall

                                                   short

    

•    Flashcards. Make flashcards out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, drawings, and
any other visual material which may serve as
vocabulary teaching tools.

•    Use of L1. In a monolingual class, vocabulary can be
explained in the students’ native language,
although this method should be used only in
moderation. Students also need to compare their
native language to the English language to find
similarities and/or differences. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word
or expression. For example, it may be easier to describe
an action verb through miming, and not through a
synonym or definition.

B – Writing 
All writing tasks in Access Grade 6 have been carefully
designed to guide students to produce a  successful
piece of writing.
•    Always read the model text provided and deal in

detail with the vocabulary tasks. Students will then
have acquired the language necessary to cope with
the final writing task.

•    Make sure that students understand they are
writing for a purpose. Go through the writing task in
detail so that students are fully aware of why they
are writing and who they are writing to.

•    It would be advisable to complete the task orally in
class before assigning it as written homework.
Students will then feel more confident about
producing a complete piece of writing on their own.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES
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C – Assigning homework
It is recommended that homework is  regularly assigned
and routinely checked according to the  specific needs
of the class.
When assigning writing tasks, prepare students as well
as possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors
and reap maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned homework tasks include:
•    Vocabulary. Students memorize the meaning of

words and phrases.
•     Spelling. Students learn the spelling of particular words

without memorizing the text in which they appear.
•     Reading aloud. Assisted by the Student’s Audio CD,

students practice at home in preparation for  reading
aloud in class.

•     Writing. After thorough preparation in class,  students
are asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

D – Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors; they are part of the learning
process. The way errors are dealt with depends on the
activity.
•     Oral accuracy. In drill work, correct students on the

spot, either by providing the correct answer and
asking them to repeat it, or by indicating the error
but allowing  students to correct it. Alternatively,
indicate the error and ask other students to correct it.

•     Oral fluency. In pairwork or free-speaking activities,
allow students to finish the task  without interruption,
but make a note of the errors made and correct them
afterwards.

•    Written work. Do not overcorrect; focus on errors that
are directly related to the point of the exercise. When
giving feedback, you may write the most common
errors on the board and help the class correct them.

Remember that praising students and rewarding good
work is of great importance. Post written work on a
bulletin board in the classroom or school, or give
“reward” stickers. Praise effort as well as success.

E – Class organization
•    Open pairs. The class focuses its attention on two

students doing the assigned task together. Use this
technique to provide an example of how the task
should be done.

•    Closed pairs. Pairs of students work together on a
task or activity, while the teacher moves around the
classroom offering assistance and suggestions.

Ensure the task is clearly understood before closed
pairwork begins.

     Stages in pairwork:
      – Organize students into pairs.
      – Set the task and time limit.
      – Rehearse the task in open pairs.
      – Ask students to do the task in closed pairs.
      – Go around the class and help students.
      – Pairs report back to the class.
•    Groupwork. Groups of three or more students work

together on a task or activity. Class projects or  role-
play are often most easily done in groups. Again,
ensure students have a clear understanding of the
task in advance.

•    Rolling questions. A student answers a question and
then proceeds to ask a question directed at the next
student in turn. This continues around the class.

F – Using the Student’s Audio CD
All dialogues and pronunciation sections are recorded on
the Student’s Audio CD. Students have the chance to  listen
to these recordings at home as many times as they want in
order to improve their pronunciation and intonation. The
suggested stages of such self-access study are:

•    The student listens to the recording and follows the
lines in the text or dialogue.

•    The student listens to the recording with pauses
after each sentence or exchange. The student
repeats as many times as needed, trying to imitate
the speaker’s pronunciation and intonation.

•    The student listens to the recording again, and then
reads aloud.

Recordings for the Listening tasks in the Workbook are
also included for students to do their homework.

At the beginning of the course, students should be
asked to obtain a suitable folder, or sectioned
expanding file,  which they will bring to each lesson
and which will hold their personal Language Portfolio.

This will be used to store not only the material given to
them from the printed supplement, Teacher’s Resource
Pack, but also a wide variety of other documents and
material.
In practice, Language Portfolios may include projects
or other written work, CDs with work or drawings
completed inside or outside the class; DVDs with the

STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS
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students’ favorite story, filmed performances of songs,
school plays, Progress Report Cards, various realia or
pictures, and so on. In short, it is a collection of what
the learners want to keep to document what they are
learning through the medium of the English language. 

This Language Portfolio is the student’s property. It is a
tool to accompany the students’ language learning
throughout the course and is suitable for documenting
their learning both inside and outside the classroom. The
main emphasis is on the process of learning, so that while
compiling their Language Portfolios, learners develop
the skill of working independently.
The aim of the Language Portfolio is to develop the
learners’ autonomy. However, students should be guided
at first on how to organize their work, keep records,
access their own information, etc. Learners are usually
willing to experiment and try new things, but at the same
time can be discouraged if they are not sure what is
required of them. Once a routine has been established
and learners begin to develop their autonomy, they can
be given more responsibility and freedom. Learners will
still appreciate feedback and praise though, so it is
important that their efforts are monitored and facilitated.

Experienced teachers will be aware that some of their
students learn best by listening to new information,
some prefer to read about it, whereas other students
need to do something with the new information. There
is no ideal method of learning; these are all valid learning
styles, as different people learn in different ways.
Consequently, a coursebook should offer a variety of
exercises and material which stimulate all types of
learning styles in order to help the learners learn
according to their personal learning styles. 
•    Visual Learners need to see the teacher’s body

language and facial expressions to fully understand
the content of the lesson. They think in pictures and
learn best from visual displays, including diagrams,
illustrations, Powerpoint presentations, videos/DVDs,
flashcards, and handouts.

•    Auditory Learners learn best through verbal
explanations, discussions, talking things through,
and listening to what others have to say. Written
information may have little meaning until it is
heard. They often benefit from reading a text aloud
and using a CD player. 

•    Tactile/Kinesthetic Learners learn best through a
hands-on approach, actively exploring the physical
world around them. They may find it hard to sit still
for long periods of time and may become distracted
by their need for activity and exploration. These
learners express themselves through movement.
They have a good sense of balance and hand-eye
coordination. By interacting with the space around
them, they are able to remember and process
information. Involve them in role-play, pairwork, and
other classroom activities. 

Evaluation is an essential part in the learning process. It
helps the learners recognize their progress in the target
language, how much they have achieved, and what areas
need further practice. The learners’ attitude towards their
own learning experience is positively influenced as they
participate in the whole process. Evaluation also allows
teachers to reflect on the validity of their teaching
practices and the types of material being used.

The process is divided into three parts: Initial
Evaluation at the beginning of the course, Formative
Evaluation which is done on a day-to-day basis, and
Cumulative Evaluation upon finishing a module.

Initial Evaluation
This evaluation centers mainly on the students’ reports
from the previous school year. The teacher can assess
the students’ level, work already done, work which
needs to be done, strengths/weaknesses, etc.

Formative Evaluation
Any exercise a student does can be used for this type of
evaluation. The results are then recorded on the
student’s Formative Evaluation Chart.
Make as many photocopies as you need and complete
the charts as indicated. Write the names of the activities
you are going to evaluate (e.g., dialogues, songs,
pairwork, etc.) and write the scores obtained with the
help of the following code, using colors if you wish.

   c    (competence – green): the student has a full
understanding of the task and responds
appropriately

 w    (working on – yellow): the student has an
understanding of the task, but the response is not
fully accurate

TYPES OF LEARNING STYLES

EVALUATION
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  n    (non-competence – red): the student does not
understand the task and is unable to respond
appropriately

Cumulative Evaluation
Cumulative evaluation takes into account the work the
students have done throughout the module as well as
their participation and attitude. The instruments of
evaluation are:

  •    Student’s Self-Assessment Forms: After the students
have completed the Self-Check section of each
module, they fill out the photocopiable Self-
Assessment Form, giving their opinion of their own
performance. This learning-to-learn technique
enables the students to develop awareness of their
progress. The Self-Assessment Forms should be
kept in their Language Portfolio for future
reference. The Self-Assessment Forms are printed
at the back of the Teacher’s Edition.

  •    Progress Report Cards: After students complete
each module and take the corresponding test,
photocopy the respective Progress Report Card
from the Teacher’s Edition and fill out a card for
each student. The students should keep these cards
in their Language Portfolio for future reference. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Student
Book & Workbook and in the Teacher’s Edition:

T             teacher                                      sb           somebody 
S(s)        student(s)                                 sth         something
HW        homework                               n             noun
L1           students’ native language    v             verb 
Ex.          exercise                                     adj         adjective
p(p).      page(s)                                      adv        adverb
e.g.        for example                             phr        phrase
i.e.          that is                                        phr v     phrasal verb
etc.        etcetera

ABBREVIATIONS
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Starter Unit

  1    To present numbers; to practice
pronunciation

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat the
numbers.

          •   Ask Ss to count from 1 to 20.
          •   Ss then count from 20 to 100 and then

backwards from 100 to 1 one after the other.

  2    a    To learn phrases used for telling the
time; to check Ss’ understanding through
translation

                •   Ask Ss to look at the clock face. 
                •   Say the phrases. Ss repeat after you first

chorally and then individually.
                •   Ask Ss to say the phrases in their own

language.

         b   To practice asking/telling the time
                •   Read through the table eliciting/explaining

any unknown words.
                •   Choose two Ss to read the example aloud.
                •   Give Ss enough time to do the task in closed

pairs.
                •   Ask some pairs to act out their exchanges.

          Answer Key
          1     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s a quarter past six.

          2     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s a quarter to eight.

          3     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s eight thirty/half past eight.

          4     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s 3 o’clock.

          5     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s nine thirty/half past nine.

  3    a    To present the colors 
                •   Play the recording. Point to the different

colors as you go along.
                •   Ss repeat the words chorally or individually.

         b   To practice the colors
                •   Point to a thing in the classroom and say

what color it is.
                •   Ask Ss to do the same in turns.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To learn common phrases used in the
classroom; to check understanding through
translation

          •   Focus Ss’ attention on the two pictures. Explain
that the sentences in the left-hand column are
mainly instructions used by the teacher whereas
the sentences in the right-hand column are
used by Ss depending on what they need to say
in various situations.

          •   Preteach and drill any words Ss may have
problems with (e.g., forgot or borrow).

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
          •   Ask Ss to translate the sentences into their

language.

Play in teams. One S uses his/her arms to show the
time. The other team guesses the time. Each
correct guess gets one point. The team with the
most points is the winner.

Lesson objectives: To present and practice numbers
and telling the time, introduce colors, familiarize Ss
with classroom and textbook language, talk about
how to use the Internet for research
Vocabulary: Cardinal numbers (1-1,000,000), colors
(green, red, yellow, orange, black, white, blue, purple,
gray, brown, pink)
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  5    To familiarize Ss with textbook language;
to check understanding through translation

          •   Ask Ss to find these headings/logos in their
books.

          •   Ss do the task in pairs. Help Ss explain what the
headings/logos mean.

          •   Elicit the meaning of each one in English and
write it on the board.

          •   Ask Ss to say the headings/logos in their
language to check understanding.

          Answer Key 
          In Pronunciation we say words correctly.
          In Writing we write texts in English.
          In Vocabulary we learn new words.
          In Listening we listen to people speaking English.
          In IT we do projects using the Internet. 
          (IT= Information Technology)
          In Grammar we read theory boxes concerning the

grammar points of every module and do grammar
exercises.

          In the Word List we see the words from each unit as
well as what part of speech they are.

          In Learning to learn we learn how to deal with tasks.
          In Reading we read texts in English.
          In Songsheets we listen to songs related to the theme

of each module.
          In Grammar Reference we can review the grammar

points presented in each module.
          In Now I can … we review what we have learned in

each module.
          In Speaking we speak in English.
          In Self-Check we do review exercises.
          In Project we do tasks related to the theme of each

unit.

  6    a    To talk about different types of research
                •   Direct Ss to Ex. 4 on page 25. Have them read

the task and elicit answers to the question in
the rubric of Ex. 6a on page 6.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          I look up information for projects in books/

magazines/encyclopedias/on the Internet.

         b   To put steps in the correct order to
check Ss’ ability to use the Internet for research

                •   Elicit how many Ss use the Internet on a daily
basis. Discuss what they use it for, whether
any of them use it for research purposes,
what they research, if they have any
problems and what they are, etc.

                •   Preteach any unknown vocabulary (e.g.,
relevant, website).

           •   Ss complete the task in closed pairs.
                •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     D           3     F            5     B
          2     E            4     C            6     A

Background information

IT has to do with the use of information and
communication technologies in primary and
secondary education. Ss, through IT, can use a
computer to get information when they need it.
This means that instead of spending time going to
different libraries, they can get the information
they need much faster on their computers. The use
of IT can improve the quality of education, increase
Ss’ learning opportunities, and make knowledge
more easily accessible.
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School days
What’s in this module?

  •    Ask Ss to look at the title School days and invite
them to suggest what they think it means and what
they think they will learn in this module. Elicit
answers and tell Ss to browse through the units and
check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to our school days. I think we will learn

about schools in the United States. 

  •    Use pictures 1-3 to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest in
the module. Ask Ss which page each picture is from
and then elicit additional information (e.g., ask what
the pictures show, what else Ss can see on that page,
etc.). 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

            T:     What page is pic. 1 from?
         S1:     It’s from p. 8.
            T:     What can you see in pic. 1?
         S2:     A map of a school.
            T:     What else can you see on p. 8?
           S3:     A girl walking to school, a school schedule, etc. 

            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 13) What can you
see in the picture? How is it related to the other
pictures on the page?  etc.

             T:     What page is pic. 3 from? (p. 11) What can you see
in pic. 3? What else can you see on p. 11? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          A school schedule (p. 8)
            What is a school schedule? What information does it

contain? What is your school schedule like? Do your
classes start and finish at the same time each day? etc.

          A bulletin board (p. 9)
          Where can we find bulletin boards? What information

do we see on bulletin boards? Does your school have a
bulletin board? etc.

          An email to a pen pal (p. 12)
          What is an email? Do you have an email address?
          What is a pen pal? Do you have a pen pal? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Ss then explain
the words in their language. Refer Ss to the Word List if
necessary.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of “School.”

Module page                                                        7
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: school subjects (English, Information
Technology (IT), Music, History, Math, Physical Education
(PE), Art, Science, Geography)

1a     School                                                        8-9
Lesson objectives: To talk about favorite subjects, learn
the days of the week, a/an, write a school schedule
Vocabulary: days of the week (Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday),
classroom objects (eraser, pencil sharpener, backpack,
notepad, pencil, ruler, atlas, notebook), other (bulletin
board, dictionary, textbook)

1b     First day!                                              10-11
Lesson objectives: To introduce yourself, speak about
yourself, subject/object pronouns, the verb “to be”
(affirmative/negative/interrogative), write about yourself
Vocabulary: introducing yourself (Hello, It’s nice to
meet you, Excuse me, That’s a strange name, How do you
spell it)

1c     Write soon                                                 12
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
word order (subject + verb), use of capital letters, write
an email to a pen pal
Vocabulary: email, pen pal, student, favorite, singer

1d     Culture Corner                                         13
Lesson objectives: To learn about schools and
education in the United States, make a diagram about
the education system in your country
Vocabulary: education system, elementary, middle
school, high school, college, culture

1e     Hello!                                                           14
Lesson objectives: To learn how to greet people at
various times of the day, dialogue practice, pronounce
the sounds /Ω/, /±/
Vocabulary: greetings (Hello, Good morning, Good
afternoon, Good evening, Good night, Goodbye)

1f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Citizenship    15
Lesson objectives: To talk about how you like
working at school
Vocabulary: alone, in pairs, in groups, verbs (look, listen,
say, smile, share, think, ask)

Self-Check 1                                                        16
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School
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the pictures on 
pp. 8-9. Elicit what Unit 1a is about (School).

  1    To learn school subjects and get Ss to talk
about their favorite subject

          •   Ask Ss to look at the school map at the top right
of p. 8 and the subjects and ask them which is
their favorite.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          My favorite school subject is math.

  2    To understand schedules and be able to
ask and answer Where? questions 

          •   Ask Ss to look at the map of Green Middle School
and the school schedule.

          •   Point out that each color represents a different
school subject. 

          •   Choose two Ss to read the example aloud.
          •   Ss complete the task in pairs. 
               e.g., SA: “Where’s the IT class?” SB: “In room I.” etc.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 

          1     A: Where’s the IT class?
                 B: In room I.

          2     A: Where’s the English class?
                 B: In room C. 

          3     A: Where’s the PE class?
                 B: In room B.

          4     A: Where’s the science class?
                 B: In room A.

          5     A: Where’s the history class?
                 B: In room E.

  3    To learn the days of the week and practice
pronunciation

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat, either
chorally or individually.

          •   Ask Ss to say these words in their language in
order to check understanding. 

          •   Extension: Say the first day of the week. Ss one
after the other continue in order. Alternatively,
say days of the week in the correct order. Stop
and ask Ss to say the day that follows.

  4    a    To read for specific information; scanning

                •   Ask Ss to look at the top of p. 9. Elicit that this
is a bulletin board. Elicit where Ss could see it
(e.g., at a school, at a club, etc.).

                •   Ask Ss to read the announcements on the
board and find 5 school subjects and 5 days
of the week and write them down.

                •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key  
          School subjects: History, English, Geography, Math,

and PE
          Days of the week: Monday, Wednesday, Tuesday,

Thursday, Friday

         b   To read for specific information

                •   Do question 1 with Ss. Give Ss enough time
to answer the questions.

                •   Advise Ss to underline, circle, and/or
highlight the key words in the announcements
which helped them answer the questions.

                •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     No. The history class is in room D.
          2     Mr. Brown is the English teacher.
          3     You can find information about the school, the

teachers, and what the students do each day.
          4     It is on Thursday, the 5th.

  5    To learn the rules for using a/an

          •   Ask a S to read the grammar rules. Explain what
a consonant is and what a vowel is.

          •   Ask Ss to give examples of their own.

  6    To practice a/an

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the exercise in
their notebooks.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     a pencil             3     an atlas                    5     an eraser
          2     a ruler                4     a notebook            6     a pen

  7    To learn objects we use at school

          •   Read the list of school objects aloud. Ask Ss to
repeat chorally or individually.

          •   Choose two Ss to read the example. Then have
Ss do the task in open pairs.
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          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s a notepad.

          3     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s an eraser.

          4     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s a ruler.

          5     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s a pencil.

          6     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s a notebook.

          7     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s an atlas.

          8     A:   What’s this in English?
                 B:    It’s a backpack.

  8    To write your school schedule for Monday  

          •   Ask Ss to write their own schedules as in Ex. 2 on
p. 8 for their classes on Monday.

          •   Ask questions relating to what Ss will write (e.g.,
When does your first class start? What time do you
have your first break?  How long does it last? etc.).

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete this task in
class or, alternatively, assign it for HW.
Encourage Ss to use colored paper, stickers, etc.
to make their piece of writing more attractive.

          Suggested Answer Key

Monday School Schedule

     

  ▶    Songsheets: Module 1 p. SS1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 p. 5 Game
p. 10

    8:30  -    9:15
    9:20  - 10:05
 10:10  - 10:55
 11:00  - 11:30
 11:35  - 12:20
 12:25  -    1:10
    1:15  -    1:45
    1:50  -    2:35
    2:40  -    3:25

Math
Math
History
IT
Break
English
Lunch Break
Science
PE

D
D
A
B

C

E
F

Extra Activity 

Ask Ss to spell each of the words in Ex. 7.
e.g., pencil sharpener P-E-N-C-I-L  S-H-A-R-P-E-N-E-R

Warm-up Activity 
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the picture at the top
right of p. 10. Elicit what “first day” refers to (first day at
school).

  1    To learn how to introduce yourself

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the picture at the top of 
p. 10. 

          •   Choose two Ss to read the dialogue.
          •   Ask Ss to tell you what kind of relationship Bob

and Susan have.

          Answer Key 
          Bob and Susan are strangers.

          Suggested approach
            T:   Do they know each other?
         S1:   No, they are strangers.
            T:   How do you know?

         S2:   They are introducing themselves. (Bob says “My
name’s Bob.”)

          •    Ss act out dialogues in closed pairs using their
own names. To help Ss, draw the following
diagram on the board and elicit appropriate
phrases Ss can use. Write them on the board. Ss
can refer to the diagram while doing the task.

          Suggested Answer Key 

          

Student A Student B
Greeting. Introduce
yourself.
(Hi/Hello. My 
name’s … .)
Respond to B’s
introduction.
(Nice to meet you, … .)

Greeting. Introduce
yourself.
(Hi/Hello. I’m … .)

Respond to A’s
introduction.
(Nice to meet …, too.)

First day!
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          •   Go around the class to check on Ss’ performance.
          •   Select pairs to act out their dialogues in front of

the class.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Hello. My name’s John, John Edwards.
          B:    Hi! I’m Jenny Rodriguez.
          A:   Nice to meet you, Jenny.
          B:    Nice to meet you, too.

  2    a    To read and listen for gist

          •   Play the recording and ask Ss to read along
as they listen.

          •   Ask Ss to answer the questions.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          The two boys are at school.
          No, they are not friends.

         b   To read for specific information

          •   Read sentences 1-4 aloud.
          •   Give Ss a few minutes to read the dialogue

silently and complete the task. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to correct the false

statements.

          Answer Key 
          1     F (The Science class is in Room D.)
          2     T
          3     T
          4     F (David and Raleigh are in the same science

class.)

  3    a    To introduce subject/object pronouns

          •   Ss close their books. Present the subject
pronouns.

          •   Point to yourself and say: I. Then write it on
the board.

          •   Point to a S and say: you. Then write it on the
board.

          •   Point to a male S and say: he. Then write it on
the board. Explain that we use he for a boy or
a man.

          •   Point to a female S and say: she. Then write it
on the board. Explain that we use she for a
girl or a woman.

          •   Point to a S’s notebook and say: it. Then write
it on the board. Explain that we use it for an
object.

          •   Go close to some Ss, point to them and
yourself, and say: we. Then write it on the
board.

          •   Point to a group of Ss opposite you and say:
you. Then write it on the board.

          •   Point to a group of Ss far away from you and
say: they. Then write it on the board.

          •   Present the object pronouns. Say, then write
on the board: I am a teacher. Look at me.
Underline the words I and me. Explain that
me is an object pronoun. Present the other
persons in the same way. e.g., He’s a student.
Look at him. She’s a student. Look at her. It’s a
desk. Look at it. etc.

          •   Ss open their books and read the box aloud.
          •   Ask Ss to go through the text and find all the

subject/object pronouns.
          •   Check Ss’ answers. Point out that subject

pronouns go before the verb, whereas object
pronouns go after the verb.

          Answer Key 
          Subject pronouns: I, He, We
          Object pronouns: him, me

         b   To practice subject/object pronouns

          •   Explain the task.
          •   Give Ss enough time to do the exercise. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key 
          1     She                             3     they             5     him, He
          2     them, They             4     We

  4    a    To learn the verb “to be” 

          •   Ss close their books. Present the contracted
form of the simple present affirmative of the
verb “to be.” Say, and then write on the
board: I’m Helen.

          •   Point to a S. Say: You’re Tom. Then write it on
the board.

          •   Point to a male S. Say: He’s John. Then write it
on the board.

          •   Point to a female S. Say: She’s Mary. Then write
it on the board. Continue with the rest.

          •   Then present the contracted form of the
simple present negative of the verb “to be.”
Say, and then write on the board: I’m a
teacher. I’m not a doctor. Underline the words
I’m not. Do the same to present all persons in
the singular and plural.

          •   Finally, present the interrogative form of the
verb “to be.” Say, and then write on the
board: Am I a teacher? Underline Am I. Explain
that we form the interrogative form of the
verb “to be” by putting the verb before the
subject pronoun.
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          •   Answer the question on the board: Yes, I am.
Explain that this is a positive short answer.
Explain that we form positive short answers
with yes, the appropriate personal pronoun,
and the verb in the affirmative.

          •   Write on the board: Am I a doctor? No, I’m not.
Explain that we form negative short answers
with no, the appropriate personal pronoun,
and the verb in the negative.

          •   Ss open their books and read the box.
          •   Give Ss a minute to find examples of the verb

“to be” in the dialogue on p. 10. 

          Answer Key 
          Where is, It’s, Are you, I am, My name’s, That’s, It’s, are

you, I’m, I’m, Are you, I am

         b   To practice the affirmative form of the
verb “to be”

          •   Ask Ss to complete the exercise. Check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     ’s            2     ’m         3     ’re          4     ’s            5     ’re

  5    To practice the negative form of the verb
“to be”

      •    Ask a S to read the example. Ss do the exercise. 
      •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          2     I’m not 13 years old.
          3     They aren’t in room E.
          4     He isn’t my best friend.
          5     You aren’t in room A.

  6    To practice the interrogative form of the
verb “to be”

      •    Give Ss a minute to complete the exercise.
      •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     Are, they are     3     Is, it is                    5     Is, he isn’t
          2     Are, I’m not        4     Are, we aren’t

  7    To practice asking questions and giving
short answers

      •   Ask Ss to look at the two photos and the names
of the people and their ages.

      •   Invite two Ss to read the example.
      •   Ss ask and answer questions in open pairs using

the prompts given.

          Answer Key 

          

  8    To practice forming questions
      •   Ask Ss to look at the example and write the

questions. Check Ss’ questions.

          Answer Key 
          2     Is it an eraser                4     Are they pencils
           3     Are you twelve                5     Are you in Miss Miller’s art

class

  9    a    To practice speaking about yourself 

          •   Ask Ss to look at the questions. 
          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example.
          •   Ss ask and answer the questions in pairs.

          (Ss’ own answers)

         b   To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

          •   Invite Ss to translate the questions in Ex. 9a into
their language. These translations should be
equivalent questions in their own language
rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

10   To practice language and grammar
presented in this unit

      •   Explain the task. Give Ss some time to complete the
task in class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I’m Fiona. I’m 15 years old. My favorite subject is

history.

A:   Is Mark 14?
B:    No, he isn’t. He’s 19.
A:   Is Sue 16?
B:    No, she isn’t. She’s 17.
A:   Is Mary 20?
B:    No, she isn’t. She’s 17.

A:   Is Rita 11?
B:    No, she isn’t. She’s 17.
A:   Is John 26?
B:    No, he isn’t. He’s 16.
A:   Is Jill 11?
B:     No, she isn’t. She’s 12.
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Write soon
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title. Elicit where we could see this sentence (In
a letter, an email, a postcard, etc.).

  1    To identify text type and read for specific
information

      •   Draw Ss’ attention to the text.
      •   Explain to Ss what an email is.
      •   Ask Ss if they have a computer at home and if

they use the Internet. 
      •   Explain what the headings From (person who sends

the email), To (the email address of the person who is
going to read the email), and Subject (what the
email will be about) mean.

      •   Give Ss a few minutes to read the text quietly
and complete the table.

      •   Check Ss’ answers on the board. 

          Answer Key 
          It is an email.

          1     12 years old
          2     Merton Middle School
          3     English and history
          4     Enrique Iglesias

     
•   Write the following sentence on the board: Ann is a

student. Underline the words Ann and is. Ask Ss to say
which of the two words is a verb (is). Explain that Ann is
the subject because she’s the person who does the
action the verb describes. Ask: Where do we put the
subject, before or after the verb? (Before). Go through the
Learning to learn box with Ss.

  2    To practice word order (subject + verb)

      •   Ask Ss in closed pairs to put the words in the
correct order.

      •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     Ann is 12 years old.        3     Shakira is a singer.
          2     He is a student.           4     They are 13 years old.

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box showing Ss the

various uses of capital letters in English and drawing
attention to any differences from Ss’ own language. Ss
can give examples of their own. 

•   Extra task: Ask Ss to find and underline examples in the
email text in Ex. 1.

  3    To practice capital letters in English

      •   Ask Ss to do the exercise.
      •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     Ann is 12. She’s in my class.
          2     They are Claire and Steve Rogers.
          3     Nora and Phil are from Canada.
            4     The art class is in room D on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

  4    To practice answering questions about
yourself

      •   Ask Ss to look at the text in Ex. 1 again to help
them answer the questions.

      •   Ss, in closed pairs, ask and answer the questions.
      •   Walk around the class and monitor Ss’

performance. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          1     My name’s Sandra.
          2     I’m 14 years old.
          3     I’m a student at Fenway Middle School.
          4     My favorite school subject is IT.
          5     My favorite singer is Justin Timberlake.

  5    To write an email to a pen pal

      •   Explain to Ss what a pen pal is (i.e., a friend you
write to and receive letters/emails from though
you may not have met in person).

      •    Tell Ss that they should use their answers from Ex.
4 to write a reply to the email Patricia sent.

      •   Ask Ss to do the task in an email format with
From: To: Subject: headings as in the email text
in Ex. 1. As their address, they can use: their
name@yahoo.com.

      •   Ss can do this task in class or, alternatively, you
can assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          From: Sandra@yahoo.com
          To: Patricia@yahoo.com
          Subject: Hi!

          Hi! My name’s Sandra. I’m 14 years old and I’m a student
at Fenway Middle School. My favorite school subjects
are IT and PE. My favorite singer is Justin Timberlake.
He’s great! Please write soon.

          Sandra Wells

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Photocopy the following or write it on the board.
Ask Ss to complete the missing words from the text.
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Write soon

          

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Game p. 10From: Natasha@yahoo.com
To: Sally@yahoo.com
Subject: My Dog!

Hi Sally! My ......... is Natasha. I’m 12 ......... old and
......... a student at James Middle School. I have a
dog. His ......... is Spot. What ......... you? Please
write ......... .

Natasha Wallace

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the topic and say what they think the
Culture Corner section is going to be about (The education
system in the United States). Explain that this section
contains information about cultural issues of English-
speaking countries for Ss to compare and contrast with
their own culture.

  1    To read and understand a chart 

      •   Ask Ss to look at the chart and talk about it.
      •   Explain any unknown words.
      •   Ask Ss to repeat each level of education after

you chorally or individually.

          Answer Key 
           The chart is about the education system in the United

States and how old students are at each level.

  2    To talk about people and types of schools

      •   Ask Ss to look at Laura and ask them questions. 
                     T:     What’s her name?
                  S1:     Laura.
                     T:     How old is she?
                  S2:     She is 17.
                     T:     What type of school is she in?
                  S3:     She is in high school.
                     T:     Correct!

      •   Give Ss a minute to match the students to the
type of school appropriate for their age.

      •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Jim is 19 years old. He’s in college.
          Fiona is 13 years old. She’s in middle school.
          Tim is 9 years old. He’s in elementary school.

  3    To make a chart and discuss/compare
education systems

      •   Ask questions to elicit what the education
system is like in Ss’ country. (e.g., What age do
students in your country start school? What is the
first level called? When do Ss go to the next level?
What’s the next level called? etc.)

      •    Put Ss in groups and ask them to make a similar
chart about the education system in their country.

      •   Ask one of the Ss to come to the board and
draw his/her group’s chart.

      •    Ask Ss if they agree with the chart and elicit the
similarities and differences between the education
systems.

          Suggested Answer Key
          UK Education System

          Primary School 
          5-11 years old

          Secondary School
          11-16 years old

          Sixth Form
          16-18 years old

          University
          18+ years old

          The education system in my country is different from
the American education system. It does not have
middle school and high school but secondary school
and sixth form. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Pairwork
Activities pp. 7-8, Portfolio Activities p. 9

Culture Corner
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Hello!
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures and elicit what
Unit 1e is about (Greetings).

  1    To learn how to greet people in English 

      •   Ask Ss to look at the drawings and elicit what
greetings are (words we say when we meet
someone).

      •   Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat.

      •   Draw Ss’ attention to the times of day. 
      •   Ask Ss to say these greetings in their language

in order to check understanding.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To listen for gist

      •   Ask Ss to look at the pictures at the top of 
p. 14 and elicit what the situations are. (A: two
friends talking, B: a mom kissing her children
goodbye and going to work.)

      •   Explain the meaning of the word relatives
(members of the same family) and ask Ss which of
the people are relatives (Liz and Mrs. Brown).

      •   Play the recording. Ss listen and match the
dialogues to the pictures.

      •   Check Ss’ answers.
      •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the dialogues aloud. 
      •   Explain any new vocabulary.

          Answer Key 
          1     A Jane and Paul are friends.
          2     B Liz and Mrs. Brown are relatives.

    3     To practice greetings through role-play

      •   Ask Ss to imagine they see a friend at the park.

      •   In pairs Ss act out their dialogues. To help Ss,
draw the following diagram on the board and
elicit appropriate phrases Ss can use. Write them
on the board, too. Ss can copy the diagram into
their notebooks and use it as a reference while
doing the task.

          

      •   Walk around and monitor the activity.
      •   Invite some pairs to act out their dialogues in

front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          •     A: Good morning, Ann!
           B: Hello, Pete!
                 A: How are you?
                 B: I’m fine, thanks. And you?
                 A: Not bad. See you later!
                 B: OK! Goodbye!

          •     A: Goodbye, Tony!
           B: Goodbye, Liz. See you later!
                 A: See you.

  4    To present and practice /Ω/, /±/

      •   Ask Ss to listen to the recording and repeat
chorally or individually.

      •   Invite Ss to give their own examples.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          /Ω/: eraser, strange, day, Spain
          /±/: notepad, can, diagram, Ann

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 p. 6

Student A Student B
Greet B.
(Good morning, B.) 
Ask how he/she is.           
(How are …?)                      
Reply. Closing
remarks. 
(Not bad. See you …!)

Student A
Say goodbye to B. 
(Goodbye, B.)
Closing remarks.
(See you.)

Greet A. 
(Hello, A.) 
Reply. Ask about A.
(I’m fine, … And you?)
Closing remarks. Say
goodbye to A.
(OK. Goodbye!)

Student B
Say goodbye to A.
Closing remarks.
(Goodbye, A.
See you … .)

Extra Activity 

Write different times of the day on the board and
ask Ss to tell you which greeting to use at the
different times.

   T:   At 10:30 am what do we say?
 S1:   Good morning!
   T:   At 4:00 pm what do we say?
 S2:   Good afternoon!
   T:   At 7:00 pm what do we say?
 S3:   Good evening!
   T:   When you go to bed what do you say?
 S4:   Good night! 
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Cross-Curricular Cut

  1    To encourage class discussion about
working in the classroom 

      •   Ask Ss to look at the title and explain that
Citizenship is a subject taught in middle schools
in the United States.

      •   Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the
words.

      •   Ask Ss to think about how they like to work at
school and elicit answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          I like working in pairs.

  2    To read and listen for gist

      •   Ask Ss to look at the title of the poster and the
pictures. Invite them to tell you what the title
means and what they think the poster is about.

      •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and check
their answers.

      •   Go through the poster with Ss to check that
they understand the vocabulary, explaining any
unknown words. 

          Answer Key 
          The poster is about how we should behave when we

work in pairs or groups at school.

  3    To develop vocabulary 

      •   Explain the task. Ask Ss to use the letters in the
exercise to make verbs they can find in the
poster.

      •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          2     share         3     say            4     look           5     listen

  4    To memorize information

      •   Ask Ss to read the rules in the poster again and
then close their books.

      •   Invite Ss to tell you three rules that they
remember about working together.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Look at your partner.
          Think of new ideas.
          Be kind and smile.

Background information

Citizenship is one of the content areas covered in
Social Studies, a compulsory core subject taught in
schools in the United States. 
Citizenship gives students the knowledge,
understanding, and skills necessary to play an active
part in society as citizens who are socially and morally
responsible. It aims to give them the confidence and
conviction that they can interact with others, have
influence, and make a difference in their communities.

Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the end
of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 1 pp. 65-68

Play in teams. Say a word from the module. The
other team writes the word on the board and
spells it. Each correct answer gets a point. The
team with the most points is the winner. 

                     T:     Say words related to school objects.
 Team A S1:     notebook
 Team B S1:     N-O-T-E-B-O-O-K  etc.

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module My favorites! and
ask them to suggest what it means and what they
think the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss
to browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to the things I like, such as my favorite

cartoon characters and my personal objects. We will
also learn about countries and nationalities.

  •    Use pictures 1-3 to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest in
the module. Ask questions to begin a discussion
about the topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

            T:     What page is pic. 1 from?
         S1:     It’s from p. 19.
            T:     What can you see in pic. 1?
         S2:     Asterix, a cartoon character.
            T:     What else can you see on p. 19?
         S3:     I can see other cartoon characters. etc.                
            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 22) How do you

think the picture is related to the title of the unit?
What else can you see on that page? etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 3 from? (p. 20) What can you
see in the picture? What else can you see? How
are they related to the title of the unit? Do you
have similar objects? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          An article about UK souvenirs (p. 23)
          What is a souvenir? What does UK stand for? Have you

been there? What souvenirs can someone buy in your
country?  etc.       

          A movie review (p. 18)
          What is a movie review? What is this movie about? Do

you think it will be a positive or negative review? Would
you like to see this movie? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat, either
chorally or individually. Ss translate the words into
their L1.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn how to describe people,
and talk about personal objects as well as countries &
nationalities.

Module page                                                      17
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: parts of the body (eye, nose, mouth, hand,
foot, leg, arm, mustache, ear, hair, head)

2a     Favorite characters                         18-19
Lesson objectives: To describe people’s appearance,
read a movie review, the verb “to have” 
Vocabulary: adjectives describing appearance (short,
big, chubby, tall, fat, fair, slim, small, long, beautiful, ugly)

2b     My things                                            20-21
Lesson objectives: To talk about personal objects,
plurals, this/these/that/those
Vocabulary: personal objects (skateboard, helmet,
basketball, gloves, bicycle, sneakers, hat, guitar, digital
camera, scarf, watch, handbag, teddy bear, jeans, shoes)

2c     My collection                                           22
Lesson objectives: To learn countries & nationalities,
read for specific information, punctuation
Vocabulary: countries & nationalities (the UK, the USA,
Spain, Canada, New Zealand, France, Japan, American,
Canadian, Spanish, British, New Zealander, French,
Japanese), collections (hats, stuffed animals, mugs, toy
cars, figures)

2d     Culture Corner                                         23
Lesson objectives: To talk about souvenir shopping in
the UK, introduce countries in the UK
Vocabulary: souvenir, hat, mug, scarf, stuffed animal, bus,
pin

2e     Here you go!                                             24
Lesson objectives: To buy things, introduce American
money, present /∂/, /∑/
Vocabulary: store clerk, customer, dollar-$, key ring,
paperweight, drum, baseball cap, T-shirt, teddy bear, bell,
postcard

2f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Geography    25
Lesson objectives: To introduce English-speaking
countries
Vocabulary: continents & countries (Asia, Africa, North
America, South America, Antarctica, Europe, Australia and
Oceania, New Zealand, Canada), capital cities (Ottawa,
Washington, DC, London, Canberra, Wellington)

Self-Check 2                                                        26

My favorites!
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Favorite characters
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title and look at the pictures on pp. 18-19. Elicit
what Unit 2a is about (Cartoon characters).

  1    To read or listen for specific information
and gist

          •   Ask Ss to look at the picture and tell you who it is.
Elicit information about Spider-Man. 

              T: Have you seen the movie? What is Spider-
Man’s real name? What do you know about
him? Who is his enemy? etc.

          •   Give Ss two minutes to read the text silently and
answer the questions. Alternatively, play the
recording. Ss listen, check, and answer the
questions. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Peter Parker is Spider-Man.
          Aunt May is Peter Parker’s aunt.
          Mary Jane is Peter Parker’s best friend.
          The Green Goblin is Spider-Man’s enemy.
          It is a review.

  2    To read for specific information 

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     He’s from Queens, New York.
          2     He lives with his Aunt May.
          3     His best friend is Mary Jane.
          4     A spider bites him in a science lab.
          5     He can climb walls, just like a spider.
          6     His enemy is the Green Goblin.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

          •   Ask Ss to read the sentences and translate them into
their language. Point out that these translations
should be equivalent statements in their own
language rather than direct translations.                

                 (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To learn adjectives related to appearance

          •   Ask Ss to look at the Word List and find the
words in bold. Alternatively, present the new
words by miming. For example, say to Ss: I’m
short. (mime being short)

          •   Tell Ss to look at the pictures on p. 19. Elicit  the
task.

          •   Give Ss a few minutes to complete the task in
pairs. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     Mickey Mouse              5     Wilma Flintstone
          2     Fred Flintstone            6     Goofy
          3     Obelix                               7     Esmeralda
          4     Asterix                              8     Quasimodo

Background information

Fred & Wilma Flintstone: The Flintstones is an American
animated television series produced by Hanna
Barbera Productions. The Flintstones originally
appeared on TV from 1960 to 1966.
Fred and Wilma Flintstone and their friends
Barney and Betty Rubble live in the prehistoric
city of Bedrock but deal with the problems of
contemporary times. In 1962 and 1963, Pebbles and
Bamm-Bamm appeared as the daughter and adopted son of the
Flintstones and Rubbles respectively.

Asterix & Obelix: The Adventures of Asterix is a series of
French comic books by René Goscinny and Albert
Uderzo. Asterix lives around 50 BC in an
imaginary Gaulish village in northwest Armorica.
Asterix and his clumsy but good-hearted friend
Obelix prevent Julius Caesar from conquering
their village.

Quasimodo & Esmeralda: The Hunchback of Notre Dame is a 1996
animated movie produced by Walt Disney Pictures. The movie is
based on Victor Hugo’s The Hunchback of Notre
Dame. Quasimodo is the kind-hearted but
deformed bellringer of Notre Dame. Claude
Frollo, their cruel Minister of Justice, hides
Quasimodo in the belltower of the cathedral.
During the Festival of Fools, Quasimodo decides
to take part in the festivities where he meets the
beautiful gypsy dancer, Esmeralda, and the handsome soldier
Phoebus. The three of them fight against Frollo’s attempts to
destroy the home of the gypsies, the Court of Miracles.

Mickey Mouse & Goofy: Mickey Mouse is a comic animal cartoon
character created by Walt Disney in 1928. He is the most famous
of the Disney cartoon characters. 
Mickey Mouse starred in over 120 cartoons.
Goofy is one of Mickey Mouse’s best friends.
Friendly but very clumsy, this cartoon
character first appeared in Mickey’s Revue
(1932). His name was Dippy Dawg. In 1939,
his name changed to Goofy with the release of
the cartoon Goofy and Wilbur. Goofy appeared in
many cartoons with Mickey, Donald, Minnie, Pluto, Clarabelle
Cow, and Horace Horsecollar.
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Favorite characters

  5    To learn the verb “to have”

          •   Ss close their books. Present the verb “to have.”
          •   Point to your eyes and say: I have blue eyes. Then

write it on the board.
          •   Repeat the same to present the rest of the

affirmative forms.
          •   Drill your Ss. Give prompts. Ss make sentences

using have/has.

                     T:     Mary/long hair.
                  S1:     Mary has long hair.
                     T:     I/long hair.
                  S2:     I have long hair.    etc.

          •   Point to your nose and say: I have a small nose. I
don’t have a big nose. Write the negative form on
the board and underline don’t have. Give
examples in all persons. 

          •   Point to a S and ask: Does Tim have small ears? (Yes,
he does.) Ask: Does Tim have big ears? (No, he
doesn’t.) Write these sentences on the board and
underline does/have (interrogative), Yes, he does;
No, he doesn’t.

          •    Explain that the last two sentences are short
answers. Elicit from Ss how short answers are
formed. (Yes + personal pronoun/noun + do/ does –
No + personal pronoun/noun + don’t/ doesn’t)

          •   Ss open their books. Read the table aloud.
          •   Ask Ss to look at the cartoon characters at the

top of p. 19 again and start a discussion.

                        T:     Can you tell me something Mickey Mouse has?
                  S1:     He has big feet.
                     T:     What else?
                  S2:     He has big ears.
                     T:     What about Fred Flintstone?
                  S3:     He has a big nose.  etc.

          •   Give Ss some time to find examples of the verb
“to have” in the text on p. 18.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Peter doesn’t have many friends.
          Now he has special powers!
          He has an enemy.

  6    To practice the affirmative form of the verb
“to have”

          •   Give Ss some time to do the task.
         •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     has                     3     has                     5     have 
          2     have                   4     has

  7    To practice the interrogative form of the
verb “to have” as well as short answers

          •   Explain the task.
          •   Ss, in pairs, do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          1     Does, have – Yes, he does.
          2     Does, have – No, she doesn’t.
          3     Do, have – No, they don’t.
          4     Does, have – No, he doesn’t.
          5     Do, have – Yes, they do.

  8    To practice asking and answering
questions about a person’s appearance

          •   Explain the task. Choose two Ss to read the
example aloud.

          •   Ss do the task in pairs.
          •   Invite different pairs of Ss to do the task in front

of the class.
          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Is she beautiful?
          B:    Yes, she is.
          A:   Does she have black hair?
          B:    Yes, she does.
          A:   Is it Esmeralda?
          B:    Yes, it is! etc.

  9     To write about your favorite cartoon character

          •   Explain the task.
          •   Tell Ss to use the vocabulary from this unit and

the verb “to have.”
          •   Assign the task for HW and ask Ss to find

pictures to decorate their projects. 

          Suggested Answer Key 
          This is Popeye the sailor man.
          He’s from the USA.
          He’s tall and thin. He has small ears, a big nose, and big

feet.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          John has blue eyes.
          He has short hair.
          He has a small nose.
          He has big feet. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Exs. 1, 2
p. 11, Ex. 5 p. 12, Pairwork Activities pp. 13, 14

Alternate Activity for weaker students 
Put Ss in pairs and ask them to write 5 sentences
about their partner using the adjectives in Ex. 4.
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My things
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the picture on p. 20.
Elicit what “things” somebody might have and what
Unit 2b is about (personal possessions e.g., clothes, toys,
camera, bike, etc.).

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box with Ss.

Explain to Ss that there are words in English that
sound similar and mean the same in Ss’ L1. This will
help Ss remember them. 

  1    To learn new vocabulary associated with
personal objects and practice pronunciation

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. 
          •   Elicit which words sound similar in Ss’ language.
          •   Explain any new vocabulary.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    a    To read or listen for specific information

          •   Explain the task.
          •   Ask Ss to read the text silently for two

minutes and find the answer.
          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,

check, and find the answer.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Amy’s present is a digital camera.

         b   To act out a dialogue

          •   Ss read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
          •   Walk around and monitor Ss’ pronunciation/

intonation.
          •   Choose a pair of Ss to act out the dialogue in

front of the class.

  3    To talk about personal objects

          •   Ask two Ss to tell you which of the objects they
have and what color they are.

          •   Ss do the task in closed pairs.
          •   Walk around and monitor Ss as they do the

activity.
          •   Invite individual Ss to tell the class what objects

they have and what color they are.
          •   As an extension, ask Ss to tell you other objects

they have which are not shown here. They can
use a dictionary to find words they do not know.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          I have a hat and a scarf. My hat is brown and my scarf

is green.

  4    To act out a dialogue 

          •   Ss, in pairs, practice their dialogues. To help Ss,
draw the following diagram on the board and
elicit appropriate phrases Ss can use. Write them
on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

                 
          •   Walk around monitoring Ss as they do the task

and make any necessary corrections.
          •   Invite different pairs of Ss to act out their

dialogues in front of the class.  
          •   Record Ss’ dialogues.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Hi, Steve!
          B:    Hi, Bill! Is this your new skateboard?
          A:   Yes, it is!
          B:    Wow! It’s great.
          A:   Thanks, Steve.

Student A Student B
Greet B.
(Hi/Hello, …!)

Reply.
(Yes, it is!)
Thank B.
(Thanks, … .)

Greet A. Ask if A has
a new skateboard.
(Hi/Hello, …! Is this
your …?)
Express amazement.
Make a comment.
(Wow! It’s … .)

Hangman
Ss play in teams using the words in Ex. 1.
Choose a word and draw as many blanks as needed
to represent the number of letters in the word.
The team guesses letters one at a time. If the chosen
letter is in the word, then the leader of the other
team fills it in. If the word does not contain that
letter, the leader adds a line to hang the man. If the
gallows are completed and the man is hanged
before the team guesses the word, then they lose
the game. If they guess the word before then, they
win a point. The team with the most points is the
winner.

h _ _ _ _ _
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My things

  5    To listen for specific information

          •   Explain the task. Point out that only five of the
birthday presents match people 1-5.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. Play the recording twice if necessary.

          •   Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key 
          1     G           2     B            3     E            4     D           5     A    

  6    To form plurals

          •   Explain that when we talk about more than one
thing we usually add -s to the noun.

                 e.g., desk - desks
          •   Read the examples in the table aloud and focus

Ss’ attention on the different plural endings.
          •   Irregular Plurals: Read the theory table for

irregular plurals aloud.
          •   Ss close their books. Drill your Ss. Read nouns in

the singular aloud. Ss say the corresponding
plural form. Alternatively, Ss write their answers
on the board.

             
          •   Explain the task. Then give Ss two minutes to do

the exercise. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          2     feet       4     boxes          6     boys            8     watches
          3     men     5     balls            7     knives

  7    To distinguish between the sounds /s/, /z/,
and /æz/ and practice pronunciation of plural forms

          •    Explain that -s at the end of plural nouns can be
pronounced in three different ways (/s/, /z/, or /æz/).

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check the
appropriate boxes.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

repeat chorally.

          Answer Key 

          

  8    a    To present this/these – that/those

           •    Ss close their books. Present this/these -
that/those. Point to a book close to you and
say: This is a book. Then write it on the board.
Point to a book far away from you and say:
That is a book, too. Then write it on the board.
Present the plural forms in the same way.

          •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding:
What do we use for things near us? (this/
these). What do we use for things far away
from us? (that/those).

          •   As an extension, point to various things in the
classroom. Ss, in teams, make sentences using
this/these - that/those. Each correct sentence
gets 1 point. The team with the most points is
the winner.

                                              T:   (points to the board, standing
next to it)

                          Team A S1:   This is a board.
                                              T:   (points to the window far away

from him/her).
                          Team B S1:   That is a window. etc.

          •   Ss open their books. Read the table aloud.

         b   To practice this/these – that/those

          •   Tell Ss to look at the pictures in the exercise.
Ask a S to read the example.

          •   Give Ss enough time to make sentences and
write them in their notebooks.

          •   Ask different Ss to read their sentences aloud.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          2     This is a camera.                6     Those are gloves.
           3     These are balls.                      7     That is a skateboard.
          4     These are watches.           8     That is a bicycle.
          5     Those are sneakers.

  9    To consolidate this/these - that/those

          •   Work together with a S to model the example.
Ask several pairs of Ss to perform the task for the
class. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   (points to the desk near him/her)
          B:    This is a desk. (points to the window which is far

from him/her)
          A:   That is a window.

/s/ /z/ /æz/
hats ✓

ties ✓

flies ✓

cats ✓

glasses ✓

lamps ✓

   T:     one box
 S1:     two boxes
   T:     one knife
 S2:     two knives

      T:     one man
    S3:     two men   etc.
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10   To write a list of birthday presents

          •   Tell Ss to think of objects they want for their
birthday and make a list.

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. Alternatively,
assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          sneakers, a skateboard, jeans, a digital camera

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 3, p. 11,
Game p. 16

Warm-up Activity 
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the pictures in the
email on p. 22. Elicit what Unit 2c is about (Collections).

  1    To match countries to the corresponding
nationalities

          •   Explain the task and any unknown countries.
          •   Ask Ss if they know what their country is called

in English and what nationality they are.
          •   Write the country and nationality on the board.
          •   Play the recording. Ss match the countries to

the nationalities.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          1     c             3     e            5     d            7     g
          2     a            4     b            6     f

          Suggested Answer Key 
          I’m Spanish.

  2    To practice countries and nationalities

          •   Explain the task and go through the vocabulary
for unknown words.

          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example.
          •   Ss do the task in pairs.
          •   Walk around and monitor Ss.
          •   Ask different pairs of Ss to ask and answer about

the various objects in front of the class.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          2     A:   What’s this?
                 B:    It’s a mask.
                 A:   Where is it from? 
                 B:    It’s from Japan. It’s Japanese.

          3     A:   What’s this?
                 B:    It’s a Russian doll.
                 A:   Where is it from?
                 B:    It’s from Russia. It’s Russian.

          4     A:   What’s this?
                 B:    It’s a fan.
                 A:   Where is it from?
                 A:   It’s from Spain. It’s Spanish.

  3    To read for specific information

          •   Focus Ss’ attention on the title and ask them to
read it aloud.

          •   Elicit what the symbol stands for. ( =love)
          •   Ask Ss to look at the pictures and

describe them.
          •   Ss repeat the words after you.
          •   Ask Ss to tell you where they think the text is

from (i.e., an Internet site).
          •   Read the incomplete sentences aloud. Elicit

what type of information is missing (i.e., age,
name of a country, number, etc.).

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Individual Ss read aloud from the text. Explain

any unknown vocabulary.

          Answer Key 
        1     eleven                       4     China, France, Australia,
          2     Australia                       Canada, and Spain
          3     twenty-two

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box with the class. 
•   Ask Ss to find examples in the text in Ex. 3. Elicit why

each punctuation mark is used in the text.

My collection
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            T:     Why is there a period after Ann in the first
sentence?

         S1:     It is the end of the sentence.
            T:     Why is there an exclamation point after

collection in the second sentence?
         S2:     She’s excited about her collection.
             T:     Why are there commas between the countries?
           S3:     It is a list of countries and the commas separate

these words.

         •   Ask Ss to complete the rules.
         •   Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key 
          1     period                               3     comma
          2     question mark             4     exclamation point

  4    To write an email about your collection

          •   Explain the task. Make sure Ss understand that
they can use the text in Ex. 3 as a model.

          •   Draw Ss’ attention again to the way the text is
punctuated, how the sentences are connected
(and), and how an opinion is justified (because). 

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
Alternatively, assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Hi! My name’s Sharon. I’m ten years old and I’m South

African. I have a great stamp collection! I have two
hundred stamps. They are from Britain, Portugal,
China, Germany, and Chile. 

          I like stamps because they have interesting pictures. I’m
proud of my collection! What about you? What’s your
favoritehobby? 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Exs. 4 and
6 p. 12

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Write the following on the board. Ss copy it in their
notebook and complete the sentences.

Hello! My name’s ... . I’m ... years old and I’m ... . I have a
...! etc.

Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to tell you what they think the text is about.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the text is about souvenir shopping in the UK

and what souvenirs I can buy while I’m there on
vacation.

  1    To learn the countries which make up the
United Kingdom and the corresponding nationalities

          •   Explain to Ss that the UK is made up of 4
different countries (i.e., England, Scotland, Wales,
and Northern Ireland). Point out that English is
spoken in all of these countries, but each
country has its own accent.

          •   Explain the task and give Ss some time to
complete it.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     e            2     d            3     b            4     a            5     c

  2    To practice countries

          •   Before playing the recording, ask Ss to tell you
where the souvenirs are from by looking at the
map.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read.
          •   Ask different Ss to tell you where the souvenirs

are from.

                     T:     Where is the scarf from?
                  S1:     It’s from Scotland.  
                     T:     Where is the stuffed toy from?
                  S2:     It’s from Scotland.  
                     T:     Where are the toy buses from?
                  S3:     They are from England. etc.
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Culture Corner

This is a fan. 
Spanish women use it on 
hot summer days.

These are flamenco CDs.
Flamenco is popular in Spain.
Go to a CD store in Spain and
ask the assistant to help you
choose some of the best
flamenco CDs.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary introduced
in this lesson

          •   Explain the task. Tell Ss that they should use the
ideas from the text.

          •   Choose a S to tell the class what souvenirs you
can buy in the UK.

          Answer Key 
          In the UK, you can buy lots of souvenirs. In Wales, you

can buy mugs with a dragon on them. In England, you
can buy pins with the Union Jack on them and toy
double-decker buses. In Scotland, you can buy tartan
scarves and stuffed animals. In Northern Ireland, you
can buy hats with shamrocks on them.

  4    To make a presentation about souvenirs
from your country

          •   Explain the task. Brainstorm for ideas as a class
and write them on the board.

          •   Assign the task for HW to be presented in class
at the beginning of the next lesson. Tell Ss to
use the text about souvenir shopping in the UK
in Ex. 2 as a model.

          Suggested Answer Key
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Here you go!
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures and elicit what
Unit 2e is about (shopping).

  1    a    To practice pronunciation & intonation

          •   Play the recording with pauses. Ss listen and
repeat. Focus Ss’ attention on stressed
syllables.

         b   To recognize language in a given
situation

          •   Elicit/Explain what kind of situation involves a
store clerk and a customer.

          •   Invite Ss to tell you who says what.
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read the

dialogue.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     store clerk                       4     customer
          2     customer                        5     store clerk
          3     store clerk                       6     customer

  2    a    To read for specific information

          •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue
again and find the answer.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Marta is buying 2 key rings.

         b   To practice reading skills

          •   Play the recording for Ex. 1b again.
          •   Ss read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
          •   Walk around and monitor the class and

check their intonation.
          •   Choose some pairs to read the dialogue

aloud.

  3    To act out a dialogue

          •   Explain the situation.
          •   Ask Ss to look at the souvenirs in the pictures.
          •   Ask them which souvenirs they want to buy.
          •   Ss act out their dialogues in pairs. Assign a

different souvenir to each pair. To help Ss, draw
the following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss can use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

             
          •   Go around the class and monitor Ss as they do

the task.
          •   Choose some pairs to act out their dialogues in

front of the class and record them if there is the
necessary equipment.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Good morning. How can I help you?
          B:    Good morning. I want to buy a souvenir.
          A:   How about this T-shirt?
          B:    That’s a good idea. How much is it?
          A:   It’s $7.00.
          B:    Can I have two, please?
          A:   Sure. That’s $14.00.
          B:    Here you go.

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

          •   Choose different Ss to translate the sentences in
Ex. 1a into their language. Point out that these
translations should be equivalent statements in
their own language rather than direct
translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To present /∂/, /∑/

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
          •   Ask Ss if they know any other words with the

same sounds.
          •   Ss give their own examples.

          Suggested Answer Key
        /∂/: you, souvenir, two
        /∑/: umbrella, mug, bus

Student A Student B
Greet B and offer help.
(Good … . How can I …
?)

Suggest an item and
show it to B.
(How about …?)

Reply.
(It’s $ … .)

Show agreement.
Say how much they cost.
(Sure. That’s $ … .)

Greet A. Say what you
want to buy.
(Good … . I want to
buy … .)
Agree and ask how
much it is.
(That’s a good idea.
How much …?)
Ask to have two of
the items.
(Can I have …?)
Give the money.
(Here … .)
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Cross-Curricular Cut

     
•   Draw Ss’ attention to the Learning to learn box. Point

out that it is easier to remember a place by finding it
on a map.

  1    To analyze a map

          •   Ask Ss to look at the map on p. 25.
          •   Read each continent/capital city aloud. Ss

repeat, first chorally and then individually.
          •   Explain the task.
          •   Ask a S to read the example aloud.
          •   Ss do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Ottawa is in North America.
          London is in Europe.
          Canberra is in Australia and Oceania. 
          Wellington is in Australia and Oceania.

  2    To match capital cities to countries

          •   Ask a S to read the example.
          •   Give Ss some time to look at the map again.
          •   Ask different Ss to match the cities to the

countries and produce similar sentences.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          London is the capital of the UK.
          Canberra is the capital of Australia.
          Wellington is the capital of New Zealand.
          Ottawa is the capital of Canada.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary 
          •   Explain the task to Ss.
          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example aloud.
          •   In pairs, Ss act out similar exchanges using the

prompts given. 
          •   Walk around and monitor the class.
          •   Ask each pair to act out their dialogues in front

of the class.

          Answer Key 
          2     A:   Where’s Tom from?
                 B:    He’s from Australia.
                 A:   What is the capital of Australia?
                 B:    Canberra.
                 A:   What nationality is he?
                 B:    He’s Australian.

          Continue in the same way for the rest
          3     UK, London, British
          4     USA, Washington, DC, American
          5     Canada, Ottawa, Canadian

          Suggested Answer  
          6     Spain, Madrid, Spanish

  4    To write a quiz about European capitals
using the Internet

          •   Explain the task. Write the quiz title on the
board. Then write:

               1     Spain
                         A    Madrid                     B     Rome
               Ask Ss to use this as an example in order to

prepare their quizzes.
          •   Tell Ss to make their quizzes colorful by using

photos of cities from magazines or the Internet
or by drawing pictures of the landmarks of the
capitals themselves (e.g., Big Ben, etc.).

Note: New Zealand and Australia are part of
the wider region known as Australasia, which
together with Melanesia, Micronesia, and
Polynesia make up the continent of Australia
and Oceania.

Background information

English is one of the world’s top two languages.
About 375 million people speak English as a native
language and about 375 million speak English as a
second language. Speakers of English as a second
language will soon be greater in number than
those who speak English as a first language. One
out of 4 of the world’s population speak English
quite well. Demand from the remaining 3 quarters
of the population is increasing.
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Cross-Curricular Cut

          Suggested Answer Key   ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Portfolio
Activities p. 15

European Capitals

Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check. Ask
Ss to check their answers against the key at the end of
the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Test 2 
pp. 69-72

Self-Check

       1   Hungary
            A   Budapest          B   Prague

       2   Russia
            A   Sofia                  B   Moscow

       3   Ireland
            A   Edinburgh        B   Dublin

       4   Italy
            A   Rome                B   Ottawa

       5   Spain
            A   Madrid              B   Tirana

       6   Poland
            A   Bucharest         B   Warsaw

       7   Portugal
            A   Lisbon               B   Valletta

       8   France
            A   Paris                  B   Monaco

       9   Germany
            A   Bern                  B   Berlin

      10   Austria
            A   Brussels             B   Vienna
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My home, my castle
What’s in this module?

  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module, My
home, my castle. Explain that this refers to the
proverb, “a person’s home is their castle,” which
means people consider their homes to be very
special. Elicit what the module is about. 

  •    Ask Ss to look at pictures 1-3 and encourage
discussion to prompt their interest in the module.
Ask questions to stimulate discussion about the
topics that will be covered in this module. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

            T:     What page is pic. 1 from? 
         S1:     It’s from p. 30.
            T:     What can you see in pic. 1?
         S2:     The inside of a house.
             T:     Which house do you think is the same as pic. 1, the

house in pic. 2 or the house in pic. 3?
         S3:     The house in pic. 3. etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 33) What can you
see in the picture? What is this building called?
Which country do you think it is in? Do you have
buildings like this in your country? etc.

             T:     What page is pic. 3 from? (p. 28) What can you see
in the picture? What else can you see on 
p. 28? What kind of house do you live in? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          An ad for a condo (p. 31)
          What is an ad? What information do you see in ads?

Where can you find ads? etc.

          A ghost (p. 33)
          What is a ghost? Do you know any ghost stories? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally or
individually. Ask Ss to tell you what these words are
in their language. 

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about different types of
houses, the rooms in a house, household furniture,
appliances, and common objects.

Module page                                                      27
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: rooms (bedroom, bathroom, hall, kitchen,
living room), other features (yard)

3a     At home in the United States     28-29
Lesson objectives: To present typical American
houses, read an article for gist and specific information,
there is/there are
Vocabulary: types of houses (single-family home,
cottage, mansion, apartment, duplex), other (upstairs,
downstairs, garage, President, backyard, garden, lawn,
view), ordinal numbers (1st-20th)

3b     What’s it like?                                    30-31
Lesson objectives: To talk about household furniture,
appliances, and common objects, some/any,
possessive adjectives, describe your house
Vocabulary: furniture & appliances, other (window,
closet, pillow, bed, lamp, desk, bookcase, books, carpet,
mirror, toilet, bathmat, towel, bathtub, stairs, floor, sink,
stove, kitchen cabinets, fridge, chairs, table, paintings,
armchair, curtain, cushion, couch, coffee table)

3c     My bedroom                                             32
Lesson objectives: To learn prepositions of place, ask
about location, read for specific information, write a
short text about your bedroom
Vocabulary: prepositions of place (in, on, under,
behind, next to, in front of, between)

3d     Culture Corner                                         33
Lesson objectives: To read texts on haunted castles in
Britain, read for specific information
Vocabulary: haunted castle, popular, ghost, battle
drum, play the pipes, scary, tower, lights go on/off, cliffs,
underground tunnels, strange noises

3e     Let’s go in                                                   34
Lesson objectives: To view a house, to listen and read
for specific information, pronounce /ı/, /∫/
Vocabulary: upstairs, key, big, rather, small

3f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Art & Design   35
Lesson objectives: To read about the Taj Mahal, read
for specific information, write about one of the new
seven wonders of the world
Vocabulary: seven wonders of the world, palace, marble,
precious stone, shine, sunrise, sunset, full moon, huge,
dome, pearl, minaret, corner, floor, pool, building

Self-Check 3                                                        36
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At home in the United States
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud and ask Ss to look at the pictures on
p. 28. Elicit what Unit 3a is about. (American homes)

     
•   Read the Learning to learn box with the class. Explain

to Ss that the title of a text as well as the illustrations
that go with it can help you predict what it is about. 

  1    To predict the content of an article from
pictures and its title

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and the title.
Elicit answers on what the article is about.

          Answer Key 
          The article is about different types of houses in the

United States.

  2    To listen and read for specific information

          •   Explain the task to Ss. Play the recording. Ss
listen and read and complete the task. Ask
individual Ss for answers and elicit discussion.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ss, in closed pairs, read sentences 1-5.

          Answer Key 
            T:     Which text is pic. 1 from?
         S1:     Text A.
            T:     How do you know?
         S2:     Because it’s the only one with a garage.
            T:     What else does the text say about the house?
         S3:     There are no other houses right next to it.
            T:     Well done!

          Which text is pic. 2 from? (E) How do you know? It is a
duplex. What else does the text say about this house?
(nice, front lawn)

          Which text is pic. 3 from? (D) How do you know?
(apartment, fourth floor, nice view of park)

          Which text is pic. 4 from? (C) How do you know?
(white, famous, flag)

          Which text is pic. 5 from? (B) How do you know?
(country house, beautiful garden, lots of flowers)

           1     F  (There is a backyard.) 
           2     F  (She has a small kitchen.) 
           3     T  (This large, white mansion is ...) 
           4     F  (It has three bedrooms, ... and a bathroom.) 
           5     T  (There is also ... and a garage ...)

  3    a    To learn ordinal numbers and practice
pronunciation

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally.
Play the recording twice if necessary, pausing at
each number for Ss to listen and repeat.

         b   To practice asking and answering
questions using ordinal numbers

          •   Ask Ss to look at the picture and explain the
task.

          •    Choose a pair of Ss to read the example aloud.
          •   Ss do the task in pairs. Walk around the class

and monitor Ss’ pronunciation. 
          •   Ask different pairs of Ss to ask and answer.

          Answer Key 

         A:     Which floor are Mary and Helen on?  
          B:     They are on the 7th floor.

         A:     Which floor is Linda on? 
          B:     She is on the 5th floor.

         A:     Which floor is Steve on?
          B:     He is on the 3rd floor.

         A:     Which floor are John and Bob on?
          B:     They are on the 8th floor.

         A:     Which floor is Billy on?  
          B:     He is on the 6th floor.

         A:     Which floor is Ann on?  
          B:     She’s on the fourth floor.

         A:     Which floor are Lucy and Peter on? 
          B:     They are on the 2nd floor. 

     
•   Read the Learning to learn box with the class. Explain

to Ss that both affirmative and negative sentences
begin with the subject.

  4    To practice word order

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     Ann has a nice apartment.
          2     Laura’s house is a duplex.
          3     The house doesn’t have a yard.

Extra Activity for stronger students 

In pairs, Ss take turns spelling the ordinal numbers.
One spells while the other checks.
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  5    To present there is/there are

          •   Ss close their books. Present there is/there are.
Point to the board and say: There is a board in the
classroom. Write it on the board. Underline There
is. Say: There isn’t a computer in the classroom.
Write it on the board. Underline There isn’t. Ask
Ss: Is there a window in the classroom? Write it on
the board. Underline Is there. Say: There are eight
desks in the classroom. There aren’t flowers in the
classroom. Are there computers in the classroom?
Then, write these sentences on the board.
Underline There are, There aren’t, and Are there.
Say that there are is the plural form of there is.

          •   Ss open their books. Read the table aloud.
          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the rules.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask Ss to look at the text on p. 28 and find

examples of there is/there are.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
           1     there is/there isn’t 
           2     there are/there aren’t
           3     Is there/Are there?

          Text A: There are no other houses …
          There is also a backyard and …
          Text B: There are two …
          There is a beautiful …
          There are lots of …
          Text C: There is a beautiful …

  6    To practice there is/there are

          •   Ask a S to read the example.
          •   Refer Ss to the table in Ex. 5 to help them form

sentences.
          •   Give Ss enough time to write the sentences in

their notebooks.
          •   Ask different Ss to come to the board and write

their sentences.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board. 

          Answer Key 
           2     There is one living room downstairs.
           3     There is a small kitchen downstairs.
           4     There are two bathrooms upstairs.
           5     There isn’t a yard.
           6     There isn’t a garage. 

          Answer Key for Extra Activity for stronger students
          Rosa’s house has three bedrooms upstairs.
          Rosa’s house has one living room downstairs.
          Rosa’s house has a small kitchen downstairs.
          Rosa’s house has two bathrooms upstairs.
          Rosa’s house doesn’t have a yard.
          Rosa’s house doesn’t have a garage.  

  7    To consolidate vocabulary and grammar
presented in this unit

          •   Ask Ss to look at p. 28 again and tell their
partner what type of houses there are in the US
using “there are.”

          Suggested Answer Key 
           There are modern apartments in big apartment

buildings in the city. There are small duplexes and large
mansions in the US. There are also beautiful single-
family houses as well as country houses.  etc.

  8    To write sentences about your house/
apartment using vocabulary and grammar presented
in the unit

          •   Explain the task and ask Ss to write affirmative
and negative sentences using there is/there are.
e.g., There is a yard. There isn’t a garage. 

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          There are two bedrooms in my house. 
          There is a big living room. 
          There isn’t a yard.

Extra Activity for stronger students 

For Ex. 6, ask Ss to rewrite their sentences using
“have.” 
e.g., Rosa’s house has three bedrooms upstairs.
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Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud and ask Ss to look at the picture on
p. 30. Elicit its meaning (we ask this question in order to
get someone to describe sth to us).

  1    To learn vocabulary associated with
household furniture, appliances, and common objects

          •   Ask Ss to look at the words listed and explain
any unknown words.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally
or individually.

          •   Play the recording again and pause after each
word. Ask different Ss to look at the picture,
point to the objects, and say the words. 

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box with the class.

Explain to Ss that it is easier to learn new words if you
group them under headings. Write the word house
on the board. Invite Ss to tell you different types of
houses learned in Unit 3a and list them under the
heading. 

  2    To learn new words in groups

          •   Ask Ss to look at the picture of the house and
group the words under the headings in their
notebooks.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Check answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          Bedroom: bed, desk, closet
          Bathroom: sink, towel, toilet
          Living room: couch, armchair, coffee table
          Kitchen: sink, fridge

  3    To consolidate vocabulary and review there
is, there are

          •   Ask Ss to look at the picture of the house and the
furniture, appliances, and common objects in it.

          •   Ask a S to read the example aloud.
          •   Ss do the task in pairs.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   What is there in the bedroom?
          B:    There’s a window, a bed, a pillow, a desk, a lamp, a

closet, and a bookcase. There are books in the
bedroom.

          A:   What is there in the bathroom?
          B:    There’s a bathtub, a sink, a toilet, a towel, a mirror,

and a bathmat in the bathroom.

          A:   What is there in the living room?
          B:    There is a couch, an armchair, and a coffee table.

There are windows with curtains, paintings, and
cushions in the living room.

          A:   What is there in the kitchen?
          B:    There’s a window, a stove, a fridge, a sink, and a

table. There are kitchen cabinets and two chairs in
the kitchen.

  4    To read for specific information

          •   Explain the task, and then ask Ss to read the
questions. 

          •   Play the recording. Ss do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
           1     (There are) four rooms (in the apartment).
           2     Living room: couch, armchair 
                  Bedroom: bed & desk
                  Kitchen: stove, fridge, table

  5    To learn the use of some/any

          •   Ss close their books. Show Ss a bag with books
in it. Say out loud and write on the board: There
are some books in the bag.

          •   Take the books out of the bag. Show Ss the
empty bag. Ask Ss:

            T:     Are there any books in the bag?
          Ss:     No.
            T:     That’s right. There aren’t any books in the bag.

          •   Write the question and negation on the board
and underline any.

          •   Ss open books. Give Ss enough time to complete
the rules and check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     some           2     any              3     any

Play in teams. One team says a letter from the English
alphabet. The other team says a word which starts
with this letter and is related to houses/rooms/
furniture/appliances/common household objects. If
the team can’t think of a word within 5 seconds, they
miss their turn. Each correct answer gets 1 point. The
team with the most points wins.

e.g.,  Team A S1:         P
              Team B S1:     pillow
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  6    To practice some/any

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences
in their notebooks.

          •   Choose different Ss to tell you their answers.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     any              2     any              3     any              4     some

  7    To learn the use of possessive adjectives 

          •   Ss close their books. Point to yourself. Say: I am a
teacher. Then write it on the board. Underline the
word I. Say: This is my pen. Then write it on the
board. Underline the word my. Explain that my is
a possessive adjective (i.e., a word which goes
before a noun and shows possession).

          •   Point to a male S. Say: You are Bill. Then write it
on the board. Underline the word You. Point to
Bill’s pencil. Say: This is your pencil. Then write it
on the board. Underline the word your. Present
the rest of the possessive adjectives in the same
way.

          •   Ss open their books and read the table aloud. Ask
Ss to translate the possessive adjectives into their
own language in order to check understanding.
Drill your Ss. Write this sentence on the board:
This is my notebook. Point to various Ss. Ss should
replace my with the appropriate possessive
adjective.

                     T:     (point to a male S)
                  S1:     This is his notebook.
                     T:     (point to a female S)
                  S2:     This is her notebook. etc.

  8    To practice using possessive adjectives 

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     their               3     our                     5     his
          2     her                  4     your                  6     my

  9    To listen for specific information and to
distinguish between text types 

          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the ad and
predict the type of information that is missing.
Tell Ss that the information they are looking for
may be a word or a number.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the blanks.
          •   Check Ss’ answers. 

          •   Ask Ss to look at the completed text and ask the
question: What type of text is it? Elicit the answer
(an ad).

          •   Ask Ss to justify their answers. (It has a price, there
is a picture, it looks like an ad, it does not look like an
email. An email starts with Dear, etc.).

          Answer Key 
          1     3                                   3     45                 5     Pedro
          2     bathrooms             4     yard

          The text is an ad.

10   To practice vocabulary and grammar
presented in this unit

          •   Ask Ss to look at the house plan on p. 30 and ask
them to draw their house in a similar way.

          •   Encourage them to make it as colorful as
possible and present it to the class.

          •   Ask them to write sentences about what there is
in each room. Encourage them to use there
is/there are, some/any.

          •   Assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          There are two bedrooms in my house. There is a big

living room, a kitchen, and a bathroom.
            There is a bed, a desk, and a closet in each bedroom.
          There is a couch and a coffee table in the living room.

There are also two armchairs and some paintings.
          There is a stove, a sink, a fridge, and a table with four

chairs in the kitchen.
          There is a bathtub, a sink, a toilet, and a mirror in the

bathroom. There is also a bathmat and some towels.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 p. 17
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My bedroom
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud and ask Ss to look at the picture on
p. 32. Elicit what Ss have in their bedroom.

  1    To present prepositions of place

          •    Ss close their books. Present prepositions of place
using your book. Put your book on the desk and
then ask and answer: Where’s my book? It’s on the
desk. Put your book in your bag and then ask and
answer: Where’s my book? It’s in my bag. etc.
Present the rest of the prepositions of place in the
same way. Then put your book in various places
in the classroom and ask Ss to tell you its location.

          •   Ss open their books. Refer Ss to the drawings
and the example and explain the task. Check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key 
          The ball is on the box.
          The ball is under the box.
          The ball is behind the box.
          The ball is next to the box.
          The ball is in front of the box.
          The red ball is between the blue balls.

  2    To practice using prepositions of place

           •    Draw Ss’ attention to the picture of Peter’s
bedroom and elicit what items Peter has in his
room. Write any unknown vocabulary on the
board.

                stereo, speakers, computer, lamp, bed, desk, chair,
bookshelf, bookcase, magazines, poster, etc.

           •    Ask a pair of Ss to act out the example. Ss work in
pairs to describe where the other items are in Peter’s
bedroom. Go around the class and monitor Ss.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
         A:     Where are his sneakers?
          B:     They’re under the bed.
          B:     Where is the stereo?
         A:     It’s on the bookcase. etc.

  3    To practice asking questions about
location and answering using prepositions of place

          •   Ask a pair of Ss to act out the short exchange.
          •   Ss work in pairs to practice asking each other

about their bedrooms. Walk around the class
and monitor Ss.

          •   Have several pairs present their dialogues to the
class.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
         A:     Is there a TV in your room?
          B:     Yes, there is.
         A:     Where exactly is it?
          B:     It is on the bookcase.
          B:     Is there a computer in your bedroom?
         A:     Yes, there is.
          B:     Where exactly is it?
         A:     It is on the desk. etc.

  4    To listen and read for specific information

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read.
          •   Elicit what items are in Maria’s bedroom.

          Answer Key 
          furniture, bed, desk, chair, closet, bookcase, poster,

computer, lamp, books, CD player

          •   Ask Ss to read the text again and elicit where the
different items are.

                     T:     Where is Maria’s bed?
                  S1:     Her bed is next to the closet.
                     T:     Where is Maria’s desk?
                  S2:     Her desk is under the window.
          •   Give Ss enough time to draw Maria’s bedroom.

Explain to Ss that it does not matter how well
they can draw, but to understand the layout of
the bedroom. However, encourage Ss to make
their drawings clear and neat.

          •   Ss compare their drawings with their partner’s.

  5    To practice vocabulary and grammar
presented in this unit by writing a short descriptive
text about your bedroom

          •   Ss do the task in class or, alternatively, you can
assign it for HW.

          •   Explain the task. Invite various Ss to answer the
questions. Tell Ss that they can use the text in
Ex. 4 as a model.

          •   Point out the use of prepositions of place to
describe where each item is and to make it
interesting. Encourage them to use adjectives
such as big, small, great, round, etc.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
          My bedroom is great! It’s very big and there is a lot of

furniture in it. Everything is blue in my bedroom and I
call it “the blue room.” I have a bed, a desk, a chair, a
closet, and a bookcase. Behind the bed there are two
windows. The closet is next to the bed. My desk is quite
modern. There’s a computer on it and I have books on
the bookcase next to my desk. There are also some
pictures and a poster on the walls. There’s a TV under
the poster. I like my bedroom a lot.
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As a warm-up, start a discussion about castles. Draw Ss’
attention to the title of the text. Ask Ss if they know of
any ghost stories.

  1    To listen for specific information 

          •   Go through the list of sounds. Explain any
unknown vocabulary.

          •   Play the recording. Ss circle the sounds they
hear.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          heavy doors opening and closing
          battle drums
          pipes
          strange noises

  2    To read for specific information

          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the text on
their own and find the answers.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Explain any unknown vocabulary. 

          Answer Key 
           Edinburgh Castle is in Edinburgh, Scotland. There is a

ghost without a head. He plays the battle drum at night.
There is also the ghost of the Tunnel Piper. He plays the
pipes, but you can’t see him.

            Dover Castle is in Kent, England. There are two ghosts.
One is a ghost of a woman in a long red dress on the stairs
and the other is that of a man in the king’s bedroom.

          Cardiff Castle is in Cardiff, Wales. It has a ghost that
can pass through walls.

  3    To find information about castles in your
country using the Internet and present it to the class

          •   Explain the task. Ask Ss if they know of any
castles in their country. 

          •   Ask Ss to look up information about castles in
their country in groups on the Internet or in
encyclopedias, textbooks, etc., and present their
information to the class. Encourage each group
member to find pictures and stick them on a
poster to make their presentation more
interesting. Encourage Ss to use the website
provided.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Palace of Pena is a beautiful castle in Costa de Lisboa,

Portugal. It is very big with very tall walls and towers.
It also has a dome and beautiful tiled terraces.

          St. George’s Castle is a big castle in Lisbon, Portugal. It
has twelve gateways and eighteen towers. It is
popular with tourists and there is a fantastic view of
the city from the top.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 p. 18, 
         Portfolio Activities p. 21

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Ask Ss to find pictures of various castles, glue them
on a piece of paper, and label them. Ss display their
posters in class.

Background information

Edinburgh: capital city of Scotland. It is well known
for its annual Edinburgh Festival in August. It
attracts 13 million visitors a year. It is home to a
large number of museums and libraries. 

Dover: major channel port in the English county of
Kent. It is famous for its white cliffs made of chalk.
The cliffs gave Britain its nickname, “Albion,”
meaning white.

Cardiff: capital city of Wales. It’s the principal
finance and business services center in Wales. It
has a strong culture with lots of places to visit such
as Cardiff Castle, Cardiff Bay, the National Assembly
for Wales, etc.

Culture Corner
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Let’s go in
Warm-up Activity
Read the title aloud and the subheading and ask Ss to
look at pictures A & B. Elicit what the unit is about
(possibly people who have bought a new house or are
moving into a new house).

  1    a    To practice pronunciation

          •   Explain the task. Play the recording with
pauses. Ss listen and repeat individually.

         b   To identify speakers

          •   Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to note
which person says each sentence.

          •   Play the recording again. Ss listen and check
their answers.

          Answer Key 
          - son                   - father
          - father              - son
          - father              - son
          - son

  2    a    To read for specific information

          •   Ask Ss to read the sentences first and predict
what they refer to. 

          •   Ask Ss to read the example aloud. Ss read the
dialogue on their own and complete the
task.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
           2     The bedroom         3     Blue

         b   To reach a conclusion based on evidence

          •   Ask Ss the question and elicit answers. Ask Ss
to justify their choices.

          Answer Key 
          House A because it has two floors. (Key word: upstairs)

  3    To practice role-playing 

      •   Explain the situation. 
      •   Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in

Ex. 2a as a model as well as any ideas of their
own to complete the task. Encourage them to
try and be original and not just copy the
dialogue.

      •   Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw
the following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss can use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task. Ss act out and record their
dialogue. Go around the class and monitor Ss.

          

      •   Ask some pairs to act out their dialogues in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Which house is it?
          B:    This one. Here we are. Let’s go in.
          A:   This is nice. The kitchen is big. 
           B:    Yes, and the living room is huge. Let’s go upstairs.
          A:   Which one is my bedroom?
          B:    This one.
          A:   It’s great!

  4    To present /ı/, /∫/

       •    Explain to Ss that “th” can be pronounced two ways.
      •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
      •   Draw Ss’ attention to the words ending in “th”

and inform them that whenever a word ends in
“th” it always has a /ı/ sound. All pronouns that
begin with “th” have a /∫/ sound.

      •   Ask Ss to read the sentences aloud and check
pronunciation again.

      •   Invite Ss to give their own examples of words
with the /ı/ and /∫/ sounds.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          /ı/: think, through, bathroom
          /∫/: they, themselves, these

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Pairwork
Activities pp. 19-20

Note: All other words (nouns, adjectives, and
verbs) that begin with “th” have a /θ/ sound. e.g.,
(nouns: thought, throne, etc.) (verbs: think,
thrive, etc.), (adjectives: thirsty, thick, etc.).

Student A Student B
Ask which house/
apartment it is. 
(Which house/
apartment …?)

Make a comment. 
(The kitchen is … .)

Ask which 
bedroom is yours. 
(Which one is …?)

Make a comment. 
(It’s …!)

Reply. Suggest going
inside. 
(This one. Here we
are. Let’s … .)

Agree and make
another comment.
Suggest going
upstairs. (Yes, and
the … . Let’s … .)

Reply. 
(This one.)
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Cross-Curricular Cut

  1    To activate prior knowledge, stimulate
interest, and read for specific information

      •   Refer Ss to the title of the text and the picture of
the Taj Mahal. Elicit the meaning of Art &
Design. Explain to Ss that some buildings can be
considered a work of art because of their
unusual design. 

      •   Ask Ss to tell you what they know about the Taj
Mahal. Elicit answers and ask Ss to tell you what
they would like to know about the Taj Mahal
and write it on the board. (e.g., Where is it
located? What is it made of? What color is it? How
many floors does it have? How many rooms does it
have? Is there a yard or a garden? etc.)

      •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and find the
answers to their questions.

      •   Explain any unknown vocabulary in the text.

  2    To read for specific information

      •   Ask Ss to read the sentences first and elicit what
type of information is missing (e.g., location,
number, noun, etc.).

      •    Ss read the text again and complete the sentences.
      •   Ask different Ss to read their answers.
      •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
           1     Agra, India
           2     white marble and precious stones
           3     16 
           4     minarets
           5     four pools

  3    To consolidate and practice the vocabulary
we use to describe buildings

      •   Ask Ss to look at the picture of the Taj Mahal
again and describe it in their own words.

      •    Give Ss enough time to think about their answers.
      •   Ss describe the Taj Mahal to their partners or to

the class.

          Suggested Answer Key 
           It is a large building with two floors and big windows.

There are four minarets and a huge dome in the
center that looks like a ball. Outside there is a large
garden and four pools.

  4    To gather information about another one
of the new seven wonders of the world and present
it to the class

      •   Explain the task. Elicit/Present the new seven
wonders of the world.

      •    Separate Ss into groups and ask each group to
collect information about any of the new seven
wonders of the world. Alternatively, Ss can visit the
suggested website and look up the information
provided for the Great Wall of China or any other
one of the new seven wonders of the world. Ss can
also collect information from encyclopedias,
textbooks, magazines, etc. Ss answer the
questions provided, and then write their text. Ss
can use pictures to decorate their project.

      •   Check Ss’ answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 
         Game p. 22     
  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 3 p. SS1

Alternate Activity for weaker students  

Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key with
blanks. Give a list of missing words and ask Ss to
complete the text using it. Suggested list of words:
Asia, stones, 3,000, towers (in jumbled order)

Background information

The new seven wonders of the world are: Chichén
Itza (ancient Mayan city in Yucatán, Mexico), Christ
the Redeemer (statue overlooking Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil), The Great Wall of China (China), Machu Picchu
(Inca ruin in Cuzco, Peru), Petra (archeological site in
Jordan), the  Colosseum (Rome, Italy), and The Taj
Mahal (Agra, India).

The Great Wall
of China is in
Asia. It is one
of the new
seven wonders of the world. The wall is made of
earth, stones, bricks, and wood. It is over 3,000
miles long. The wall has guard towers for storing
weapons and for sending smoke signals. The Great
Wall of China is a true wonder.

Great Wall of ChinaGreat Wall of China
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Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the end
of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 3 pp. 73-76

Self-Check
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Strong ties
What’s in this module?

  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module Strong
ties and elicit the meaning of the phrase (strong
relationships). Ask Ss if there is an equivalent phrase
in their language.

  •    Ask Ss to tell you what they think the module is
about. Elicit responses. Ask Ss to go through the
module and check.

  •    Use pictures 1-3 to stimulate discussion and prompt
Ss’ interest in the module. Ask questions about
topics that will be covered in the module, adjusting
the questions according to Ss’ responses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

            T:     What page is pic. 1 from?
         S1:     It’s from p. 39.
            T:     What can you see in pic. 1?
         S2:     A family tree with pictures of each family

member.
            T:     How many members are there in this family?
         S3:     Seven.
            T:     What about your family?
         S4:     There are five people in my family. etc.                
            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 43) What can you see

in the picture? How is it related to the title of the
unit? Do you watch this show? Do you know any
other famous TV families?  etc

            T:     What page is pic 3 from? (p. 41) How is it related
to the title of the unit? What else can you see on p.
41? What time do you get up in the morning?  etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          A diary (p. 38) 
          What is a diary? Whose diary is this? How are the

pictures related to the title of the unit? etc.

          A poem (p. 45) 
           What is a poem? How can you tell it is a poem? Do you

know any poems or rhymes? etc.

          A famous soccer player (p. 40) 
           Who is he? What team does he play for? Do you know

any other soccer players? What is your favorite
sport/team? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Ask
different Ss to say the words in their language. 

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about families and how to
describe people’s character.

Module page                                                      37
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: family members (grandfather/grandpa,    
grandmother/grandma, father/dad, mother/mom,
brother, sister)

4a     My family                                            38-39
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, use
dictionaries, can (ability), possessive (’s/’)/whose, write
diary entries
Vocabulary: character (cool, kind, sweet, smart, friendly,
noisy, funny, naughty, caring), other (yummy)

4b     Day in, day out                                  40-41
Lesson objectives: To read/listen for specific information,
simple present (affirmative), prepositions of time, write a
short article about your daily routine
Vocabulary: daily routine (get up, have breakfast, leave
house, go to school, have lunch, work on the computer, go to
bed, go shopping, do homework, go jogging, watch a DVD),
other (fan, team, cleats, game)

4c     Famous people                                       42
Lesson objectives: To read/listen for specific information,
simple present (negative & interrogative), write an article
about your favorite actor/actress
Vocabulary: singer, full name, is from, birthday, dance,
sing, like painting, listen to music, hip-hop

4d     Culture Corner                                         43
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
conjunctions (and, but), write a short description
about a TV family in your country
Vocabulary: people’s appearance and character (review)

4e     Who’s who?                                              44
Lesson objectives: To identify and describe people,
listen for specific information, pronounce the sounds
/s/, /z/, /æz/
Vocabulary: people’s appearance

4f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Language Arts 45
Lesson objectives: To read a poem for specific
information, comprehend similes and rhymes, write
your own poem about your family using animal similes
Vocabulary: character adjectives (playful, proud, quiet,
wise, busy, gentle, strong, stubborn, slow), animals (lamb,
peacock, ox, mule, mouse, snail, kitten, owl, bee)

Self-Check 4                                                        46
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My family
Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit aloud and look at the
text on p. 38. Elicit what the text is about.

  1    To read for specific information

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the diary and the pictures.
Ask: Who’s diary is it? (Kate’s). How old is she? (12).
Who are the people in the pictures? (A: her mom B:
her dad, etc.)

          •   Give Ss enough time to read the text silently and
answer the questions. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask several Ss to read individual paragraphs. Help

Ss with pronunciation and intonation if
necessary. Explain any unknown words.

          Answer Key
           1     Kate has a mother, a father, a grandfather, a

grandmother, a brother, and a baby sister.
            2     Mother’s name: Jane; Father’s name: David;

Grandfather’s name: Ben; Grandmother’s name:
Helen; Brother’s name: Tom; Baby sister’s name:
Emma.

           3     Mother: 35; Father: 42; Grandfather: 72;
Grandmother: 70; Brother: 8; Sister: baby.

           4     Her father is very cool.
           5     Her mother can play the guitar.

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box with Ss.
•   Ask Ss to look at the dictionary entry for the word cool

in the Learning to learn box. Elicit the information the
dictionary entry provides. Pronunciation /k∂l/, part of
speech (adj), meaning fashionable, and an example
sentence that shows how the word is used in context. 

  2    To present adjectives describing character
and to practice using a dictionary

          •   Ss look the words up in their dictionaries and
write the meanings in their notebooks. If they
are using English dictionaries, elicit synonyms
for the words in their language to check
understanding of each word. 

          •   Ask several Ss to tell you the meaning of the
words.

          •   Read the adjectives aloud one at a time and ask
individual Ss to tell you which family member
each one refers to. 

          •   Write Ss’ answers on the board. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key

          

          Her mother is smart.
          Her grandma is kind and friendly.
          Her grandpa is funny.
          Her brother is naughty, but caring.
          Her sister is sweet, but noisy.

  3    To practice using new vocabulary

          •   Explain the task and ask a pair of Ss to read the
example.

          •   Ss practice asking and answering about each
other’s family members in pairs. Walk around
the class and monitor Ss.

          •   Ask several pairs to act out their dialogues in
front of the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What’s your brother like?
          B:    He’s funny, but noisy.
          A:   What’s your mom like?
          B:    She’s kind and friendly.  etc.

  4    To present the verb can when used for ability

          •   Ss close their books. Present can. Say: I can write.
Mime the action. Write the sentence on the
board. Point to a S and say: You can write. Write
the sentence on the board. Follow the same
procedure to present all persons in the
affirmative. Elicit from Ss that can is the same in
the singular and plural.

          •   Say: I can’t drive. Mime the action. Write it on the
board. Point to a S and say: You can’t drive. Then
write the sentence on the board. Follow the
same procedure to present all persons in the
singular and plural negative. Point out that the
full form of can’t is cannot.

          •   Ask: Can I drive? Then write the sentence on the
board. Follow the same procedure to present all
persons in the interrogative. 

          •   Ask: Can I drive? Signal “no” and elicit answer: No,
you can’t. Write it on the board. Ask: Can I talk?
Elicit answer: Yes, you can. Write it on the board.
Elicit the form of short answers No + subject
pronoun + can’t or Yes + subject pronoun + can.

          •   Ss open their books and read the table.

2   kind = nice, caring  
3   sweet = lovable, cute
4   smart = intelligent  
5   friendly = sociable,

pleasant
6   noisy = loud, not

quiet

7   funny = amusing,
comical  

8   naughty = bad,
badly behaved  

9   caring = kind,
thoughtful
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          •   Ask Ss to find examples of the affirmative and
negative forms in the diary.

          Answer Key
          She can play the guitar. He can speak French. She can

make cookies. She can’t walk yet.
       
  5    To practice can

          •   Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to work
on their own and complete the task.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ss write one sentence about themselves using

can and can’t. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     can                          3     can                      5     can  
          2     can’t                        4     can’t                      

          I can sing, but I can’t dance.

  6    To present and practice the possessive
case/whose

          •   Ss close their books. Point to a female S and say:
This is her pencil. It’s the girl’s pencil.

          •   Point to a male S and say: This is his backpack. It’s
the boy’s backpack. Write these sentences on the
board and underline the ’s. 

          •   Now point to several female Ss and say: These are
their books. They are the girls’ books. Draw Ss’
attention to the position of the apostrophe. Then
write: These are the men’s pens. Elicit the rule.

          •   Write on the board: Whose pen is this? and elicit
the use of the question word whose (When
asking who sth belongs to).

          •   Ss open their books. Read the table aloud. Refer
Ss to the Grammar Reference Section for more
information.

          •   Focus Ss’ attention on the family tree. Ask a pair
of Ss to read the examples aloud.

          •   Ss ask and answer similar questions in pairs for
George, Kevin, Sarah, Sally, and Kate. Walk
around and monitor Ss.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer
questions about the other family members in
front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Who’s Kevin? He is Sally, Joe, and Kate’s father.
          Who is Sarah? She is Sally, Joe, and Kate’s mother.
          Who is Sally? She is Joe and Kate’s sister.
          Who is Joe? He is Sally and Kate’s brother.
          Who is Kate? She is Sally and Joe’s sister.
          Whose sister is Kate? She is Sally and Joe’s sister. etc.

  7    To write a diary about your family using
vocabulary and grammar presented in this unit

          •   Explain the task. Elicit what a diary should look
like (colorful, interesting, with pictures, etc.), what
language style should be used (informal), what
Ss should write about (family members, their
names, ages, what they can do/can’t do).

          •   Tell Ss that they should use the diary on p. 38 as
a model.

          •   Ss work on their own making a plan for their
diary. Ask them to make a list of all their family
members, their ages, their character, and the
things they can do/can’t do. Walk around the
class and monitor Ss.

          •   Assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My mom’s name is Isabel. She’s 37 and an English

teacher. She can play the piano. She’s very kind.

          This is my dad, Diego. He’s 45 and he’s a doctor. He
can speak Italian. He’s very cool.

          Carlos is my baby brother. He’s sweet, but very noisy!
He can’t talk or walk yet.

          Evita is my grandma. She’s 70 years old. She’s friendly.
She can cook really well. 

          Juan is my grandpa. He’s 74. He’s really funny. He can
make people laugh.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 p. 23

Extra Activity for weaker students  

Ss bring in pictures of their family members and
present their families to the class. e.g., This is my dad
Pedro. He’s a teacher. etc.
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Warm-up Activity 
Read the title. Elicit meaning. Ask Ss to look at pp. 40-41
and predict the content of the unit.

  1    To infer information from a picture

          •   Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and the title of
the text.

          •   Elicit what Ss know about the man in the picture.
Ask Ss if they know any other famous soccer
players, what their favorite team is, etc. 

          Answer Key
          The man in the picture is Steven Gerrard. He is a

famous soccer player. 

  2    To read or listen for specific information

          •   Read the questions aloud and explain the
meaning of any unknown words. 

          •   Focus Ss’ attention on the fact file. Elicit content (a
short text in note form which gives us basic
information about somebody/something).

          •   Give Ss two minutes to read the main text
silently and answer the questions.

          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,
check, and answer the questions.

          •   Check Ss’ answers. Ask individual Ss to read
aloud from the text.

          Answer Key
           1     Stevie G or Stevie Wonder.
           2     May 30th.
           3     Roy Keane & Patrick Vieira.
           4     With a big breakfast.
           5     His dad.
           6     He goes to the fans to thank them.

  3    To present the simple present and
understand its use for routines/habits, repeated
actions, and permanent states

          •   Ss close their books. Present the simple present.
Say: I live in Houston. Write it on the board.
Underline live and explain that this verb is in the
simple present. Point to a S, and say: You live in
Houston. Then write it on the board. Underline
live. Point to a male S and say: He lives in
Houston. Then write it on the board. Underline
lives. Explain that the third person singular
usually takes an -s. Present the other persons in
the same way.

         •    Explain the spelling rules of the third person
singular by writing the verbs miss, finish, watch,
mix, go, and cry on the board. Stress the
difference between the spelling of play and cry.

          •   Ss open their books. Read the table aloud. Focus
Ss’ attention on the use of the tense (for repeated
actions, permanent states, and routines/habits).

          •   Ss find examples from the text and categorize
their use.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Habits: Steven always starts his day with a big breakfast.

He always kisses his daughters. He always checks his
cleats. 

          Repeated actions: He tries his best and never gives
up. His dad goes to every game. Steven goes to the fans
to thank them.

          Permanent states: He loves egg on toast. Steven
works hard. His fans love him. “Our fans are the best.”

  4    To consolidate the spelling rules of the
third person singular in the simple present

          •   Explain the task and any unknown verbs.
Alternatively, Ss look up the words in their
dictionaries.GiveSsafewminutestocompletethe
task.

          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.
          •   Ask Ss to make sentences with each verb in the

3rd person singular. e.g., He kisses the children
good night. She washes her hair. He watches TV.
etc.

          Answer Key
2     leaves      4     puts            6     works        8     washes  
3     kisses       5     says            7     goes

Extra Activity for stronger students 

Put Ss in pairs and ask them to write 5 sentences
about their partner using the verbs in Ex. 4.

Play a game to drill Ss. Say various verbs in the first
person singular. Ss, in teams, say the third person
singular and spell it. Each correct answer gets 1
point. The team with the most points is the winner.
                                     T:   I brush
                 Team A S1:   He brushes (B-R-U-S-H-E-S)
                                     T:   I fix
                  Team B S1:   He fixes (F-I-X-E-S) etc.
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  5    To learn the use of prepositions of time

          •   Go through the theory box with Ss. Explain any
unknown vocabulary. Give Ss one minute to
complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          •   Give Ss enough time to write a sentence for
each phrase. 

          •   Ask different Ss to read their sentences. Check
Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     at                           3     in                          5     in
          2     in                           4     at                          6     on

          Suggested Answer Key
          I have lunch at 3 o’clock.
          I get up at 7 o’clock in the morning.
          We go skiing in the winter.
          I have lunch at noon.
          I watch TV in the evening.
          I have a piano lesson on Mondays.

  6    To practice using the simple present to talk
about daily routine

          •   Go through the pictures and elicit the activities. 
          •   Write the headings Morning, Afternoon, and

Evening on the board and prompt Ss to give
answers in the simple present about Laura’s
daily routine. 

          •   Write the answers on the board under the
appropriate headings.

                 Answer Key
                  Laura gets up/goes jogging/has breakfast/ goes

to school in the morning.
                  Laura has lunch/does her homework/has a cup of

tea/works on the computer in the afternoon.
                    Laura goes shopping/has dinner/watches a DVD/

goes to bed in the evening.

  7    To consolidate the use of the simple
present and prepositions of time by writing an
article about your daily routine

          •   Ask Ss to list their daily activities under the
headings used in Ex. 6 using the text on p. 40 as
a model. 

          •   Ss can do this task in class or, alternatively,
assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          •    In the morning
                 I get up at 7:30 in the morning. Then I have

breakfast. At 8:30 I go to school.

          •    In the afternoon
                 In the afternoon I do my homework and work on

the computer. 

          •    In the evening
                 At eight o’clock I have dinner and then I watch a

DVD. I go to bed at 10:00.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Pairwork
Activities pp. 25-26

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Write on the board: In the morning I ..... up at ..... o’clock
and ..... my breakfast. At 8 o’clock I go to ..... .
In the afternoon, I ..... my homework and ..... on the
computer. At 7 o’clock I ..... dinner and at 10 o’clock .....
the evening I ..... to bed.
Ask Ss to complete the missing words.

Divide the class into two teams. Say phrases that
go with at, in, or on. Ss in teams add the correct
preposition. Each correct phrase gets 1 point. The
team with the most points wins.

                                     T:   6 o’clock
                 Team A S1:   at 6 o’clock
                                     T:   the morning
                  Team B S1:   in the morning     etc.
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Famous people
Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit aloud and elicit its
meaning (People whom everyone knows about). Elicit
what Unit 4c is about.

  1    To read or listen for specific information

          •   Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and the title of
the unit. Elicit information about Shakira. Ask Ss to
say the names of other famous people they know.
Ask Ss what sort of information they think they
will find in this article (e.g., her full name, where and
when she was born, what her family is like, what she
likes/dislikes, etc.). Inform Ss that this type of text is
called a profile. 

          •   Read through the questions and explain the task. 
          •   Give Ss two minutes to read the text silently and

answer the questions.
          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,

follow the lines, and answer the questions. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Explain any unknown words. Explain to Ss that

“Woman of Grace” is a direct translation of the
singer’s name. Then ask different Ss to read
aloud from the text. 

          Answer Key
           1     Shakira Isabel Mebarak Ripoll.
           2     Barranquilla, Colombia.
           3     February 2nd.
           4     Four brothers and four sisters.
           5     She can speak five languages and she can dance

and sing well.
           6     Painting and listening to jazz music.

  2    To present the simple present (negative &
interrogative)

          •    Ss close their books. Write on the board: I don’t like
jazz. and She doesn’t like rock. Underline I don’t in
the first sentence and She doesn’t in the second
sentence. Explain that we use I/you/ we/they do
not/don’t and he/she/it does not/doesn’t to form
the negative of the simple present. Point out that
the main verb is the same for all persons. Then
write: Do I like jazz? - No, I don’t. and Does she like
rock? - No, she doesn’t. Explain that we use Do
I/you/we/they and Does he/she/it to form
questions in the simple present. Focus Ss’
attention on the position of Do/Does (before the
personal pronoun). We answer in short form with
Yes/No, I/you/we/they do/don’t and he/she/it
does/doesn’t.

          •   Ask Ss questions to check understanding. 

            T:     Do you like painting?
         S1:     No, I don’t./Yes, I do.
            T:     Does your mother sing?
         S2:     No, she doesn’t./Yes, she does. 
            T:     Do we live in Spain?
         S3:     Yes, we do. etc.
          •   Ss open their books. Read the table aloud and

give Ss enough time to find examples in the
text. Elicit answers.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          She doesn’t like hip hop. Do you like her?

  3    To practice using the simple present in the
negative and interrogative forms

          •   Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete
the sentences.

          •   Ask different Ss to read their answers aloud.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Do, do                    3     Do, don’t
          2     Does, doesn’t      4     Does, does

  4    To consolidate Ss’ understanding of the
simple present (negative & interrogative)

          •   Explain the task. Ask a pair of Ss to read the
example.

          •   Ss do the task in pairs. Go around the class and
monitor Ss.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to act out their exchanges
in front of the class. 

          Answer Key
           2     Does, Yes, she does./No, she doesn’t.
           3     Does, Yes, he/she does./No, he/she doesn’t.
           4     Do, Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
           5     Do, Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
           6     Does, Yes, he does./No, he doesn’t.

  5    To write an article about a famous actor/
        actress

          •   Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to prepare
their answers. Ask some Ss to report back to the
class. 

          •   Assign this task for HW. Encourage Ss to use the
Internet to find the information they need to
write their articles.
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Famous people

          Suggested Answer Key
          Teens’ Favorite!!!
          Penelope Cruz is from Madrid, Spain. Her birthday is on

April 28th. She has a brother and a sister. Penelope can
speak four languages. She can dance really well.
“Captain Corelli’s Mandolin,” “Vanilla Sky,” and
“Volver” are her most famous movies.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 p. 24

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key with blanks.
Give a list of missing words and ask Ss to complete the
text using it. Suggested list of words: from, birthday,
sister, four, dance, movies (in jumbled order).

As a warm-up, ask Ss if they know who the family in the
picture is. Elicit the names of the characters and ask Ss if
they know of any other famous TV families.

  1    T o understand the use of conjunctions
(and, but) in sentences 

          •   Ss close their books. Write on the board the
sentences: I can dance. I can sing. I can’t drive a
car. Explain to Ss that we can use conjunctions
to join sentences together to make our writing
more interesting and less repetitive.

          •   Explain that when we have two similar ideas we
can use and to join them together. Write on the
board (I can sing and dance). When we have two
opposing ideas we use but. Write on the board (I
can sing, but I can’t drive a car.).

          •   Ss open their books. Ss read the theory box. Give
Ss enough time to complete the sentences.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     and            2     but               3     and              4     but

  2    To read for specific information

          •   Explain the task. Before Ss begin, direct Ss’
attention to the spaces in the text and elicit what
type of word is missing (e.g., noun, verb, adjective,
pronoun, etc.). Tell Ss to look at what is written
before and after the space. Read the example (0)
aloud and point out that we need a conjunction
here to join the two adverbial phrases.

          •   Ask Ss to read the text silently and complete the
task, and then compare answers with a partner.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          •   Ask individual Ss to read aloud from the text.
          •   Explain any unknown vocabulary.

          Answer Key
          1     can             3     and              5     her 
          2     has             4     old

  3    To check understanding of text and review
question words

          •   Explain the task. Ask a pair of Ss to read the
example aloud. 

          •   Ss do the task in pairs.
          •    Go around the class and monitor Ss’ performance.

Background information

The Simpsons is an American animated TV
program. Since it was first broadcast in 1989, it has
continued to grow in popularity. The show
revolves around a typical American family called
the Simpsons. It pokes fun at middle class
Americans and their culture and society in general.
The main character, 10-year-old Bart, likes to think
of himself as a rebel and this attitude gets him into
many hilarious situations. His rather strange family
members include his father, Homer, his mother,
Marge, and his sisters, Lisa and Maggie. The show
has entered its 19th season and a movie about
them was  released in 2007.

Culture Corner
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Who’s who?
Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title “Identifying & describing
people.” Ensure that Ss understand what the title means .

  1    To practice pronunciation and intonation

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.

  2    To listen and read for specific information

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and do the
task. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Laura is the girl with the blond hair. There is only one

girl with blond hair, the girl on the right.

  3    To consolidate Ss’ understanding of how to
identify and describe people through translation

          •    Ask Ss to look at the sentences and translate them
into their language. These translations should be
equivalent statements and questions in their own
language rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To consolidate vocabulary and sentence
structure through role-playing

          •   Before Ss do the task, elicit vocabulary related to
physical appearance (short, thin, chubby,
long/short hair, etc.) and write it on the board.

          •   Ask Ss to imagine that they are all on the school
playground. Ss form pairs, pick a S from another
pair, and ask questions about this person. To help
Ss, draw the following diagram on the board and
elicit phrases Ss can use. Write them on the board.
Ss can refer to the diagram while doing the task.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer
questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Who’s Marge?
          B:    The mother of the family.
          A:   How old is she?
          B:    She is 38 years old.
          A:   What does she look like?
          B:    She’s tall and slim and she has blue hair! 
          A:   What is she like?
          B:    She’s very patient and kind. etc.

  4    To consolidate vocabulary and grammar
structures presented in this module and the use of
conjunctions by writing a short description of a TV
family in your country

          •    Explain the task. Tell Ss that the family can be from
any type of TV show (e.g., drama, comedy, etc.).

          •    Elicit descriptions of the characters. Ss plan their
work by making lists under each character
heading (e.g., Charles: handsome, kind, wise;
Caroline: tall, long blond hair, caring, etc.).

         •   Ss jot down notes in groups. Walk around and
check Ss’ notes, answering any questions, and
helping with vocabulary.

         •   Give Ss enough time to write their descriptions.
         •   Ask the groups to read their descriptions aloud,

having each group member describe a different
character. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          The American TV program Little House On The Prairie is

about a very close family named the Ingalls. There are
five people in the family. Charles is the father. He is very
handsome, kind, and wise. His wife, Caroline, is very
pretty. She is tall and has long, blond hair. She is very
caring and is a great mother. This couple has three
daughters. The oldest girl is Mary. She is beautiful, with
blue eyes and straight blond hair. She is very smart.
Next is Laura. She is very sweet. The youngest girl’s
name is Carrie. She is cute and has dark hair. She’s a
very good child.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Portfolio
Activities p. 27

Culture Corner
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Cross-Curricular Cut

As a warm-up, ask Ss to look at the title and the text.
Explain/Elicit that it is a poem.

  1    To learn new adjectives

          •   Go through the pictures. Ask Ss to describe
these animals in their language. Elicit how these
pictures can be related to the poem.

          •   Go through the list of adjectives in Ex. 1. Ss look
up these words in the dictionary.

          •   Refer Ss to the pictures and ask them to fill in the
blanks. Do item 1 with Ss. (As busy as a bee.) Write
it on the board. Explain that this phrase is a
simile (i.e., an expression constructed with “as” or
“like” that describes a person or thing as being
similar to someone or something else).

          •   Ss do the task in pairs. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
1    busy           4     slow             7     strong
2    wise           5     quiet           8     proud
3    playful      6     stubborn   9     gentle

  2    To listen and read for specific information

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read and list the
similes.

Ss books closed. Divide the class into two groups.
Each group tries to remember as many similes as
they can. Each group gets 1 point for every correct
simile. The group with the most points is the winner.

Who’s who?

          
          •   Walk around and monitor Ss.
          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to act out their dialogues

in front of the class. Record their work.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Look at that boy over there. Who is he?
          B:    The one with the dark hair?
          A:   Yes. What’s his name?
          B:    Oh, that’s Jim. He’s Mary’s brother.
          A:   How old is he? 
          B:    He’s 15.
          A:   What’s he like?
          B:    He’s friendly and smart.

  5    To present /s/, /z/, and /æz/

          •   Explain the task. Point out that -s (3rd person
singular simple present) can be pronounced in
three different ways. 

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check the
correct box. Check Ss’ answers.

          •   Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat
either chorally or individually.

          Answer Key

        

Student B
Ask your friend who
she/he means
exactly. 
(The one with …?)

Say who that
person is.
(Oh, that’s … .
He/She’s … .)

Reply.
(He/She’s … .)

Say what the
person is like.
(He/She’s … .)

Student A
Ask your friend about a
person you see.
(Look at … . Who is …?)

Agree, and ask for
person’s name. 
(Yes. What’s … name?)

Ask about the person’s
age.
(How old …?)

Ask about the person’s
character.
(What’s he/she ...?)

/s/ /z/ /æz/ /s/ /z/ /æz/

lives ✓ writes ✓

walks ✓ teaches ✓

goes ✓ relaxes ✓
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Cross-Curricular Cut

          •   Elicit what the poem is about. (It is about the
poet’s/speaker’s family). Ask if Ss think it is funny,
smart, etc.

          •   Explain the meaning of any unknown words.
          •   Ask Ss to tell you what similes they found. 

          Answer Key
          as busy as a bee, as strong as an ox, as quiet as a

mouse, as slow as a snail, as stubborn as a mule

  3    To understand rhyme 

          •   Explain the task. Write on the board the words
bee and me. Elicit that two words rhyme if some
part of them is pronounced the same way even
though they are spelled differently and have a
completely different meaning.

          •   Give Ss enough time to find the rhyming words. 

          Answer Key
          bee, me
          ox, box
          mouse, house
          snail, fail
          mule, cool

          •   As an extra activity, ask Ss to think of other
words that rhyme and write them on the board
in lists (e.g., bee, me, free, tea, see, etc.).

  4    To practice using similes by writing a
poem about your family

          •   Explain the task. Tell Ss to find the similes that suit
each member of their family first, and then search
for words that rhyme as a plan for their poem.

          •   Give Ss enough time to make their plans. Walk
around and help Ss with vocabulary and
rhyming words. 

          •   Ss do the task in class or, alternatively, for HW.

          (Ss’ own answers)

          Suggested Answer Key
          My Family
          My mom is as busy as a bee
          Because she’s very busy with me
          My dad is as wise as an owl
          Because he helps me with my homework and doesn’t

howl
          My sis is as proud as a peacock
          And I can’t go in her room unless I knock
          I’m as strong as an ox 
          And as sly as a fox

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Game p. 28

Alternate Activity for weaker students

Write the poem in the Suggested Answer Key with
blanks. Give a list of missing words and ask Ss to
complete the poem using it. Suggested list of words:
owl, howl, peacock, knock, ox, fox (in jumbled order).

Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the end
of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 4 pp. 77-80

Ss think of a famous cartoon character, actor, athlete,
etc., and then they think of his/her daily routine. Ss
mime the person’s daily routine activities. The class
guesses what the person does in the morning/
afternoon/ evening.

e.g.,  S1:         I’m Antonio Banderas. In the morning I
................. (mimes wake up).

              S2:    wake up
              S1:    at 7 o’clock and ................. (mimes go

jogging).
              S3:    go jogging  etc.

Self-Check
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The animal kingdom
What’s in this module?
  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module (The

animal kingdom) and ask them to predict what the
module is about. Elicit answers and give Ss enough
time to browse through the module and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I think the module is about different types of animals. 
  •    Ask Ss to look at pictures 1-3 and initiate a

discussion to prompt their interest in the module as
a warm-up activity.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.
            T:     What page is pic. 1 from?
         S1:     It’s from p. 50.
            T:     What can you see in pic. 1?
         S2:     A wolf and an owl.
            T:     What else do you see on p. 50?
         S3:     A reindeer, a penguin, etc. They all live on ice.
            T:     What can you tell me about the wolf?
         S4:     It is a wild animal.
            T:     What can you tell me about the snowy owl?
         S5:     It is the same color as the snow. It has small eyes.

etc.
            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 52) What do you

think this is? What else can you see on p. 52? Do
you have a pet?  etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 3 from? (p. 55) What can you see
in the picture? What else can you see on p. 55?  etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          A quiz (p. 50)
          What is the quiz about? What animals can you see on

p. 50? What is the title of the unit? How are the pictures
related to the title? etc.

          An ad (p. 51)
          What is the ad about? What do you see in the picture?

Have you been to a zoo? What else can you see on p.
51? etc.

          A fact file (p. 53)
          What is a fact file? What is this one about? etc.
          A song (p. 55)
          What is the song about? What do you know about

bees? etc.
Vocabulary

   •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Ask different
Ss to tell you the parts of the body in their language. 

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about pets and animals.

Module page                                                      47
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: parts of animal bodies (tail, legs, wings,
feathers, fur, ear, beak), animals (wolf, snowy owl)

5a     Animals around the world          48-49
Lesson objectives: To learn about various animals from
around the world, read/listen for specific information,
adverbs of frequency
Vocabulary: planet, amazing creatures, chameleon,
crocodile, seahorse, enemy, bug, skin, swallow, jaw, stomach,
tooth, replace, tongue, pouch, partner, couple, dance

5b     Wild animals                                      50-51
Lesson objectives: To learn about animals living in
extreme conditions, listen for specific information,
question words, write a fact file about a wild animal
Vocabulary: animals (reindeer, penguin, seal, polar bear,
whale, giant panda, sun bear, tiger, giraffe), other (coat,
fur, layer, Arctic, flippers, Antarctica)

5c     My pet                                                         52
Lesson objectives: To introduce different types of pets,
learn word order of adjectives, read/listen for gist, read
for specific information, write an article about your pet
Vocabulary: pets (dog, turtle, goldfish, parakeet, cat,
hamster, rabbit), other (duster, unusual, look like, either,
proud, cute)

5d     Culture Corner                                         53
Lesson objectives: To learn about the koala, read & listen
for specific information, write a fact file about an animal in
your country
Vocabulary: furry, marsupial, mammal, eucalyptus
leaves, liquid, sharp claws, zoologist

5e     What’s the matter?                                54
Lesson objectives: To present vocabulary about animal
health problems and injuries, listen and read for specific
information, pronounce the sounds /e/, /ª/
Vocabulary: vet, flea, broken, toothache, earache, sick,
health

5f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science           55
Lesson objectives: To learn about various types of insects
from around the world, read for specific information
Vocabulary: insects (dragonfly, wasp, bee, ladybug,
butterfly, grasshopper, mosquito, beetle, ant, fly), other (field,
park, forest, waste, honey, detective, insect hunt, ground)

Self-Check 5                                                        56
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Animals around the world
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title of the unit aloud. Ask Ss to name as many
animals as they can. Write them on the board (e.g., lion,
tiger, elephant, etc.).

  1    To initiate a discussion about animals from
pictures

          •   Ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 48 and elicit
information about each animal. Ask Ss to scan
the text to find information. Initiate a discussion
by asking specific questions. 

            T:     Look at the chameleon and tell me what you
know about it.

         S1:     It’s a small animal.
         S2:     It can change color. etc.
            T:     Now look at the crocodile and tell me what you

know about it.
         S3:     It is big and strong and has a big mouth.
            T:     What else can you tell me about it?
         S4:     It is very fast.
            T:     What about the seahorse?
         S5:     It lives in the sea. 
         S6:     It’s small.  etc.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Chameleons can change color. Crocodiles are very

dangerous. Seahorses are small. Other animals: lion,
zebra, elephant, etc.

  2    To read or listen for specific information

          •   Explain the task. Inform Ss that there may be
more than one animal that matches each
question. 

          •   Give Ss three minutes to read the text to
themselves and answer the questions.

          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,
follow the lines, and answer the questions.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     chameleon/seahorse               5     seahorse
          2     crocodile                                         6     crocodile
          3     chameleon                                     7     chameleon
          4     seahorse                                          8     crocodile

  3    To discuss the content of the text

          •   Ask Ss to close their books.
          •   Ss discuss in pairs what they remember about

the animals. Walk around and monitor the
activity, helping if necessary.

          •   Ask several Ss to tell the class three things they
remember from the text. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Chameleons never sleep during the day. Crocodiles

can’t move their tongues. Seahorses can change color
to protect themselves from their enemies.

          •   Extension: Ask Ss to go through the texts and
list any unknown vocabulary. Ask Ss to try to
explain them by guessing their meaning from
the context. Alternatively, Ss look up the words
in their dictionaries. Ask Ss to choose two words
and make sentences using them. 

  4    To learn and understand the position of
adverbs of frequency

          •   Ss close their books. Present the adverbs of
frequency. Say aloud and write on the board: I
usually watch TV in the evening. Underline usually
and elicit that it’s an adverb indicating
frequency (i.e., how often or the number of
times something happens).

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the verb form following
usually and elicit that it is in the simple present
tense. Point out that we normally use the simple
present with adverbs of frequency.

          •   Give more examples to present the rest of the
adverbs of frequency (often, always, sometimes,
never).

          •   Ss open their books. Refer Ss to the sentences
and elicit that adverbs of frequency are put after
the verb “to be” but before any other verb in a
sentence.

          •   Ask Ss to complete the rule and look for
examples in the text.

          Answer Key
          before, after
          examples: they always amaze, they often eat, they

never sleep, crocodiles ... sometimes jump, they never
clean, their dance usually lasts

  5    To consolidate the meaning of adverbs of
frequency

          •   Ask Ss to look at the sentences in Ex. 4 again and
elicit the meaning of the adverbs. Prompt Ss
with questions: Which adverb do you think
means less frequent: sometimes or often?

                  S1:     sometimes
                     T:     Good. Now which do you think is less

frequent: often or usually?
                  S2:     often
                     T:     Good. Now complete the table.

          •   Ss complete the table. Check Ss’ answers. 
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          •   As an extension, encourage Ss to use adverbs of
frequency to talk about their own habits and daily
routines. (T: What do you usually do on the
weekend? S1: I usually meet my friends. etc.)

          Answer Key 
          0% never, 25% sometimes, 50% often, 75% usually,

100% always

  6    To listen for specific information

          •   Explain the task. Ask Ss to tell you if they know
which sentences are true and which are false. 

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers. Play the recording again if necessary.

          •   Ask different Ss to report their answers. Ask
them to correct the false statements using the
correct adverb of frequency.

          Answer Key
          1     F (It often hides in the grass.)
          2     F (It can be brown and yellow.)
          3     T
          4     T
          5     F (It usually hunts alone.)

  7    To practice using adverbs of frequency

          •   Start a chain by asking one of the Ss the first
question and then that S continues by asking
the person next to him/her one of the questions
until everybody has had a turn.

          Answer Key 
            T:     How often do you eat meat? 
         S1:     I never eat meat. 
            T:     Now ask the person next to you one of the

questions.
         S1:     How often do you go swimming?
         S2:     I always go swimming in the summer. How often

do you work on your computer?
         S3:     I always work on my computer in the afternoon.

How often do you play soccer?   etc.

  8    T o write about yourself using adverbs of
frequency

           •    Explain the task. Elicit various activities Ss do
during the week and write them on the board (e.g.,
walk to school, do the shopping, watch TV, play
basketball, clean my room, etc.). Give Ss enough
time to write 5 sentences about themselves using
each of the adverbs of frequency.

          •   Ask different Ss to read their sentences to the
class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          I always watch TV in the evenings.
          I usually go to the movies on Saturdays.
          I often go to parties.
          I sometimes clean my room.
          I am never late for school.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Exs. 1 and
2 p. 29

Wild animals
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud. Elicit names of various wild animals.

  1    To learn new vocabulary and practice
pronunciation

          •   Focus Ss’ attention on the pictures and the
name of each animal. Play the recording. Ss
listen and repeat. 

          •   Then ask Ss to say what each animal is called in
their language.

  2    To test Ss’ general knowledge of animals
via a quiz

          •   Explain the task. Ask different Ss to read the quiz
and the questions. Explain any unknown words.

          •   Ss then take the quiz individually.
           •    Ss compare their answers with their partner’s and

then against the key at the bottom of the page.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary and new
information

          •   Give Ss enough time to scan the text again.  
          •   Ss’ books closed. Ask different Ss to tell you
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three things they remember from the quiz. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Reindeer live for twenty years. Penguins usually eat

fish. The Arctic wolf’s only real enemy is man.

  4    To present question words

          •   Ss close their books. Write all the question words
on the board. Give an example for each question
word and explain when each word is used.

                    Who is that man? He’s Mr. Mendoza. (people)
                 What is it? It’s a pencil. (things) 
                 Where are my keys? They’re in your bag. (place)
                 What time do you get up? At 8:00. (time)
                 Why are you upset? Because I can’t find my

backpack. (reason)
                 When do you go shopping? On Saturday

mornings. (time)
                 How does she drive? Carefully. (manner)
                 How often do you go out? Twice a week.

(frequency)
                  How many brothers do you have? Two. (number)
                  How long is an elephant’s trunk? About 16 feet.

(length)
          •    Do a quick drill to practice question words. Give

Ss prompts and ask them to give you the
corresponding question word, as in the example.

               Prompts: at school, Peter, on Monday, twice a
week, 7:30, at the movies, a pencil, etc.

                     T:     at school T: Peter
                  S1:     Where S2: Who etc.
          •   Ss open their books. Give Ss enough time to

match the question words to the answers.
Check Ss’ answers.

          •   Ss then find examples of questions words in the
text. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     c             3     h            5     j              7     i              9     g
          2     f              4     a            6     b            8     e          10     d

          How long does …                    How do …
          Where do                                      What do …
          How many wings …                      How tall …                    

When does …                            Who/What is …

  5    To practice word order using question
words

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task  and
elicit answers from different Ss. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.     
          Answer Key
          1     Where do you live?
          2     How often do you eat potato chips?
          3     What do you usually have for breakfast?
          4     When do you get up?
          5     What time do you go to school?
          6     How often do you go to the movies?
          7     How do you get to school?
          8     Who is your favorite actor?

  6    To practice asking and answering wh-
questions

          •   Explain the task and ask a pair of Ss to read the
example question. Explain that Ss can look at the
quiz on p. 50 for help.

          •   Ss ask and answer questions in pairs using question
words. Go around the class and monitor Ss.

          Answer Key
          … In the Arctic. 
          What do they look like? They have thick fur, strong

legs, and a black nose.
          How tall are they? They are up to 8 feet tall. 
          What do they weigh? They weigh about 550-1,700

pounds.
          What can they do very well? They swim very well. 
          What do they eat? They eat seals and whales.
          How long do they live? They live 15-18 years.

  7    To consolidate question words

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key
          A penguin.
          What does it weigh?/About 66 pounds.
          What does it eat?/Fish.
          What can it do?/Swim very well.
          How long does it live?/About 20 years.
          Where does it live?/In Antarctica.

A S begins a sentence saying only one word. The second
S says a word to continue the sentence and so on until
the sentence is complete. The last S says “period” and
begins a new sentence with another word.

e.g.,  T:The topic is “animals.”
                          S1:     Wolves
                          S2:     have
                          S3:     four
                          S4:     legs
                          S5:     Period. Reindeer
                          S6:     have etc.
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  8    To listen for specific information

          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the text and
predict what type of information is missing (i.e.,
street name, time, prices, name of animal).

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the blanks.
Play the recording again if necessary, pausing
after each answer to give Ss enough time to
check their work.

          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board. 

          Answer Key
          1     Zoo                3     22.75                               
          2     9                     4     lions

  9    To write a fact file about a wild animal using
vocabulary and grammar presented in the unit 

          •   Ss do research using encyclopedias, school
textbooks, and/or the Internet in order to do the
task.

          Suggested Answer Key
          White sharks live in tropical and warm seas. They

have sharp teeth and pointed fins. They’re 10-20 feet
long and weigh about 2,600 pounds. They eat
different kinds of fish. They live 30-40 years. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5  Game p. 34

My pet

Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud. Elicit various kinds of pets.

  1    To listen and identify animals

          •   Read the title. Elicit/Explain that all the animals on
p. 52 are pets. Ask Ss to say the pets in Ex. 1 in
their language. Play the recording. Ss listen and
match the sounds to the animals.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          dog/cat/parakeet

     
                                                    S    V   adj
•   Write the sentence My dog is black on the board. Elicit

which word is the adjective, which is the subject, and
which is the verb. Point out that the adjective always
goes after the verb “to be” in a sentence.

•   Now write the sentence I have a black dog on the
board. Elicit/Explain that the adjective goes in front
of a noun for all other verbs.

•   Go through the Learning to learn box with Ss. Read
the two sentences with Ss. Elicit the adjectives in
each sentence (yellow, cute). Ss do the task.

•   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Adjectives go before nouns.
          Adjectives go after the verb “to be.”

  2    To practice the use of adjectives in a
sentence/correct word order

          •   Give Ss enough time to rearrange the words
correctly to make sentences.

          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key
          1     My dog is brown.
          2     His cat has a long tail.
          3     He has an orange goldfish.

  3    To identify/predict what an animal is and to
read or listen for confirmation

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the picture. Stimulate
discussion by prompting Ss to say what they
think it is. Ask Ss to justify their answers.

                     T:     Do you think it is a cat?
                  S1:     No, it isn’t a cat.
                     T:     Why not?
                  S2:     It has feathers.
                     T:     What else can you see?
                  S3:     It has a beak.
                     T:     So what animal is it?
                  S4:     I think it’s a parakeet.

          •   Give Ss two minutes to read the text to
themselves and check their answers.

           •    Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen, follow
the lines, and find out if their answers are correct.

          •   Ask different Ss to read the text aloud.
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  4    To read for specific information
          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the text

again and answer the questions. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     (Whipper is) a parakeet.
          2     (He lives) in New Zealand.
          3     (He looks) like a duster. He has long, curly feathers.
          4     No, he can’t.
          5     She is very proud of her pet.

  5    To practice conversation skills
          •   Read the instructions and explain the task. Tell Ss

they have to talk about the kind of pet, its name,
age, what it looks like, and what it can do. Give Ss
enough time to prepare their answers. Then Ss do
the task in closed pairs. 

          •   Choose some Ss to present their pet to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I have a wonderful little dog. Her name is Dolly and

she’s over a year and a half old. She has big eyes, small
ears, and short legs. She can run fast and she can
swim. She swims really well!

  6    To write an article about your pet for your
school magazine

          •   Explain the task. Tell Ss that if they do not have a
pet they can write about a friend’s pet or an
imaginary pet.

          •   Tell Ss they can use the article in Ex. 3 as a model.
Point out that in articles we need to use a lot of
adjectives to make our writing more interesting.
Draw Ss’ attention to the article in Ex. 3 and
elicit/explain how the author uses adjectives and
makes comparisons (looks like a duster; long, curly
feathers).

          •   Ask Ss to answer questions 1-7 and use the
answers as a plan for their article. Encourage
them to think of two or three adjectives. Help Ss
with vocabulary if needed.

          •   Give Ss enough time to write their article or,
alternatively, you can assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I have a beautiful parrot. Her name is Polly and she’s

three years old. She has a long tail and colorful
feathers. She can’t sing, but she can talk! Polly is so
special to me. She’s so sweet and smart!

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Pairwork
Activities pp. 31-32

My pet

Culture Corner

  1    To activate prior knowledge/predict
information; to listen and read for confirmation 

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the picture and the title of
the Culture Corner, Furry Friends.

          •   Elicit how the picture and the title are related
and what the animal is called.

          •    Initiate a discussion by prompting Ss to tell you
what they know about the koala: Where does it
live? What does it eat? Would you like to have it as a
pet? etc.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and check.
Explain any unknown words from the text.

          Answer Key
          It’s a koala. It lives in Australia. It eats eucalyptus

leaves. It doesn’t drink because it gets all the liquid it
needs from eucalyptus leaves.

  2    To read for specific information

          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the text
again and complete the fact file.

          •   Check Ss’ answers. Ask several Ss to share their
answers with the class. 

          Answer Key
          Animal: Koala
          Face: round, big ears, black nose
          Body: short strong arms and legs, sharp claws
          Color: gray
          Home: trees (in Australia)
          Food: eucalyptus leaves
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neck, and beautiful pink feathers. They weigh
about eight and a half pounds and can be
almost four feet tall. They get their pink color
from the food they eat. They live in lakes or
lagoons. They eat insects and small fish.
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  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
dialogue practice

          •   Explain the task. Preteach “zoologist.”
          •   Drill with a S. T: Where do koalas live? S1: In

Australia. etc.
          •   Tell Ss to use the text and fact file to help them

with the questions they need to ask and the
answers the zoologist needs to give.

          •   Pairs of Ss take turns playing the role of the
zoologist. Walk around and monitor Ss. Ask
some pairs to act out their exchanges in front of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Where do they live? 
          B:   They live in trees, in Australia.
          A:   What do they eat? 
          B:   They eat eucalyptus leaves.
          A:   What do they drink? 
           B:   They never drink anything because they get all the

liquid they need from eucalyptus leaves.
          A:   What do they look like? 
          B:   They have gray fur, a round face, big ears, and a

black nose. They have short strong arms and legs
and sharp claws.

          A:   Can they climb? 
          B:   Yes, they can.
          A:   Do they make good pets? 
          B:   No, they don’t.
          A:   Can they swim? 
          B:   Yes, they swim very well.
          A:   Do they sleep during the day? 
          B:   Yes, they do.

  4    To write a fact file about an animal in your
country

          •   Elicit different animals that live in Ss’ countries
and write them on the board.

          •   Choose one and ask Ss to identify its key
features (e.g., shark: pointed fin, tail, sharp teeth,
etc.; fox: long tail, pointed ears, nose, etc.; greater
flamingo: thin legs, long neck, pink features,  etc.).

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task in
class or, alternatively, assign it for HW. Ask Ss to
find pictures to make their presentation more
interesting.

          Suggested Answer Key

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 5 p. SS2

Culture Corner
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What’s the matter?

  1    To learn vocabulary related to animal
injuries and health problems

          •   Read the title. Elicit that this sentence can be
used to ask sb if they are OK or not. Go through
the animals in the pictures. Elicit that they have
a problem and are waiting to see the vet.

          •   Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to read
the sentences and match them to the animals.

          •   Ask different Ss to tell you their answers.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2 parrot                          4   cat
          3 hamster                     5   rabbit

  2    To practice pronunciation and intonation

          •   Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and
repeat. Check pronunciation and intonation.

          •   Ask Ss to translate the sentences into their
language. These translations should be equivalent
questions and statements in their own language
rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To listen and read for specific information

          •   Ask Ss to read questions 1-3.
          •   Play the recording. Give Ss enough time to find

the answers to the questions. Alternatively, Ss
read the dialogue to themselves and do the
task. Play the recording so Ss can check if their
answers are correct.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to read the dialogue

aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     (John has) a parrot.
          2     (His pet has) a broken wing.
          3     (His pet is) almost four years old. 

  4    To practice using new vocabulary via 
         role-playing

          •   Give Ss enough time to prepare a dialogue in
pairs. To help Ss, draw the following diagram on
the board and elicit phrases Ss can use. Write
them on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram
while doing the task. Go around and monitor Ss. 

          
          •   Choose some pairs to act out their dialogues in

front of the class.
          •   Record Ss’ dialogues.

          Suggested Answer Key 
         A:     Hi, Mary. What’s the matter?
     B:     It’s Max, my dog.
         A:     What’s wrong with him?
         B:     I think he has an earache.
         A:     Really? How do you know?
         B:     He can’t hear well.
         A:     How old is he?
         B:     He’s four.
         A:     Let’s have a look at him.
         B:     OK.

  5    To present /e/, /ª/

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. 
          •   Check Ss’ pronunciation.
          •   Elicit more words with similar sounds.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          /e/: leg, well, pet
          /ª/: fur, learn, world

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 4 p. 30

Student A Student B
Greet B. Ask what is
the matter.
(Hi/Hello, … . What’s …?)

Ask what is wrong.
(What’s wrong with …?)

Ask B how he/she
knows that.
(Really? How do …?)

Ask how old the pet
is.
(How old …?)

Offer to have a look 
at the pet.
(Let’s have … .)

Explain.
(It’s …, my … .)

Say what you think is
the matter with your
pet. 
(I think he/she … .)

Explain the problem.
(He/She can’t … .)

Say how old your pet
is.
(He/She’s … .)

Agree.
(OK.)
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          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Butterflies fly at night.
                 A    True                                   B     False
          2     Butterflies have short antennae.
                 A    True                                   B     False
          3     Butterflies are colorful.
                 A    True                                   B     False
           4     There are three stages in the life of a butterfly.
                 A    True                                   B     False
           5     Butterflies feed mainly on nectar from flowers.
                 A    True                                   B     False
          6     Butterflies can’t see well.
                 A    True                                   B     False
          7     Butterflies have a brain and a heart.
                 A    True                                   B     False
          8     Butterflies have two body parts.
                 A    True                                   B     False
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Cross-Curricular Cut

  1    To present new vocabulary and improve
pronunciation skills

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. 
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat, either

chorally or individually. 
          •   Ask Ss to say the words in their language to

check understanding.

  2    To read for specific information

          •   Read the questions aloud.
          •   Give Ss enough time to read the text to

themselves and answer the questions.
          •   Check Ss’ answers. Explain any unknown words.
          •   Ask individual Ss to read aloud from the text.

          Answer Key
          1     About 10 million.
          2     In our homes, our yards, near water, in fields,

parks, and forests.
          3     They are important because they help keep our

yards clean and they are important food for birds
and other animals.

          4     They can make honey.

  3    To consolidate vocabulary/new information

          •   Read the question and ask Ss to discuss it in pairs
or small groups of three or four.

          •   Monitor the task, helping Ss with vocabulary
and sentence structure. 

          •   Ask several Ss to tell the class their answers.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The facts I find interesting are that there are about 10

million types of insects in the world and that  insects
help keep our yards clean because they eat dead
leaves and other waste.

  4    To practice vocabulary presented in this
unit in an empirical way

          •   Explain the task. Tell Ss to use the insects in the
picture as examples.

          •    Elicit information about the insects (e.g., which fly,
which are on the ground, which are in trees, what is
unusual about each insect, its color, etc.).

          •   Ss can visit the school playground or their yards
or go to a park to do the task.

          •   Ask several Ss to present their work to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Part 1
          I expect to find ants, grasshoppers, flies, and bees.

          Part 2
          On the ground: ants, grasshoppers.
          In the air: flies, bees.
          Information
          Ants: brown and black, six legs, and two big eyes.
          Grasshoppers: gray and green color, two short legs,

and two long legs and a tail.
           Flies: two wings, black, good eyesight and hearing.
          Bees: two pairs of wings, sting, make a buzzing sound,

etc.

  5    To sing a song

          •   Ask Ss to read the lyrics of the song. Elicit/
Explain any unknown words.

           •    Elicit the rhythm of the song (e.g., fast, slow, etc.).
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and sing along.
          •   Encourage Ss to use movement and gestures

while singing. 

  6    To prepare a short quiz about butterflies

          •   Explain the task.
          •   Tell Ss that they have to prepare a short quiz.

Tell them that they can use the Internet or
encyclopedias to find the information they need
about butterflies.

          •   Then write:
                 1     Butterflies have large wings.
                         A    True                                   B     False
          •   Ask Ss to use this as an example in order to

prepare their quizzes.
          •   Assign the task for HW.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Exs. 3a & 3b
p. 29
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Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check. Ask
Ss to check their answers against the key at the end of
the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 5 pp. 81-84,
         Midterm Test pp. 85-88

Self-Check
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In all weather
What’s in this module?

  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module. Explain
to Ss that the title summarizes the theme of the
module. 

  •    Use pictures 1-3 to engage Ss, to stimulate discussion,
and to prompt their interest in the module. Ask
questions to begin a discussion about the topics that
will be covered in the module, adjusting your
questions according to Ss’ responses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

             T:     What page is the group of pictures labeled pic.1 on?
         S1:     It is from p. 58.
            T:     What else can you see on p. 58?
         S2:     Different activities for each season.
            T:     Which activity do you like?
         S3:     I like playing in the snow. etc.                
            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 62) What can you see

in the picture? What else can you see on p. 62?
Which are summer/winter activities? etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 3 from? (p. 60) What other
pictures can you see on p. 60? How are the
pictures related? What does the title of the unit
mean? etc.

Find the page numbers for

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding. 

          Answer Key
          A map (p. 63)
          What is a map? What information can you get from a

map? What is the map of? What is this unit about?
What do you know about Alaska? etc.

          A poem (p. 65) 
          What is a poem? What do you think the poem is

about? Do you like poetry? What’s your favorite
poem? etc.

          A postcard (p. 62)
           What is a postcard? Do you write/receive postcards?

What do you think this postcard is about? etc.

Vocabulary

   •    Ask Ss to listen to the seasons and months on the
recording and repeat. Ss then explain the words in
their language. Ask Ss which season is their favorite.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about the months, the
seasons, the weather, clothes and accessories, and
various activities.

Module page                                                      57
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: seasons & months (winter, spring, fall/
autumn, summer, January, February … December)

6a     Year after year                                  58-59
Lesson objectives: To listen/read for specific
information, present progressive (affirmative &
negative), write an email to a friend
Vocabulary: weather (wet, rainy, cloudy, windy, cold,
snowy, warm, sunny, hot, chilly, foggy), other (climate,
freezing, temperature, picnic, kite)

6b     Dress right!                                         60-61
Lesson objectives: To ask about clothes/accessories,
present progressive (interrogative), simple present vs.
present progressive, read for gist and specific
information, write sentences describing people’s clothes
Vocabulary: clothes and accessories (T-shirt, shorts,
sneakers, sweater, jacket, skirt, socks, shoes, gloves,
raincoat, suit, shirt, tie, dress, pants, scarf, cap, boots),
other (heavy, light, tight, loose)

6c     It’s fun!                                                        62
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information and
gist, learn about different activities, write a postcard to
a friend
Vocabulary: activities (fishing, windsurfing, skiing,
playing golf, sunbathing, swimming, reading a book)

6d     Culture Corner                                         63
Lesson objectives: To learn about the weather in
Alaska and appropriate clothes for each season, listen
and read for gist, prepare a web page about the climate
in your country
Vocabulary: north, west, south, east, temperature

6e     Sounds great!                                           64
Lesson objectives: To make suggestions & respond,
read & listen for specific information, pronounce the
sounds /¥/, /≤/
Vocabulary: jogging, burger

6f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Literature      65
Lesson objectives: To predict the content of a text,
prepare a presentation on air pollution
Vocabulary: sky, branch, wind, leaf, blow, ballerina, bare,
pollution, indoor/outdoor

Self-Check 6                                                        66
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Year after year
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud. Ask Ss to look at the pictures and
try to predict the content of the unit (seasons, months,
and weather).

  1    To learn vocabulary related to weather 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Play the
recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally. Play the
recording again and ask Ss to repeat individually. 

         •   Elicit the meanings of the words in Ss’ language.
Ss can look up the words in their dictionaries.

  2    To listen for specific information and talk
about the weather

         •   Refer Ss to the weather chart and elicit/explain
what a weather chart is. Elicit where we would see
a chart like this (e.g., in a newspaper, on the news on
TV, on the Internet, etc.).

          •   Elicit/Explain what a degree is (a unit of
measurement for temperature). Point out that °F
is read degrees Fahrenheit.

          •   Explain to Ss that the pictures will help them
understand what the weather is like in the
different cities. 

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
chart. Play the recording twice if necessary. 

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the example. Ss ask and
answer questions in pairs, as in the example.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
           2     23                  3     46              4     54              5     72

            A:     What’s the weather like in Minneapolis today?
            B:     It’s cold and snowy and the temperature is 23°F.

            A:     What’s the weather like in St. Louis today?
            B:     It’s cloudy and windy and the temperature is

46°F.
             A:     What’s the weather like in San Francisco today?
            B:     It’s chilly and foggy and the temperature is 54°F.

            A:     What’s the weather like in Dallas today?
            B:     It’s hot and sunny and the temperature is 72°F.

  3    To read or listen for specific information 

         •   Refer Ss to the text on p. 59. Ask them to scan
the text and tell you what it’s about (i.e., the
weather in various countries).

          •   Read the questions and explain the task. Give Ss
three minutes to read the text to themselves and
answer the questions.

          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen and
answer the questions.

          •   Ask individual Ss to read aloud from the text.

          Answer Key
          1     Because different places have different climates.
          2     It is snowing heavily in Canada. It is freezing cold

and the temperature is around 5°F.
          3     Most people in the US are watching TV or playing

board games.
          4     In Australia.
          5     It is cloudy and windy and the temperature is 64°F.

  4    To present the present progressive

         •   Ss close their books. Say, and then write on the
board: I am reading now. Underline I am reading.
Explain that this is the present progressive
tense. Explain that we use the verb to be + main
verb + -ing to form the affirmative present
progressive. Explain that we use this tense to
talk about actions which are happening now.

          •   Now, write on the board: I am not sleeping now.
Explain that this is the negative form of the
present progressive. 

          •   Ss open their books. Go through the table with
Ss. Explain the contracted forms. Then present
the spelling rules. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

          •   Ask Ss to find examples of the present progressive
in the text.

Background information

In 1724, a German-Dutch physicist, Daniel Gabriel
Fahrenheit, invented a temperature scale which
came to be called the Fahrenheit temperature
scale. On this scale, the temperature at which ice
melts is 32 degrees Fahrenheit. Until the 1960s,
most English-speaking countries used this scale
exclusively. In the late 1960s and 1970s, the
Fahrenheit scale was gradually replaced in these
countries with the Celsius scale. In the US, the
Celsius scale is becoming more common, but the
standard measurement for temperature continues
to be in Fahrenheit. When converting Fahrenheit
to Celsius, you can subtract 32 from the Fahrenheit
temperature, and then divide by 1.8 (e.g., 95
degrees Fahrenheit minus 32, divided by 1.8 = 35
degrees Celsius).
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          Answer Key
          It’s snowing, are building, are playing, are ... holding,

are watching, (are) playing, are swimming and
sunbathing, are fishing, are having picnics or flying
kites

  5    To practice the present progressive 

         •   Explain the task. Elicit what type of text they will
read (an email). Give Ss enough time to fill in the
missing words.

          •   Ask several Ss to take turns reading the text.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     is raining                    5     is having
          2     am doing                   6     isn’t doing
          3     is cooking                  7     isn’t helping
          4     are setting                 8     is playing 

  6    To practice using the present progressive 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures on p. 58. 
          •   Ask questions to prompt Ss to answer using the

present progressive.

            T:     Look at picture A. What are the girls doing?
         S1:     They are making a snowman.
            T:     What’s the weather like?
         S2:     It’s cold.
            T:     Is it snowing?
         S3:     No, it isn’t. 
            T:     Now practice describing the other pictures with

your partner.

          •    Ss, in pairs, describe the pictures to each other.
Walk around the class and monitor the task.
Check if Ss are using the present progressive
correctly.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Picture B
          It is spring. A family is playing with a dog. They are in a

park. It is a warm day.

          Picture C
           It is summer. It is hot. A boy is swimming in the ocean.

          Picture D
          It is fall. It is a cloudy day and it is raining. A man is

holding an umbrella.

  7    To consolidate vocabulary and grammar
presented in this unit through writing an email to a
friend  

         •   Elicit what the weather is like in Ss’ town/city
today and write it on the board (e.g., It’s freezing
today and it’s snowing outside). Elicit activities
related to this type of weather and write them
on the board.

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task in class.
Alternatively, you can assign this task for HW.

                 Suggested Answer Key
                 Hi, Helen!
                 How are you? I’m at home now. It’s freezing today

and it’s snowing outside. I’m reading a book. Mom
is baking a cake. Dad isn’t working on his
computer. He’s watching TV. Jenny, my sister, isn’t
helping mom. She’s listening to music. My brother
is having a good time. He isn’t doing his
homework. He’s playing computer games with his
friend. Hope you are OK. Any plans for Sunday?              

                 Laura
                 xxx

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Exs. 1 and
2 p. 35

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 7
on the board. Remove all present progressive
forms, creating blanks for Ss to fill in. Next to each
blank write the appropriate verb in its base form in
parentheses.
e.g., I ....... (read) a book. Mom ....... (bake) a cake. etc.

Extra Activity 

Ask Ss to put the present progressive verbs they
found in the text into the negative form. Invite
different Ss to come to the board and write their
answers (e.g., It’s snowing – It isn’t snowing).
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Dress right!

e.g., S1: Shoes!

Note: Make sure you use letters which can
form a word related to clothes/accessories.

S O D S J H T R N E

Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud. Elicit its meaning (wear appropriate
clothes). Ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 60 and elicit
what Unit 6b is about.

  1    To learn vocabulary about clothing/
accessories, to practice pronunciation 

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat, chorally
or individually.

          •   Ask Ss which are the cold seasons and which are
the warm ones. Elicit what people wear in each
season.

          •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Ask questions.
What can you see? Where were the pictures taken?

          •   Ask Ss to look at the clothes and say which
clothes they wear when it is cold/warm.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Warm weather: T-shirt, shorts, sneakers, sweater, skirt,

shoes, tie, shirt, dress, cap
          Cold weather: jacket, gloves, raincoat, scarf, cap,

boots, sweater, pants, tie, skirt, shirt, suit, socks, dress,
shoes

     
•   Read through the Learning to learn box and explain

that if Ss learn words in pairs of opposites, this will help
them remember the words.

  2    To match opposites, describe clothes 

         •   Read all the words aloud and ask Ss to repeat
each one chorally.

         •   Elicit the meaning of the words. Mime their
meaning.

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures again and ask
them to give examples (e.g., Rosa is wearing a
long dress, Laura is wearing a heavy raincoat, Ann
is wearing a tight skirt).

         •   Make sure Ss are familiar with the term
“opposite.” Explain that cold is the opposite of
hot. Then ask what the opposite of in is? (Out).
Of up? (Down). Invite various Ss to describe the
clothes in the pictures.

         •   Ask Ss to do the task individually.
         •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     a            3     c

          Suggested Answer Key
          ... and tight shorts. Ann is wearing a heavy jacket and

a short, tight skirt. Laura is wearing a heavy, long
raincoat. etc.

  3    To practice asking and answering questions
about clothes

         •   Go through the table and explain the task.
Elicit/Explain any unknown words.

          •   Ss practice in pairs. Walk around and monitor
the activity.

          •   Ask two or three pairs of Ss to act out their
exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   How do I look in this suit?
          B:    You look great.
          A:   What do you think of this sweater?
          B:    It looks great on you.

  4    a    To read and then predict the situation

                •   Give Ss two minutes to read the first and the
last exchange. Ask the question “How is Ann
related to Betty?” and elicit answers. Explain
the abbreviated form of sister (sis).

          Answer Key
          Ann and Betty are sisters.

         b   To listen and read for specific information

                •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read along.
          •   Give Ss enough time to answer the questions

in their notebooks.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Explain any unknown words.

          Answer Key
          1     Ann is wearing a jacket and a scarf.
           2     Betty is angry because Ann is wearing her clothes.
          3     It’s freezing outside.
          4     Ann is going to the movies with Sue. 
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         c    Reading practice

                •   Play the recording again. Ss listen for
pronunciation and intonation.

          •   Ss read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
          •   Walk around and monitor Ss’ pronunciation

and intonation.

  5    To consolidate understanding of new
vocabulary through translation

         •   Ask Ss to read the sentences and translate them
into their language. These translations should be
equivalent statements and questions in their
own language rather than direct translations.

  6    To learn how to ask questions using the
interrogative form of the present progressive

         •   Ss close their books. Ask Ss how the present
progressive is formed. Elicit answer (with the verb
to be + main verb + -ing). Ask Ss to give examples.

          •   Then write on the board: Am I playing tennis
now? Explain that this is the interrogative form
of the present progressive. Tell Ss that we
answer in short form with Yes/No, I am/am not,
Yes/No, you/we/they are/aren’t, Yes/No, he/she/it
is/isn’t.

          •   Ss open their books. Go through the table with Ss.
          •   Refer Ss back to the pictures on p. 60 and ask

several questions to elicit both positive and
negative answers (e.g., Is Laura wearing a red
raincoat? Is Rosa wearing a short dress? etc.).

          •   Invite a pair of Ss to read the example aloud.
          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. Walk around

and monitor Ss.
          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer

questions. Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          2     A: Is Joe making a snowman?
                 B: No, he isn’t. He is working in the yard.
          3     A: Is Mary reading a book?
                 B: No, she isn’t. She’s watching TV. 
          4     A: Are Sue and Dave eating?
                 B: No, they aren’t. They are cooking.
          5     A: Is Bill playing football?
                 B: No, he isn’t. He is doing his homework.

  7    a    To present the simple present vs. the
present progressive

                •   Draw Ss’ attention to the two sentences in the
box. Ask them to tell you which tense is used
in each sentence and when each tense is used. 

          •   Ask Ss to provide examples of their own.

          Answer Key
          The simple present is used to talk about habits/routines.
          The present progressive is used to talk about actions

happening now.

         b   To practice the simple present vs. the
present progressive

                •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers. Ss justify their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Does it rain (habit)
          2     Do you wear (habit)
          3     are you doing (action happening now)
          4     goes (routine)
          5     doesn’t swim (habit)

  8    To consolidate vocabulary and grammar
presented in this unit through personalization

         •   Elicit the four seasons and explain the task.
          •   Ask Ss what tense they should use with each

question (i.e., the simple present to describe what
they usually wear and the present progressive to
describe what they’re wearing now). 

          •   Ask different Ss to tell you what they usually
wear in the different seasons and what they are
wearing now.

          •   Ss talk about their clothes in pairs. Encourage Ss
to use the adjectives they learned in Εx. 2 to
describe their clothes. Monitor the task.

          •   Invite several pairs of Ss to discuss their clothes
in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In the summer, I usually wear light clothes, such as

shorts, T-shirts, etc.
          In the fall, I usually wear a raincoat, a jacket, a shirt,

boots, etc.
          In the spring, I usually wear a shirt, pants, a light

jacket, etc.
          In the winter, I usually wear a heavy coat or a

raincoat, a sweater, a scarf, gloves, etc.
          Right now I am wearing a red jacket, a shirt, pants,

socks, and boots because it’s winter.

  9     To write a short description of people’s
clothes 

         •   Ask Ss to use their family photos or pictures from
magazines to write a short description of each
person’s clothes. Encourage the use of adjectives
to make their descriptions more interesting.
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          •   Assign this task for HW and ask Ss to present
their work during the next lesson and then
display their work on the class bulletin board.

          Suggested Answer Key
          This is my mom. She’s wearing a long, red dress.
          This is my dad. He is wearing a new, black suit.
          This is my brother. He is wearing a T-shirt and shorts.

etc.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Pairwork
Activities pp. 37-38

Dress right!

It’s fun!
Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit and look at the
postcard on p. 62. Elicit how they might be related.

  1    To read for specific information

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Ask specific
questions to initiate a discussion.

            T:     What can you see in picture A?
         S1:     A family is fishing.
            T:     What is the weather like?
         S2:     It is sunny but it is not hot.
            T:     What can you see in picture B?
         S3:     A man is windsurfing.
            T:     What can you see in picture C?
         S4:     A woman is walking in the snow./She is going

skiing.
            T:     What is the weather like?
         S5:     It is very cold and she is wearing a heavy jacket.
            T:     What is the couple doing in picture D?
         S6:     They are playing golf.
            T:     What is the woman doing in picture E?
         S7:     She is sunbathing.
            T:     What about the girl in picture F?
         S8:     She is swimming.
            T:     And picture G?
         S9:     The boy is reading a book.

          •   Ask Ss to read the postcard silently and explain
any unknown words.

          •   Give Ss enough time to find the answers to the
questions.

          •   Ask different Ss to find the people in the pictures.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask individual Ss to read aloud from the

postcard.

          Answer Key
          1     Sandra is staying on the second floor in a hotel in

Greece.
          2     The weather’s beautiful. It’s hot and sunny.
          3     Her parents are playing golf.
          4     Sandra is sunbathing.

          Picture B Tony                                    Picture E Sandra
          Picture D Dad and mom               Picture F Kim

  2    To discuss weather-related activities

         •   Ask Ss which of the activities in the pictures they
usually do in each type of weather. Encourage Ss
to think of more activities (e.g., go on a picnic,
listen to music, watch a DVD, have coffee with
friends, etc.).

          Suggested Answer Key
          I usually go swimming when it’s warm. I usually go

skiing when it’s cold/snowy. I usually read a book
when it’s rainy.

     
•   Ask Ss to read through the Learning to learn box and

tell them that they should put different ideas into
different paragraphs (i.e., when they start talking
about a different idea they should start a new
paragraph).

•   Refer Ss to Sandra’s postcard and elicit/explain
where each paragraph starts and why (e.g., first
paragraph is to greet her grandparents, second
paragraph is about the hotel and the weather, and the
third paragraph is about their activities – she starts a
new paragraph for each new idea).
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It’s fun!

  3    To write a postcard to a friend 

         •   Explain the task. List the various points Ss have
to include in their postcards. 

          •   Ask different Ss to tell you where they went with
their family on their last vacation, what the
weather was like, and what they did. 

          •   Explain that they are going to write a postcard
as if they are on vacation now and so they must
use the present progressive tense.

          •   Tell Ss to look at Sandra’s postcard again to use
it as a model for their postcard. Focus on the
opening and closing remarks.

          •   Give Ss enough time to write their postcard
using the plan provided. Alternatively, you can
assign this task for HW.

          •   Check Ss’ work.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Antony,
                 Greetings from Mexico. We’re having a great time

here.
                 The hotel is great. We’re staying on the third floor.

The weather’s fantastic. It’s hot and sunny.
                 Dad and Steve are fishing at the moment. They’re

enjoying it a lot. Mom and I are on the beach now. Mom
is windsurfing and I’m sunbathing. We miss you a lot. 

          See you when we get back.
          Tracy

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Game 
p. 40

Culture Corner

  1    To listen and read for gist 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the text. Ask them to
identify the source of the text (the Internet).
Elicit/Explain what a web page is.

          •    Draw Ss’ attention to the picture at the top of the
page and the map of Alaska. Ask Ss if they know
where Alaska is and what the weather is like there.
Elicit answers and initiate a discussion about
Alaska.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and check
their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Alaska is in the northwest corner of North America.
          In winter it is cold with a lot of snow.

  2    To interpret information from a table

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the table at the bottom of
the text. Elicit what clothes they can see at the
top of the table. Ask Ss to say what clothes they
think the people in Alaska wear in the summer
(e.g., short-sleeved shirts, jeans, walking shoes,
jackets, etc.).

           •    Elicit what season March is in (beginning of spring).
          •   Explain that Ss are to use the imperative to

suggest to their partner what to pack. Elicit the
form of the imperative on the board.

          •   Ss get in pairs and tell their partner what clothes
to pack in March.

           •    Walk around the class and monitor Ss’ performance.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          You should pack long-sleeved shirts, jeans, a warm

hat and gloves, boots, a jacket, and wool sweaters.

  3    To make a web page about the climate in
your country

         •   Ss in groups brainstorm for information about
their country’s weather in all four seasons and
the types of clothing worn in each season. 

          •   Have Ss write their texts individually in class or,
alternatively, assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Turkey is in southwest Asia. The summers are hot and

dry and the winters are mild and wet around the coast,
but the winters are colder near the mountains. In the
summer the temperature is usually above 86°F and
July and August are the hottest months. In the winter,
the temperature on the coast falls to about 34°F, but in
the mountains where there is a lot of snow it can drop
to -22°F to -40°F.

          If you decide to visit Turkey, make sure you pack the
right clothes.
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Culture Corner

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Exs. 3 and
4 p. 35

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Ss prepare a table like the one below in groups.
Then Ss make sentences as in the example
(Argentina is in South America. If you visit southern
Argentina in the  winter, pack your boots, a jacket,
some wool sweaters, and a winter coat. etc.).

Turkey

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall

short-sleeved
shirt, shorts

long-sleeved
shirt, jeans

warm hat 
& gloves

walking
shoes boots jacket

wool 
sweater

winter 
coat

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

Sounds great!
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud and ask Ss to look at the picture and
describe it. (Two girls are talking) Elicit how the title can
be related to the picture. (One of the girls is inviting the
other to do sth together. She agrees.)

  1    Pronunciation practice, to understand how
to make suggestions and respond to suggestions

         •   Go through the sentences and elicit/explain any
unknown words. 

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally
and individually.

          •   Elicit/Explain the meaning of suggestion and
responding. Ask Ss which sentences we can use for
making suggestions and which for responding.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          S = How about going tomorrow?/Why don’t we go

jogging in the park?/Let’s go shopping!/How about
going for a burger?

          R = Sure, that’s a good idea./Sounds great!/Sorry I’m
busy this afternoon.

  2    a    To read and listen for specific information

                •   Give Ss a minute to read the questions.
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read, and

then answer the questions.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          •   Amanda wants to go shopping. She wants to buy a

new pair of sneakers and wants Jenny to go with
her. Jenny says she is busy this afternoon, but agrees
to go tomorrow.

          •   David wants to go jogging in the park with Sally.
Sally suggests going for a burger.

         b   To practice pronunciation and intonation
through reading a dialogue

                •   Ss read the dialogues aloud in pairs. 
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          •   Walk around and monitor Ss’ pronunciation
and intonation. 

          •   Ask a few pairs of Ss to act out the dialogues
in front of the class.

         c    To check Ss’ understanding of how to
make suggestions and respond to suggestions
through translation

                •   Ask Ss to look at the sentences in Ex. 1 again.
Elicit how the sentences are said in Ss’ own
language. These translations should be
equivalent expressions in their own
language rather than direct translations.

  3    To practice making suggestions and
responding to suggestions through role-playing

         •   Refer Ss to the sentences in Ex. 1 and the
dialogues in Ex. 2a again. Explain the task.

          •   Give Ss enough time to practice their dialogues in
pairs. To help Ss, draw the following diagram on
the board and elicit phrases Ss can use. Write
them on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram
while doing the task. Walk around and monitor Ss.

          Student A                              Student B

          

•    Ask several pairs of Ss to act out their dialogues 
      in front of the class.

          •   Record Ss’ dialogues.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Let’s go to the movies! Are you doing anything on

Saturday afternoon?
          B:    Sorry, I’m busy. How about going on Sunday?
          A:   Sure, that’s a great idea.
          B:    Let’s meet outside the movie theater at 6 pm.
          A:   OK, see you at 6 o’clock.

  4    Present /¥/, /≤/

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Ask Ss
to repeat chorally and then individually.

         •   Elicit other words which have the same sounds
and write them on the board.

          Suggested Answer Key
          /¥/: corn, torn, born, etc.
          /≤/: pardon, card, yard, etc.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Portfolio
Activities p. 39

Make a suggestion.
Ask if B is doing
anything on
Saturday afternoon.
(Let’s go …! Are you
doing …?) 

Agree. 
(Sure, that’s a … .)

Agree. Confirm time.
(OK, see you at … .)

Respond that you
can’t because you’re
busy and suggest
going another day.
(Sorry, I’m busy … .
How about …?)

Suggest time. (Let’s
meet … .)

Sounds great!

Cross-Curricular Cut

  1    To produce images from musical stimuli

         •   Explain to Ss that they will listen to a recording
on which they will hear some sounds and that
they are to think of what images come to mind.

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen, imagine the scene,
and jot down notes if they wish.

          •   Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It is winter. It’s cold and windy. The wind is blowing

hard. There are no leaves on the trees.
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  2    To learn new vocabulary and match them
with pictures

         •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of the words.
          •   Ss complete the task on their own.
          •   Elicit and check answers.

          Answer Key
          A     sky          B     wind        C     leaves      D    branches

  3    To predict the content of a text and skim
for confirmation

         •   Explain the task.
          •   Ss look at the words in Ex. 2 and say what they

think the poem is about.
          •   Ss then skim the poem to check if their

predictions were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It’s about the weather. It describes the trees and the

sky in windy weather. 

  4    To listen for specific information

         •   Ss individually complete the poem with the
words from Ex. 2.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          •   Ask one or two Ss to read the poem aloud,
emphasizing that they should read it with
feeling. 

          Answer Key
          1     leaves        2     sky         3     branches       4     wind

  5    To collect information about wind and
present it to the class

         •   Elicit what Ss know about the topic. Ask them
how they think wind is created.

          •   Ss work in groups to collect information using the
Internet, their school textbooks, encyclopedias,
etc. 

          •   Refer Ss to the website provided.
          •   Assign the task for HW.  
          •   Ss present their work to the class at the

beginning of the next class.  

          Suggested Answer Key
          Wind is moving air. When the sun warms air, it rises up

into the Earth’s atmosphere. Cold air particles then
rush in to fill the gap left by the rising warm air and
that movement of air causes wind. When the warm air
particles cool, they drop down, get warmed again,
and rise again. The faster the air is warmed and rises,
the faster the wind is.

  ▶   SONGSHEETS: Module 6 p. SS4

Note: If possible, Ss can work in the school
computer lab to collect information, and then
prepare their presentation on MS PowerPoint.

Cross-Curricular Cut

Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check. Ask
Ss to check their answers against the key at the end of the
Student Book Section. Then Ss read the Now I can section
and evaluate themselves. 

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 6 pp. 89-92

Self-Check
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Glory days
What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module (Glory days) and
invite them to share what they think it means and
predict what the module is about. Elicit answers and
give Ss enough time to browse through the module
and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The title refers to the past. I think we will learn about

famous people from the past.            
  •    Use pictures 1-3 to stimulate discussion and to

prompt Ss’ interest in the module. Ask questions
about topics that will be covered in the module,
adjusting the questions according to Ss’ responses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

              T:     What page is the group of pictures labeled pic. 1 on?
         S1:     It’s from p. 76.
            T:     What can you see in pic. 1?
           S2:     I can see different people doing different jobs.
            T:     Which job do you want to do and why?
           S3:     I want to be a singer because I like singing. etc.                
            T:     What page is pic. 2 from? (p. 73) Do you know

who this man is? What else can you see on p. 73?
How are these pictures related to the title of the
unit? etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 3 from? (p. 70) What can you
see in the picture? What else can you see on p. 70?
How do you think these pictures are related to the
title of the unit? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding. 

          Answer Key
          A quiz (pp. 68-69) 
          What is a quiz? What is the quiz on pp. 68-69 about?

Do you know any other famous people? etc.

          A time line (p. 72)
          What is a time line? Who is the time line on p. 72

about? What else can you see on p. 72? Who is your
favorite star? etc.

          Posters (p. 74)
          What are these posters about? What information do

they give you? Where can you see them? What do you
usually do during the weekend? etc.

Vocabulary

   •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat the words
chorally and individually. Elicit what the words are
in Ss’ L1.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about famous people, jobs,
and weekend activities.
Module page                                                      67
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: jobs (singer, scientist, athlete, astronaut,
painter, ballerina, inventor, nurse, explorer)

7a     Hall of fame                                        68-69
Lesson objectives: To learn about famous people of
the past and their achievements, read for specific
purposes, was/were
Vocabulary: in space, on the moon, in a rocket,
nickname, named after, dessert, flour, genius, professor,
composer
7b     Myths & legends                              70-71
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
simple past (affirmative & negative of regular verbs),
write an article about a myth in your country
Vocabulary: verbs (live, try, appear, manage, grab, bury,
travel, reach, kill, decide, fail, succeed), other (myth,
legend, fact, fiction, fascinate, powerful, gods, monster,
soldier, princess, dragon, spear)

7c     Stars                                                             72
Lesson objectives: To learn about biographies,
read/listen for specific information, simple past
(interrogative and short answers), write a short biography
Vocabulary: sequence words/phrases (as a child, in 19..,
two years later, now), other (was born, injured his leg,
perform, move, is married, fan, solo)

7d     Culture Corner                                         73
Lesson objectives: To learn about famous Americans,
read for specific information, write about famous
people in your country
Vocabulary: jobs (politician, lawyer, author, pilot, singer,
poet), other (mystery, horror, crime stories, president,
actor,  slavery)
7e     It was great!                                              74
Lesson objectives: To learn about and discuss
weekend activities, predict the content of a dialogue,
pronounce the sounds /t/, /d/, and /æd/
Vocabulary: places (zoo, concert hall, art gallery,
amusement park, theater)

7f      Cross-Curricular Cut: History            75
Lesson objectives: To learn about the Incas, listen and
read for specific information, write a short text about
the Aztec civilization
Vocabulary: location, emperor, palace, advisor, field,
grow, corn, bean, pepper, raise, duck, temple, stone house,
transportation, civilization, empire

Self-Check 7                                                        76
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Hall of fame
Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to look at the pictures on pp. 68 & 69. Ask Ss to
tell you how they are related to the title of the unit (They
are all famous people.). Elicit who they are and why they
are famous. 
Point to the dates in parentheses next to each person’s
name and elicit/explain what they mean. (Date of birth
and date of death)

  1    To infer information by looking at pictures

         •   Refer Ss to the pictures and read the example
aloud. Ask Ss to match the pictures to the jobs.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          2     Yuri Gagarin was an astronaut.
          3     El Greco was a painter.
          4     Florence Nightingale was a nurse.
          5     Anna Pavlova was a ballerina.
          6     Alexander Fleming and Alexander Graham Bell

were inventors.
          7     Marco Polo was an explorer.
          8     Albert Einstein was a scientist.

     
•   Draw Ss’ attention to the Learning to learn box. Explain

how years are usually said in English. Point out that
there are exceptions to this rule (e.g., 2007= two
thousand and seven). Ask Ss to compare the way we
read years in English to how they are read in their
language.

  2    To ask for and give personal information

         •   Select a pair of Ss to read the example exchange
aloud.

          •   Ask Ss, in closed pairs, to act out similar dialogues
about the famous people in the pictures. You can
assign one of the famous people to each pair of
Ss or have pairs act out several dialogues, while
taking turns asking and answering.

          •   Walk around and monitor the activity. 
          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to act out their dialogues

in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   When was Yuri Gagarin born?
          B:    In 1934. When did he die?
          A:   In 1968.   etc.

  3    To read information and complete a quiz

         •   Ss take the quiz. Ss can look up any unknown
words in their dictionaries. 

          •   Ask Ss to answer the questions on their own,
and then compare answers with a partner.

  4    To listen for specific information and
confirmation

         •   Explain to Ss that they will listen to the quiz
show and while they listen they should check
their answers in the quiz in Ex. 3.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     B            3     C            5     C            7     B
          2     A           4     C            6     B            8     C

  5     To present the simple past of the verb “to be”

         •   Ss close their books. Present the simple past of
the verb “to be.” Say: I am at school now. I was at
the theater yesterday. Write this sentence on the
board and underline I was. Explain that this is
the simple past of the first person singular of the
verb “to be.”

          •   Then point to a S and say: You were at the movies
yesterday. Write this on the board and underline
You were. Continue using the same procedure
to present the rest of the simple past forms of
the verb “to be.” Explain to Ss that the simple
past is used to talk about an action that
happened at a specific time in the past and is
finished at the time of speaking.

           •    Then point to yourself and say: I wasn’t at school
yesterday. Write this sentence on the board and
underline I wasn’t. Explain that this is the negative
form of the simple past. Use the same procedure to
present the rest of the negative forms. 

          •   Next, ask a S: Was he at the park yesterday? Yes, he
was. Write these sentences on the board and
underline Was he and he was. Explain that these
are the interrogative form and short answer form
of the simple past. Use the same procedure to
present the rest of the interrogative forms and
short answers.

           •    Ss open their books. Draw Ss’ attention to the table
and ask them to complete the missing words with
was/were and find more examples in the quiz.

          •   Ask different Ss to read the table aloud and
check Ss’ answers.
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          Answer Key 
        I/He/She/It was/wasn’t from Spain.
          We/You/They were/weren’t from Spain.

          Jesse Owens’ real name was ... .
          Yuri Gagarin was ... . 
          Where was El Greco from?
          Florence Nightingale’s nickname was ... . etc.

  6    a    To practice using was/were

                •   Give Ss enough time to read through the
text and fill in the missing words.

           •    Check Ss’ answers. Explain any unknown
vocabulary.

          Answer Key 
          1     was              4     was              7     was              10   was 
          2     was              5     was              8     was              11   were
          3     was              6     were            9     were            12   were 

        b   To practice the interrogative form of
was/were

                •   Direct Ss to the dates next to the title and the
example question. Elicit/Explain that we use
the question word when to ask about dates.
Elicit other “wh” question words and write
them on the board (who, where, what) and
elicit/explain when we use each one (who for
people, where for places, what for things).

                •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example
exchange aloud and elicit what the next
question is (Where was he born?). Elicit/
Explain that we can answer these types of
questions in short form (In Mάlaga, Spain).

                •   Ss, in closed pairs, ask and answer questions
based on the text. Walk around the class and
monitor the activity.

                •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer
their questions in front of the class. 

                •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          ... was he born? In Mάlaga, Spain. 
          What was his father? A painter and a professor of art.
          Where was he in 1895? In Barcelona.
          What was in Barcelona? A lot of good schools.
          What kind of student was he? A great student.
          Who were his favorite painters? Velásquez and El

Greco.

  7    To practice using was/were to ask questions
and give short answers

         •   Explain that sentences 1-8 are about famous
dead people. Give Ss enough time to complete
the exercise. Play the recording for Ss to check
their answers.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Was (Yes, he was.)                    
          2     Was (No, they weren’t.)                 
          3     Was (No, he wasn’t.)
          4     Was (No, he wasn’t.)
          5     Was (No, it wasn’t.)
          6     Was (Yes, he was.)
          7     Were (Yes, they were.)
          8     Were (No, they weren’t.)

  8    To consolidate language and grammar
structures presented in the unit  

         •   Explain the task. Ss prepare their false
statements. Ss can use their school History
textbook to collect information if they wish. 

          •   Ss exchange papers with their partner and
correct the statements.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Agatha Christie was a ballerina.
          B:    No, she wasn’t. She was a writer.

          A:   Thomas Edison was an athlete.
          B:    No, he wasn’t. He was an inventor.   etc.

     

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 1 p. 41

Ss, in teams, think of jobs and mime them. The
other team guesses what the job is. Each correct
guess gets 1 point. The team with the most points
is the winner.

e.g.,   Team A S1:     mimes dancing ballet
            Team B S1:     ballerina
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Myths & legends
Warm-up Activity 
Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the unit and elicit/explain
the meaning of Myths & Legends (stories from the past) and
Fact or Fiction (true or make-believe).

  1    To activate prior knowledge and get Ss to
think what the texts are about

         •   Ask Ss to look at the pictures and tell you what
information they know about these people.

          •   Invite Ss to suggest what information they
would like to know about these people (e.g.,
Who they were. When they were born. Why they
are famous. etc.).

          •   Ss write one question about each person in their
notebooks.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read.
          •   Elicit/Explain any unknown words. Ss go through

their questions and try to answer them.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Q:   Who was Hercules?
          A:   He was the son of Zeus, the most powerful of the

gods, and Alcmene.
          Q:   Who was St. George?
          A:   He was a brave soldier.  etc.

  2    To read for specific information 

         •   Explain the task. Ask different Ss to read the
sentences and elicit/explain any unknown
words.

          •   Give Ss enough time to go through the text
again and check whether the sentences are true
or false.

          •   Ask different Ss to give answers, justifying them
by referring to the text.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     F            3     F            5     F
          2     F            4     T            6     F

  3    To recall information from a text 

         •   Explain the task. Ask Ss to close their books and
talk, in pairs, about what they remember from
the text. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Hercules was very strong. He was the son of Zeus. St.

George killed the dragon. He was a soldier.

     

  4    To learn new verbs 
         •   Read through the list of verbs and elicit what

they mean in Ss’ L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To learn the form of regular verbs in the
simple past 

         •   Read the table aloud and present how we form
the simple past of regular verbs. (We add -ed to
most verbs in the affirmative and we use didn’t to
form the negative.) Then Ss answer the questions.
If necessary, ask comprehension questions. [e.g.,
Which verbs do we use to form the negative?
(didn’t) Is it the same in all persons? (Yes) What
happens to the main verb? (The verb is in the base
form without -ed.)]

          Answer Key 
          1     Most regular verbs take –ed to form the simple

past affirmative form. 
          2     We use didn’t + main verb to form the simple past

negative form of regular verbs.

  6    To practice simple past forms 

         •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task and
elicit answers.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          lived, tried, appeared, managed, grabbed, buried,

traveled, reached, killed, decided, tried, failed, didn’t
succeed

  7    To practice using the simple past in the
affirmative and negative 

         •   Give Ss enough time to complete the exercise.
          •   Go around the class and elicit answers. Check Ss’

answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     didn’t like         3     studied                     5     decided
          2     visited                4     didn’t travel

  8    To talk about things you did using the simple
past

         •   Focus Ss’ attention on the verbs and drill them
on the simple past forms of each one.

          •   Explain to Ss that they must write sentences
using the simple past of the verbs and the time
expressions.
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          •   Check Ss’ understanding of the task by asking
questions to elicit answers using the simple past
(e.g., What did you do yesterday? What did you do
last week? etc.). 

          •   Give Ss enough time to write their sentences.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask different Ss to read their sentences aloud to

the class.

          Answer Key 
         watched, listened, played, walked, studied, visited

        Suggested Answer Key 
        I visited a friend last Friday.
          I played tennis last week.
          I walked home yesterday.
          I watched a movie yesterday afternoon.
          I studied French two years ago.

  9    To discuss the text using the simple past 

         •   Ask Ss to skim the text again and make sentences
about Hercules and St. George using the simple
past forms of the verbs in Ex. 4.

          •   Give Ss enough time to write their sentences in
their notebooks. Go around and select several Ss
to read their sentences to the class.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Hercules tried to cut off one of Hydra’s heads, but two

more appeared in its place.
          Hercules managed to cut off eight of the heads.
          Hercules grabbed the ninth head and buried it under a

big rock. 
          Hercules killed Hydra.

          St. George traveled a lot until he reached Libya.
          St. George decided to save the princess.
          St. George tried to kill the dragon with his spear, but

failed.
          He tried again, but he didn’t succeed. In the end, he

managed to kill it.

10   To write an article about a myth involving
a dragon 

         •   Explain the task. Help Ss brainstorm for
information to help them write their article.

          •   Ask Ss if they know of any dragons in their
country’s myths or in another country’s myth.
Elicit as much information as possible about the
dragons (what they looked like, what happened to
them, etc.) and write the information on the board
for Ss to use as a plan. Alternatively, Ss can visit

the suggested website and collect information
about dragons from various countries.

          •    Ss work in groups to write their articles. Remind
them that they need to use the simple past.

          •    Ask Ss to find pictures and glue them on their
article to make their article more interesting.

        Suggested Answer Key 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 3 p. 42

Myths & legends

        The Tarasque was a
dragon with six short

legs, a turtle shell, and a
tail with a scorpion’s sting.

It had a lion’s head. It was the
child of Onachus and Leviathan, a

giant sea serpent. The Tarasque ate children. St.
Martha managed to tame the beast, but the people
attacked and killed it. 

FF rr aa nn cc eeFrance

           Guita’s name means
“kicking mule.” It usually
appeared as a red serpent
with a long neck, a black
face, and a big fire-breathing
mouth. During the festival of
Corpus Christi, and the Patron Berga in Catalonia, the
people used the dragon to protect the parades. They
usually placed fireworks and rockets in its mouth
during the parade.

SS pp aa ii nnSpain

Alternate Activity for weaker students  

Ss can find pictures of various dragons and prepare
a poster. Ask Ss to label the pictures with the name
of the dragon and where it lived.
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Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to read the title aloud and elicit what it means
(famous people). Elicit the names of famous people from Ss.

  1    To activate prior knowledge and read or
listen for specific information

         •   Focus Ss’ attention on the picture and elicit who
the person is (Antonio Banderas).

          •   Ask Ss to tell you what they know about Antonio
Banderas. (Where is he from? What movies has he
starred in? etc.)

          •   Read the questions aloud.
          •   Give Ss two minutes to read the text silently and

answer the questions.
          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen and

answer the questions.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key 
          1     Banderas was born in Mάlaga, Spain.
          2     He wanted to become a soccer player.
          3     He started acting classes in 1979.
          4     He first worked with Pedro Almodovar in 1982.
          5     They worked together for 8 years.
          6     He moved to Los Angeles in 1991.

     
•   Focus Ss’ attention on the Learning to learn box. Read

through the information on sequencing and check
Ss’ understanding.

  2    To identify sequence words in a biography

         •   Explain the task and give Ss enough time to find
the sequence words.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key 
          was born, As a child, In 1979, Two years later, Later, In

1982, In 1991, is now married

  3    To learn how to form the interrogative of
the simple past

          •    Ss close their books. Write on the board: Banderas
wanted to become a soccer player. Then write: What
did he want to become? Elicit that we use did to
form the interrogative of the simple past.

           •    Ss open their books. Go through the table. Refer Ss
to questions 2-6 in Ex. 1 and ask them to fill in the
missing word. Choose a S to read the information
in the table aloud. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference Section for more information.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.                 
                 Answer Key 
                 Did

  4    To practice asking and answering questions
using the simple past

         •   Elicit/Explain what a time line is. Ask Ss whom
this time line is about (Ricky Martin, singer). 

           •    Go through the time line and explain any unknown
words.

          •   Ss do the task.
          •   Walk around the class and monitor the activity.

Check that Ss are using the simple past correctly
to ask and answer questions.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer their
questions in front of the class.

          Answer Key 
          1     Was Ricky Martin born in Spain? No, he wasn’t. He

was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
          2     Did he start singing in 1977? Yes, he did.
          3     Did he join “Menudo” in 1990? No, he didn’t. He

joined “Menudo” in 1984.
          4     Did he move to New York in 1990? Yes, he did.
          5     Did he star in “General Hospital”? Yes, he did.

  5    To write a short biography

          •    Elicit from Ss what they think a biography should
contain and write the information on the board for
Ss to use as a plan (e.g., information about a
person’s date and place of birth, important events in
chronological order, personal life, famous works,
etc.).

          •   Tell Ss that they can use vocabulary and
expressions from the biography about Antonio
Banderas to help them. Remind Ss to use
sequence words.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
Alternatively, you can assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Ricky Martin was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico on

December 24th, 1971. He started singing in 1977 and
seven years later joined the group “Menudo.” In 1990,
he moved to New York. At the age of twenty, he
released his first solo album. In 1994, he starred in
“General Hospital.” Five years later, he released his
first English pop album called “Ricky Martin.”

Stars
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  1    To infer information from pictures

          •    Ask Ss to cover up the text and look at the
pictures. Ask if Ss can identify any of the people.
Alternatively, ask Ss to look at the pictures and
the title of the unit. Elicit which country Ss think
these people were from. (They are all famous
Americans.)

          •   Ask Ss to quickly scan the text, find the names of
the people and match them to the pictures.
Hold the book up in front of the class and point
to the different people and ask: “Who is this?”
Elicit answers. 

          •   Elicit/Explain the meaning of politician, lawyer,
author, pilot, singer, and president and ask Ss to
scan the text to match the people to the
occupations.

          Answer Key 
          George Washington was a politician.
          Abraham Lincoln was a lawyer.
          Edgar Allan Poe was an author.
          Amelia Earhart was a pilot.
          Elvis Presley was a singer.
          George Washington and Abraham Lincoln were both

presidents.

  2    To read for specific information

          •    Ask different Ss to read the text aloud. Check
pronunciation and intonation. Elicit/Explain any
unknown words. 

          •   Explain the task. 
          •   Focus Ss’ attention on the first sentence and the

key phrase The Raven. Ask them to quickly scan
the text to find the key phrase. Elicit answers from
the class. Ask: “Which paragraph is the phrase in?”
(Paragraph 4). “Who is paragraph 4 about?” (Edgar
Allan Poe). Elicit the answer to the first sentence
and write it on the board.

          •   Ask Ss to find the key words/phrases in the rest
of the sentences and then locate them in the
text. Remind Ss that the information may be
paraphrased. 

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to justify their

answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     The Raven was Edgar Allan Poe’s poem.
          2     An actor killed Abraham Lincoln.
          3     George Washington was the first US president.
          4     Hound Dog is a song Elvis Presley sang.
          5     Amelia Earhart disappeared mysteriously.

  3    To consolidate language and grammar
practiced in this module

          •    Help the class brainstorm for famous people
from their country and write their names on the
board.

          •   Elicit information about them. Ask specific
questions to initiate a discussion (e.g., What was
his/her occupation? Where did he/she live? What
was he/she famous for?  etc).

          •   Ask Ss to vote for the five most famous ones. 
          •   Divide the class into groups of five. Each group

member is assigned one of the famous people and
writes a few sentences about him/her. Ss may
need to look up information on the Internet or in
encyclopedias.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task or,
alternatively, assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key 
Famous Russians

          Wassily Kandinsky was an artist and one of the most
important painters of the 20th century. He was the first
artist to paint modern abstract paintings. He is best
known for the unusual and beautiful shapes and
colors in his paintings. “Composition VII” and
“Composition X” are Kandinsky’s most famous
paintings.

          Fyodor Dostoyevsky was a great author famous for
works such as “Crime and Punishment” and “The
Brothers Karamazov.” His works had a lasting effect
on the way people thought in the 20th century. There is
a statue of him in Ormsk.

          Leo Tolstoy was a famous novelist, dramatist, and
philosopher. His most famous works are “War and
Peace” and “Anna Karenina.” There are two museums
on him: one in Moscow and one in his birthplace,
Yasnaya Polyana. 

          Yuri Gagarin was the first cosmonaut. He was the first
man in space and the first to orbit the Earth. He was a
Russian hero. There is a huge monument dedicated to
him in Moscow.

          Rudolf Nureyev was one of the greatest male ballet
dancers of the 20th century. He was the star of the
Kirov Ballet and an international star and
choreographer. He also appeared in a number of
movies. He died in 1993 at the age of 54.

Culture Corner
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Culture Corner

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Portfolio
Activities p. 45

Extra Activity for weaker students 

Ss find pictures of famous people from their country,
glue them on a piece of paper, and label them. Ss
should write the person’s name and his/her job. 
e.g., Wassily Kandinsky (He was a painter.)
Display Ss’ posters.

It was great!
Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to tell you different activities they do during the
weekend. Ask specific questions to elicit answers: What
did you do last weekend? Where did you go? Who were you
with?
Elicit what Ss think the posters are about and ask Ss if
they like going to these places (the zoo, a play, art
gallery, concert, amusement park).

  1    To practice pronunciation and intonation

          •    Explain the task.
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally

and individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation.

  2    To infer what a dialogue is about

          •    Elicit what the Ss think the dialogue is about.
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and check.

          Answer Key 
          The dialogue is about how Bob and Tony spent their

weekend.

  3    To read for gist and specific information

          •    Ask Ss to read the dialogue to themselves and
answer the questions. Elicit/Explain any unknown
words.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask some pairs to read the dialogue aloud.

          Answer Key 
          They are friends. The movie was Dragonfly.

  4    To practice talking about your weekend

          •    Explain the task. Refer Ss to the posters and the
prompts given.

          •   Read through the activities and the prompts
with Ss and elicit/explain any unknown words.

          •   Ss can use the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a model and
the expressions in Ex. 1 to make their own
dialogues.

          •   Ss act out their dialogues in pairs. 
          •   To help Ss, draw the following diagram on the

board and elicit phrases Ss can use. Write them
on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

          

          •   Walk around monitoring Ss’ pronunciation and
intonation.

          •   Record Ss’ dialogues.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Hi, José. How was your weekend?
          B:    Boring. What about you?
          A:    It was good. Pedro asked me to go to the

amusement park with him. It was great! We really
enjoyed it.

Student A Student B
Greet B. Ask how
his/her weekend
was.
(Hi/Hello, B. How
was …?)

Reply and make a
positive comment.
Express enthusiasm. 
(It was good. I went
to … . We …!)

Reply. Make a
negative comment.
Ask A about his/her
weekend.
(Very boring …
What about you?)
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It was great!

  5    To present /t/, /d/, and /æd/

          •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the
correct box.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat

chorally and individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation.

          Answer Key 

          

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Pairwork
Activities pp. 43-44

/t/ /d/ /æd/

watched ✓

wanted ✓

liked ✓

played ✓

stopped ✓

walked ✓

Warm-up Activity 
Focus Ss’ attention on the pictures and the title of the
text. Ask specific questions to initiate a discussion and
prompt Ss’ interest in the topic: What is this unit about?
(The Incas) Do you know who the Incas were? (An ancient
civilization) What do you think the first picture is? (An
Incan god) What do you see in the other pictures? (Small
statues, a vase, and the ruins of an Incan city)

  1    a    To predict content

                •   Ask Ss to quickly read the sentences and
mark the sentences true or false.

          •   Elicit answers from the class.

                 (Ss’ own answers) 

        b   To listen and read for confirmation

                •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read and
check their answers in Ex. 1a.

                •   Elicit/Explain any unknown words. Check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     F            2     T            3     T            4     F

  2    To check comprehension 

         •   Elicit the question words and their use (who-
person, when-time, where-place, what-object,
how-manner).

          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example aloud. Ss ask
and answer questions about the text in pairs.

          •   Walk around the class and monitor the activity,
assisting Ss where necessary.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer
questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Where did the emperors live?
          B:    In a palace.

          A:   Where did the people live?
          B:    In small villages./ In stone houses.

          A:   Where did the people work?
          B:    They worked in the fields growing corn, potatoes,

beans, and peppers.

          A:   What were their temples like?
          B:    They were very beautiful.

          A:   How did the Incas travel?
          B:    They had a great system of roads and they used

animals to transport food across the empire.

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Cross-Curricular Cut

  3    To research information about the Aztecs
and write a short text about them 

         •   Explain the task.
          •   As a plan, Ss should use headings and gather

information in lists under the headings (e.g.,
Location, Emperor, The People, Houses and
Temples, Transportation, etc.).

          •   In groups, Ss collect information about the
Aztecs from the Internet or encyclopedias.

          •   Assign the task for HW. Ask Ss to find pictures to
decorate their text.

          •   Ss can present their texts during the next lesson.

                 Suggested Answer Key

The Aztecs 
(14th-16th century)

Location
The Aztecs lived in Mexico.

The Emperor
Each emperor, called Hueyi Tlatoani, lived in a
palace in Tenochtlán, the capital of the Aztec
empire. The Tlatoani was the head of the
government and the army.

The People
The Aztecs were farmers. They worked in the fields
growing avocados, beans, sweet potatoes, tomatoes,
amaranth, and chilies.

Houses and Temples
Most Aztecs lived in wooden houses. Their temples
were very beautiful. They looked like the great
Egyptian pyramids.

Transportation
The Aztecs usually traveled on foot. There were
places for the travelers to rest and eat.

Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check. Ask
Ss to check their answers against the key at the end of
the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Writing  p.
42, Test 7 pp. 93-96

Self-Check
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Special days
What’s in this module?

  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module Special
days and elicit what they think it means and what
they expect to learn in this module.

  •    Ask Ss if they know any special days in their country. 

          Suggested Answer Key
         The title means days when we celebrate something

special, like a birthday. 

  •    Ask Ss to look through the module and find the
page numbers for each of the pictures. Elicit
feedback from Ss and ask specific questions to
stimulate a discussion.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

            T:     What page is the group of pictures labeled  pic. 1
on?

         S1:     It’s on p. 81.
            T:     What can you see in the picture?
         S2:     Different things we can eat.
            T:     What do you eat for breakfast?
         S3:     I eat an egg and an orange.
            T:     Which meal of the day do you like most?
         S4:     I like dinner because I eat with my family. etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 2 on? (p. 82) What can you see
in the picture? When do you have a cake like this?
What other things can you see on this page?
What do you think you will learn about? When is
your birthday?  etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 3 on? (p. 78) What do you see in
this picture? What are the people wearing? What
else do you see on p. 78? Do you ever dress in a
special way?  etc.

Find the page numbers for

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          A menu (p. 84) 
          Where do you see a menu like this? What is a takeout

restaurant? Do you go to places like this? etc.

          A quiz (p. 83) 
          What is the quiz about? What else can you see on this

page? Do you celebrate this day in your country? etc.

Vocabulary

       Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally and
individually. Check pronunciation. Elicit what the
words are in Ss’ L1.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about food, drinks,
celebrations, how to order food, and how to store it.

Module page                                                      77
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: food/drinks (rice, egg, cookie, bread,
pineapple, cherry, orange, fish, meat, potato, carrot, tea,
tomato, cheese)

8a     Celebrations                                      78-79
Lesson objectives: To learn about celebrations in the US,
read for specific information, simple past (irregular verbs),
write about a celebration you enjoyed
Vocabulary: celebrations (patriotic music, fly the
American flag, street parade, Uncle Sam, marching band,
dress up, costume), other (fireworks, light up the sky,
shamrocks, Irish stew, carve pumpkins, trick-or-treating)

8b     Festive food                                       80-81
Lesson objectives: To talk about exotic dishes people eat
on special occasions, listen and read for specific
information, C/U nouns, some/any, (how) much/(how)
many, make an annual calendar of celebrations
Vocabulary: festive, goose, turkey, rice, fish, chicken, lamb,
beef, dessert, cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie, onion

8c     It was fantastic!                                       82
Lesson objectives: To compare birthday customs in two
different countries, listen for specific information, read for
gist, write a short text about your birthday last year
Vocabulary: gift, decorate, balloons, sandwich, cupcake,
cookie, celebrate, potato chips, noodle soup, bad luck,
envelope

8d     Culture Corner                                         83
Lesson objectives: To learn about Thanksgiving, listen
for specific information and gist, read for specific
information, write a quiz about a holiday in your country
Vocabulary: pilgrim, settle, harvest, feast, melon, corn, fries

8e     Enjoy your meal!                                     84
Lesson objectives: To learn how to order food, read for
specific information, pronounce the sounds /g/ and /π/
Vocabulary: order, takeout, to go, cheeseburger,
sandwich, ham, tuna, small/medium/large, French fries,
menu, lemonade, mineral water
8f      Cross-Curricular  
         Cut: Health Education                         85

Lesson objectives: To learn about hygienic practices in
the kitchen,write a list of dos and don’ts forfood safety
Vocabulary: danger, health, surface, bacteria, chop, raw,
sharp knife, store, dairy product, yogurt

Self-Check 8                                                        86

82
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Celebrations
Warm-up Activity 
Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the unit, Celebrations,
and check that Ss understand the meaning. (A special
event that people celebrate to mark an important day).

  1    To discuss celebrations in the US

         •   Read through the phrases and elicit/explain
what they mean. Then ask Ss to look at the
pictures and use the phrases to describe what is
happening in each one.

          •   Ask Ss the question: “What do you see in the first
picture?” Prompt a S to answer using the example
given: “I see people marching, holding American
flags.”

          •   Give Ss enough time to write one sentence
about each picture using the phrases given.

          •   Ask several Ss to describe what they see in each
picture. Check pronunciation and intonation.
Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
        People are watching a firework display.
        People are watching a street parade.
        Children are dressed up in costumes and are going

trick-or-treating.

  2    To listen and read for specific information

         •   Explain the task. Read the sentences aloud and
explain any unknown words. 

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read. Give Ss
enough time to complete the task.

          •   Ask different Ss to tell you their answers and
justify them by referring to the text.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask several Ss to read parts of the text aloud.

Check pronunciation and intonation. Elicit/
Explain any unknown words. 

          Answer Key
          1     F            2     F            3     T            4     F

          1     St. Patrick’s Day is on March 17th.
          2     People play patriotic music on Independence Day.
          4     Stevie dressed up as a monster last year.

  3    To present the simple past form of irregular
verbs

         •   Ss close their books. Write on the board: John lived
in a big house in 1980. He drove a fast car then.
Underline the two verb forms and ask Ss to
identify the tense. Draw Ss’ attention to the
second verb and ask them to tell you which verb
this reminds them of (drive). Explain that drove is

the past tense of the verb drive. Point out that not
all verbs form the past tense with –ed. 

          •   Ss open their books. Read through the table
with Ss. Refer Ss to the list of irregular verbs and
the past forms in the Student Book. 

  4    To identify regular/irregular verbs in the
text

          •   Explain any unknown words.
          •   Give Ss enough time to find the verbs in the text

on p. 78 and fill out the table.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
        Regular: danced, painted, dressed, watched
          Irregular: wore, was/were, ate, brought, went, flew,

made, let, saw

  5    To practice using the simple past
          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the exercise.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
        1     left               3     made                 5     got up
          2     went           4     had

  6    To talk about yourself using the simple past
and past time expressions

          •   Ask a S to read the example aloud. Ask different
Ss questions about the past to elicit answers
using the time expressions. (What did you do
yesterday? Where did you go last week? When did
you start learning English?  etc.)

          •   Give Ss enough time to write their sentences.
Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          I made a cake yesterday. 
          I went for a swim yesterday morning.
          I visited my grandmother last Sunday.
          I went to the movies three days ago.
          I watched TV last night.

  7    To practice asking questions and giving
short answers in the simple past

          •   Ask a pair of Ss to act out the example exchange.
          •   In pairs, Ss ask and answer questions using the

prompts given.

Extra Activity 

Ask Ss to write the sentences again in the negative
and interrogative forms.
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          •   Walk around and monitor Ss. Check for
pronunciation and intonation.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to act out their exchanges.

          Answer Key 
          2     A:   Did your mom make pizza last night?  
                 B:    Yes, she did./No, she didn’t.
          3     A:   Did your dad go to bed early last Sunday?   
                 B:    Yes, he did./No, he didn’t.
          4     A:   Did your friend send you an email yesterday?  
                 B:    Yes, he did./No, he didn’t.
          5     A:   Did you drink a glass of milk yesterday?  
                 B:    Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.

  8    To ask and answer wh-questions

         •   Review wh-questions and write them on the
board. (Who, When, Where, What)

          •   Ask Ss to scan the text again and look for dates,
places, people, etc. that they can use to ask wh-
questions about.

          •   Ss ask and answer questions in pairs about the
text. Walk around and monitor the activity,
checking pronunciation and intonation.

          •   Ask several pairs to act out their exchanges in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   When is St. Patrick’s Day?
          B:    On March 17th.

          A:   When is Halloween?
          B:    On October 31st.
          A:   What do people wear on Halloween?
          B:    They wear costumes.
           A:    Where are there big celebrations on St. Patrick’s Day?
          B:    In Chicago.  etc.

  9    To write an article about a celebration you
enjoyed

         •   Brainstorm ideas with the class on possible
celebrations for them to write about.

          •   Refer Ss to the questions in the instructions and
ask them to answer these in order to create a
plan for their article. Help Ss with vocabulary if
necessary.

          •   Ss do the task. Ss can use the text on p. 78 as a
model. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Last year my family and I were in England on

November 5th and saw the celebrations for Bonfire
Night. They were great. People lit fires and set off
fireworks. It was really exciting watching the sky light
up in different colors. There were different food booths
and we ate special food like baked potatoes. We had a
great time!

Warm-up Activity 
  •   Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit (Festive food)

and the title of the text Exotic Dishes and elicit/
explain what they mean.

  •   Invite Ss to tell you about different types of food
they like.

  1    To activate prior knowledge and interest
by looking at pictures

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit what
each dish is. Ask Ss if they have tried/would like to
try any of the dishes shown. 

          Answer Key 
          Dishes: (USA) roast turkey, (Germany) roast goose,

(Iceland) meat & sausages, (Japan) sushi, (Indonesia)
chicken, lamb, or beef.

  2    To listen and read for specific information

         •   Read the foods/dishes aloud and explain any
unknown words.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read along and
find the answers in the text.

          •   Ask individual Ss to read the text aloud. 

          Answer Key 
          1     Japan                3     Germany         5     Indonesia
          2     the USA             4     Iceland

          1     fish and rice - Cherry Blossom Viewing
          2     turkey - Thanksgiving 
          3     goose with potatoes - Martinstag
          4     sausages - Midwinter Feast
          5     chicken - Eid

Festive food
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  3    To present countable/uncountable nouns
and some/any � (how) much/(how) many

         •   Ss close their books. Write on the board: I’ve got an
apple. I’ve got some bread. Underline an apple and
some bread. Elicit/Explain that nouns like apple can
be counted, so we call them countable nouns (e.g.,
one apple, two apples, three apples, etc.).

          •   Ask Ss to look at the second example. Point out
that we cannot use a/an before the word bread.
Explain that nouns like bread cannot be
counted, so we call them uncountable nouns.

          •   Ss open their books. Read the theory box.
Elicit/Explain the use of some/any and (how)
much/(how) many. Ask Ss to give you examples.
Point out the difference between using any in the
interrogative and some for requests. 

          •   Drill Ss. Name different foods/drinks. Ss add how
much/how many. 

                 Suggested prompts: milk, lemons, sugar,
apples, oranges, cheese, tomatoes, tea, etc.

                 T:     milk
                 S1:    How much milk?
                 T:     lemons
                 S2:    How many lemons?

          •   Ask Ss if these grammar rules also apply in their
language. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
for more information.

  4    To identify countable/uncountable nouns
and practice some/any

         •   Explain any unknown words in sentences 1-10. 
          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Ask

different Ss to read their answers aloud.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     some                         6     some
          2     any                             7     any
          3     any                             8     any
          4     some                         9     any   
          5     any                          10     any

  5    To practice making requests using
countable/uncountable nouns and a/an or some

         •   Give Ss enough time to fill in the blanks with
a/an or some.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     some                                4     some 
          2     some                                5     some 
          3     an                                      6     some 

          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example aloud. In
pairs, Ss take turns asking and answering
questions about the food items. Walk around and
monitor Ss’ performance. 

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to ask and answer the
questions in front of the class.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          A:   Can I have some rice?
          B:    Yes, you can. Can I have an egg?
          A:   Yes, you can. Can I have some bread?
          B:    Yes, you can. Can I have some milk?
          A:   Yes, you can. Can I have some carrots?
          B:    Yes, you can.

  6    To practice the interrogative with
countable/uncountable nouns

         •   Read through the nouns first and elicit which do
not require the use of the indefinite article a/an.
(Plurals and uncountable nouns do not require the
use of the indefinite article).

          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example exchange
aloud.

          •   Ss in pairs take turns asking and answering
questions about the pictures. Monitor the
activity.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          A:   Are there any pineapples? 
          B:    Yes, there are. Is there any bread?
          A:   Yes, there is. Are there any lemons?
          B:    Yes, there are. Is there any cheese?
          A:   Yes, there is. Is there any fish?
          B:    No, there isn’t. Is there any rice?
          A:   No, there isn’t. Are there any cherries?
          B:    Yes, there are. Are there any cookies?
          A:   Yes, there are. Is there any coffee?
          B:    No, there isn’t. Are there any carrots?
          A:   No, there aren’t. Are there any tomatoes?
          B:    Yes, there are. Are there any eggs?
          A:   Yes, there are.

  7    To practice using (how) much/(how) many

         •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Ask different Ss to read their answers aloud.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     many                                       4     many, many
        2     much, much                         5     much, much
          3     many, many                         6     many, many

Festive food
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  8    To personalize learning

         •   Elicit celebrations from the class and write one
of them on the board. Elicit what special food Ss
eat on that day (e.g., Celebration: Christmas.
Special food: roast beef, duck, Christmas cookies,
candy canes, etc.).

          •   Ask Ss, in pairs, to use the information on the
board to talk about special food and celebrations.
Ask several pairs of Ss to discuss their favorite
celebrations and food in front of the class. Write
the different celebrations on the board.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   I really like the food on Christmas day.
          B:    What’s your favorite?
          A:   I really like the roast beef.
          B:    Me too, and my mother makes Christmas cookies

as well.
          A:   Yes, my mother does too. They’re great!
          B:    What else do you eat at Christmas? 
          A:   We eat roast duck sometimes. What about you?
           B:    We eat leg of lamb and for dessert we have pie.
          A:   I hate pie, unless it’s apple.
          B:    Really? I love pie. It’s my favorite dessert.
          A:   I like candy canes. etc. 

  9    To review language presented in this unit

         •   Use the celebrations you wrote on the board in
Ex. 8 and elicit more celebrations. Start with
January and continue until you have covered all
the months.

          •   Ask Ss to look up celebrations in encyclopedias or
the Internet. Ask them to make a calendar of
celebrations in their country and the special foods
related to those celebrations. Explain that we
might not have special food for each celebration.

          •   Ss work in groups to complete their calendars.

                 Suggested Answer Key
Mexico

          

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 1,
p. 47, Game p. 52

January March/April
1st – New Year’s Day
(Ano Nuevo) lamb or
turkey and twelve grapes
for each person, one for
each stroke of midnight
6th – Three Kings’ Day
(Dia de los Santos Reyes)
a round sweet bread like
a donut called Rosca
decorated with candied
fruit that has a doll baked
inside to represent the
baby Jesus

Good Friday a
variety of meatless
tapas like fried
plantain, hot
savory sandwiches
with a spicy salsa,
and fish with
vegetables
Easter Sunday
tacos, ice cream,
and fried cakes

August October
15th – Ascension Day
(Dia de la Asuncion de la
Virgen Guadalupe) roast
lamb and potatoes,
beans

12th Columbus Day
(Dia de la Raza)
spicy meat stew
called birria and
rice

November December
1st-2nd Day of the Dead
(Dia de los Meurtos)
decorated sugar skulls
and skeletons, special
bread, and fruit

25th Christmas Day
a variety of spicy
turkey dishes,
tamales, beans,
rice, and pecan pie

Festive food

Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit and look at the pictures
in the text. Elicit what the unit may be about. (The unit may
be about some people’s past birthday celebrations.)

  1    To listen to music and form mental images

         •   Play the recording. Ask Ss to keep their eyes
closed while they are listening.

          •   Ask Ss to tell you what images the music brings
to mind.

It was fantastic!
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          Suggested Answer Key 
        I am at a party. I am very happy. I am dancing and

singing. I am with my friends. I can see other people
talking and dancing. I can see food and drinks. I can
smell the delicious pizza. We are having a great time.
etc.

  2    To read for specific information

         •   Ask Ss to tell you whether they think people in
the US and China celebrate their birthdays in
similar or different ways, and then ask them to
read the texts to find the differences.

          •   Draw the following table on the board. Elicit
answers from Ss to complete it. Ss use the table
to explain similarities and differences between
the ways the two people celebrated their
birthdays.

               

          Answer Key 
          Jane had a birthday party at her house with her family

and friends. Her friends bought her gifts. Her dad
decorated the house with balloons. Her mom made her
a birthday cake. They had other food such as potato
chips, pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,
cupcakes, cookies, and ice cream.

           Lee celebrated his birthday with friends and relatives at
his house. They ate noodle soup with very long noodles
and red eggs. They also decorated the house with red
paper and Lee got money in red envelopes from people.

  3    To check Ss’ understanding of vocabulary
from the text

         •   Give Ss enough time to do the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
        A    birthday cake                                     C    cookies
          B     peanut butter and jelly                  D    red eggs
                 sandwich                                              E     noodle soup

  4    To listen for specific information

         •   Ask Ss to look at the note and try to guess what the
missing words are (e.g., noun, number, etc.).

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the
missing information. Play the recording twice if
needed. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
        1     8 o’clock           3     cookies             5     games
          2     15                        4     bottles

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary

         •   Ask Ss to read through the questions and
prepare short answers using the vocabulary
presented in this unit. Check Ss’ asnwers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
        1     I had a party.
          2     We sang songs and danced.
          3     We ate pizza, sandwiches, potato chips, and cake.
          4     Yes, we had a really good time.

  6    To consolidate vocabulary and grammar
presented in this unit through writing a short text

         •   Initiate a discussion about how Ss celebrated
their last birthday. Focus on the questions in Ex. 5
and write Ss’ answers on the board. Write the
following headings on the board: Place, Activities,
Food, Decorations.

          •   Elicit answers and complete the table. Ss use the
table to write their texts. Give Ss enough time to
complete the task or, alternatively, you can
assign it for HW.

        

          Suggested Answer Key
         Last year I celebrated my birthday at a fast food

restaurant. I invited all my friends from school. We
played games and listened to music. We ate pizza,
hamburgers, and French fries. We decorated the place
with colored balloons and streamers. I had a lot of fun
and my friends enjoyed it too.

Place: At home, at a fast food restaurant, at the
park
Activities: listen to music, play games, dance, etc.
Food: potato chips, sandwiches, pizza,
hamburgers, French fries, milkshakes, soda, etc.
Decorations: balloons, party hats, streamers, etc.

Jane Lee

with who friends                  friends and
relatives

where house house
decorations balloons red paper

food

birthday cake,
potato chips,
pizza, peanut
butter and jelly
sandwiches,
cupcakes, cookies,
ice cream

noodle soup,
red eggs

activities party games eating

gifts various money in red
envelopes

It was fantastic!
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  1    To read for specific information and check
your knowledge through a quiz 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the title Thanksgiving and
ask if Ss know what it is. (A public holiday in the
USA on the fourth Thursday in November.) 

          •   Write the word “Thanksgiving” on the board and
ask Ss which words they can see within this
word. (Thanks – giving)

          •   Ask Ss to read the quiz questions. Explain any
unknown words. Ss take the quiz. 

          •   Ask different Ss to read aloud from the text.

               (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To listen for specific information

         •   Ask Ss to listen carefully and check their answers
to the quiz.

          •   Ask Ss to tell you what they scored. 

          Suggested Answer Key 
          1     A            2     B            3     B            4     B            5     C

  3    To listen for gist

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen to the song.
          •   Ask Ss what the song is about, and then ask

them to suggest how it might be related to the
title of the unit, Thanksgiving.

           Answer Key 
         The song is about a type of food people eat at harvest

time, a pumpkin. It is related to the title because
Americans eat pumpkin pie on Thanksgiving.

  4    To write a quiz about a holiday in your
country

         •   Ss choose a holiday in pairs and write sentences
that can be completed with a choice of three
possible answers.

          •   Refer Ss to the quiz in Ex. 1 and tell them that
they can use it as a model.

          •   Ss write their quiz and then exchange quizzes
with another pair. Remind Ss to give their quiz a
title.

          •   Ss take the other pair’s quiz and then check their
answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 

          

          

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 3 and
5 p. 48

Easter in Krakow, Poland

          1     Easter festivities last for ...
               A    two days.
                 B     a week.
                 C    four days.

          2     What do children take to church on Easter
Saturday? 

               A    flowers
                 B     water
                 C    food

        3     Easter Sunday breakfast usually includes 
                 ...
               A    cereal and milk.
                 B     bread, ham, and eggs.
                 C    cheese and toast.

          4     On Easter Monday people throw
                 A    water at each other.
                 B     eggs at each other.
                 C    flour at each other.

          5     Don’t miss the “smigusnicy” who are ...
                 A    dancers.
                 B     singers.
                 C    clowns.

          6     On Easter everybody ...
                 A    eats eggs.
                 B     shares eggs.
                 C    gives eggs

Culture Corner
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Enjoy your meal!
Warm-up Activity 
Refer Ss to the title and pictures and elicit/explain the
meaning of takeout.

  1    a    To present vocabulary and practice
pronunciation and intonation

                •   Read through the sentences and check Ss’
understanding.

          •   Play the recording.
          •   Ss repeat chorally and individually.
          •   Make sure Ss are using the correct stress and

intonation.

         b   To identify the speakers from a dialogue

                •   Ss decide where the phrases would be heard.
Then Ss identify which phrases are used by
the customer and which are used by the
cashier.

          •   Elicit answers from Ss. 
          •   Play the recording. Ss check their answers.

          Answer Key 
          You can hear the sentences at a fast food restaurant. 
          Customer: To go, please.
          Cashier: Can I take your order?
          Customer: I’d like a large cheeseburger, please.
          Cashier: Would you like anything to drink with that?
          Cashier: Is that for here or to go?
          Customer: Here you go.
          Customer: An orange juice, please.
          Cashier:  Enjoy your meal.
          Customer: Thank you.

  2    To read for specific information 

         •   Ss read the dialogue quickly to find the required
information.

          •   Elicit and check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          Anne is ordering a large cheeseburger and an orange

juice. It costs $4.40.

  3    To practice ordering food through role-
playing 

         •   Ss work in pairs, taking turns to take the roles of
customer and cashier.

          •   Give Ss enough time to choose food from the
menu and prepare their dialogues, reminding
them to use the phrases in Ex. 1a.

          •   To help Ss, draw the following diagram on the
board and elicit phrases Ss can use. Write them
on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

          Suggested Answer Key 

          
          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to act out their dialogues

in front of the class. Check stress and intonation.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          A:   Can I take your order?
          B:    I’d like a small cheeseburger, please.
          A:   Would you like anything to drink with that?
          B:    Yes, I’d like a Coke, please.
          A:   Is that for here or to go?
          B:    To go, please.
          A:   That’s $3.25, please.
          B:    Here you go. 
          A:   Thank you. Enjoy your meal.
          B:    Thank you.

  4    To present /g/, /π/ 

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally
and individually.

          •   Check pronunciation.
          •   Write glass and orange on the board. Explain

that g + vowel is often pronounced /g/ at the
beginning of a word (e.g., get, gift, got, etc.) BUT
g + e is often pronounced /π/ at the end of a
sentence (e.g., charge, fridge, lounge, etc.).

          •   Elicit other examples from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          /g/: grow, good, glad
          /π/: strange, bridge, encourage

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 2 
p. 47, Ex. 4 p. 48

Student A Student B
Offer to take B’s
order.
(Can I take your …?)

Ask about drinks.
(Would you like
anything …?)

Ask B if the order is
for here or to go.
(Is that for …?)

Tell B the total cost
of the meal.
(That’s …, please.)

Thank B and wish B
a pleasant meal.
(Thank you. Enjoy
your meal.)

Reply and order.
(I’d like a …, please.)

Reply. 
(Yes, I’d like … ./A(n)
… .)

Reply. 
(…, please.)

Give the money.
(Here you go.)

Thank A.
(Thank you.)

89
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  1    To introduce the topic 

         •   Refer Ss to the “danger” sign and ask them why
they think a kitchen might be a dangerous place.

          •   Accept any reasonable answers, and then ask Ss
to fill in the questionnaire individually.

          •   Read through the questions and elicit/explain
any new vocabulary. Give Ss enough time to
complete the activity. 

          •   Ask individual Ss to read their answers aloud.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To predict the content of the text from a
picture 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the picture and ask them
the question: What is wrong? Elicit answers from
the class (The meat isn’t in the fridge. The fridge
door is open. etc.) Write Ss’ remarks on the board
and assist with vocabulary.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read and check
their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The kitchen is dirty. There is a dog with muddy paws in

the kitchen. The fridge door is open. In the fridge, there
is a plate with both raw meat and fruits and
vegetables on it. The work surface is dirty. The same
knife is being used to cut the meat and bread.

  3    To consolidate information 

         •   Explain the task. Refer Ss to the example
sentence. Elicit the imperative form.

          •   Draw two columns on the board, the first labeled
Dos and the other Don’ts. Write Always wash your
hands before you touch any food in the Dos
column. Ss use the model to write other rules.
Elicit ideas from Ss to complete the table. Ss use
the completed table to talk with their partner.

          •   Ss write their dos and don’ts and discuss in
pairs. Walk around and monitor the activity. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dos: Clean the work surfaces well, wash fruits and

vegetables well, chop very carefully when using
sharp knives, keep raw meat, cooked food, and dairy
products in the fridge.

          Don’ts: Let pets in the kitchen, chop raw meat and
other foods with the same knife, put other food next
to raw meat. 

  4    To develop research skills 

         •   Elicit from Ss what they know about food safety
in general and write their remarks on the board. 

          •   Brainstorm with the class for information about
where we buy food, how we store it, how we
transport it, how long we keep it, etc.

          •   Ask Ss to use the Internet for more information.
          •   Ss complete the task in groups and present their

findings to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key

Food Safety

          

     Dos      Don’ts

•   Check the expiration
date when buying
packaged food. 

•   Put refrigerated foods
in your shopping cart
last.

•   Place meat in plastic
bags to prevent
leakage. Check eggs are
not cracked before
buying them.

•   Cook raw meat, poultry,
or fish within 2 days.

•   Wash all fruits and
vegetables to remove
pesticides or dirt. 

•   Wash your hands after
handling raw meat,
poultry, fish, or eggs.

•   Buy fruits with
broken skin.

•   Buy unpasteurized
juices.

•   Buy pre-stuffed
turkeys or
chickens.

•   Let eggs sit at
room temperature
for more than two
hours.

•   Leave leftovers out
for too long at
room
temperature.

•   Put aluminum 
foil in the
microwave.

Background information

What is health education?
Health Education is a subject that many US states
require elementary and middle schools to include in
their regular curriculum. Health Education is
intended to give young people the knowledge and
practical skills to live healthy, safe, and responsible
lives. Health Education helps young people to grow
and develop as individuals and as members of
families and communities. It also helps them to
understand how they are developing personally and
socially since it deals with many of today’s moral,
social, and cultural issues that affect their growing up.

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the end
of the Student Book Section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.     
  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Pairwork Activities

pp. 49-50, Portfolio Activities p. 51,
         Test 8 pp. 97-100

Start like this: I’m going to the supermarket to buy
some meat.
Ss one after the other repeat the previous
sentence adding one more item (food/drink). If a S
misses an item or cannot think of an item to add,
he/she is out. The last remaining S wins.

e.g.,      T:     I’m going to the supermarket to buy meat.
           S1:     I’m going to the supermarket to buy meat

and cherries.
           S2:     I’m going to the supermarket to buy meat,

cherries, and apples. etc.

Self-Check
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Modern Living
What’s in this module?
  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module Modern

living and ask Ss to suggest what it might mean
(e.g., How we live today).

  •    Ask Ss to suggest how modern life is different from
life in the past. Prompt Ss to think about shopping,
work, entertainment, leisure activities, travel, etc.

   •     Ask Ss what they think they might learn in this module.
        Give Ss enough time to browse through the module.

Elicit responses.
          Suggested Answer Key
          In this module we will learn about life today, where we

can shop, have fun, etc.
   •    Ask Ss to look through the module and find the page

numbers for each of the pictures. Elicit answers from
Ss and ask specific questions to stimulate a discussion.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.
              T:     What page is the group of pictures labeled pic 1 on?
         S1:     They’re on p. 88.
            T:     What can you see in the pictures?
         S2:     Different types of stores.
            T:     How are these pictures related to the title of the

module?
          S3:     Today we have many different types of stores.
            T:     What do you think the unit is about?
          S4:     It is about where we can buy things. etc.
            T:     Draw Ss’ attention to pic. 2. (p. 90) What does this

picture show? Have you ever been to a place like
this? etc.

            T:     Draw Ss’ attention to pic. 3. (p. 93) What is this a
picture of? Do you think of a certain city when
you look at it? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          A road map (p. 94) 
          What can you see on this page? What do you think this

unit is about? etc.
           A movie review (p. 92) 
           What is a movie review? Where can we find movie

reviews? Do you read movie reviews? etc.
          Road signs (p. 95) 
          Where do we see road signs? What information do

they give? etc.

Vocabulary

       Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally and
individually. Check pronunciation. Elicit what the
words are in Ss’ L1.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about stores & products,
places to go, movies, means of transportation, how to
ask for and give directions, and road signs.

Module page                                                      87
Lesson objectives: To give an overview of the module
Vocabulary: stores (pharmacy, bookstore, toy store,
department store)

9a     Going shopping                               88-89
Lesson objectives: To learn about different types of
stores, read/listen for specific information, A/An - The
Vocabulary: stores & products (grocery store, department
store, bakery, flower shop, newsstand, butcher shop,
medicine, tulip, magazine, loaf of bread)

9b     Let’s go!                                               90-91
Lesson objectives: To learn about places to go, read for
specific information, rules, must/must not
Vocabulary: places (circus, art gallery, movie theater,
concert hall, aquarium, theater, museum, zoo), other
(exotic birds, acrobats, paintings, play, movie, statue,
dolphin, whale)

9c     Don’t miss it!                                            92
Lesson objectives: To learn about different types of
movies, read/listen for specific information, talk about
your favorite movie, write a movie review
Vocabulary: types of movies (horror, romance, comedy,
action, adventure, animated, fantasy, science fiction), other
(come across, find out, king, evil, wizard, dragon, overcome,
special effects, scenes, miss)

9d     Culture Corner                                         93
Lesson objectives: To learn about Times Square, write
a short text for tourists
Vocabulary: square, heart, intersection, symbol,
recognizable, New Year’s Eve

9e     Turn left                                                      94
Lesson objectives: To read a map, ask for/give/ follow
directions, pronounce the sounds /s/, /«/
Vocabulary: prepositions of place (next to, on the corner
of, across the street from, between, on the right, on the
left), stores (supermarket, coffee shop, music store,
clothing store)
9f      Cross-Curricular Cut:
         Health & Safety Education                   95

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
learn about means of transportation, traffic signs
Vocabulary: ways to travel (bus, motorcycle, train, car,
ship, bike, plane, on foot), shapes (triangle, circle,
diamond, rectangle, octagonal), other (road sign, pay
attention, memorize, speed limit, one-way, warning,
precise, distance, roadwork)

Self-Check 9                                                        96
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Going shopping
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud. Ask Ss where they/their parents go
shopping (supermarket, clothing store, etc.).

  1    To learn about different types of stores 

         •   Ask Ss to identify the type of store in each
picture.

                 e.g.,      T:  What kind of store is Bloomingdale’s? 
                              S1:  A department store. 
                             T:  What kind of store is Borders? 
                              S2:  It’s a bookstore. etc.

          Answer Key
          1     fast food restaurant
          2     pharmacy
          3     toy store
          4     bookstore
          5     department store

         •   Ask Ss if they know any similar stores in their
country.

          Suggested Answer Key
             T:     Do you know of any stores like Bloomingdale’s?
         S1:     Yes, here in Spain we have El Corte Inglés.
            T:     What about bookstores like Borders?
         S2:     We don’t have large chains, but we do have

smaller local bookstores.
            T:     What about stores like Toys “R” Us?
         S3:     We also have a large toy store called Toys “R” Us.
             T:     Are there any pharmacy chains like CVS in your

country?
          S4:     No, all pharmacies in Spain are privately owned.
            T:     And what about fast food restaurants like Burger

King?
         S5:     Yes, we have Burger King in Spain, too.

  2    To read or listen for specific information 

         •   Give Ss three minutes to read the text to
themselves and do the task.

          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,
follow the lines, and complete the task.

          Answer Key
          1     c             2     a            3     d            4     e            5     b

  3    To understand the text better; to review
questions 

         •   Refer Ss to the products in Ex. 2. Ask: Where can I
buy a burger & fries? Elicit an answer from the
class (at Burger King).

          •   Ss, in pairs, take turns asking and answering
questions about the text, using the products in
Ex. 2 and any other products they can think of.

          Suggested Answer Key
            A:     Where can I buy medicine?
            B:     At CVS. Where can I buy jewelry?
            A:     At Bloomingdale’s. Where can I buy toys?
            B:     At Toys “R” Us. Where can I buy books?
            A:     At Borders. etc.

  4    To present new vocabulary about stores &
products 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Ss can explain
the words in their L1.

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. Check Ss’
answers.

          •   Then ask Ss to make sentences. Check Ss’
answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          You can buy meat at the butcher shop.
          You can buy bread at the bakery.
          You can buy tulips at the flower shop.
          You can buy magazines at the newsstand.

  5    To practice offering help and asking for
information 

         •   Elicit what the text next to the example is
(shopping list). Ask Ss to say where sb could buy
these products (e.g., tomatoes – grocery store).

          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the language box. Explain
the meaning of the structures. Choose a pair to
read the example aloud.

          •   Ss, in pairs, act out similar dialogues with the
different products and stores. Walk around and
monitor the activity, checking pronunciation
and vocabulary.

          •   Ask several pairs to act out their dialogues in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            A:     Can I help you?
            B:     Yes, please. I’d like two pounds of beef. 
            A:     Here you are.
            B:     Thanks.
            A:     How can I help you?
            B:     I want a dozen tulips, please.
            A:     Here you are.
            B:     Thanks.
            A:     Can I help you?
            B:     Yes, please. I’d like a loaf of bread.
            A:     Here you are.
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            B:     Thanks.
            A:     How can I help you?
            B:     I want a “Newsweek” magazine, please.
            A:     Here you are.
            B:     Thanks.

  6    To practice the use of the indefinite and
definite articles 

         •   Go through the information in the grammar box
with Ss.

          •   Elicit more examples from the class.
          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the exercise.

Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     a                    3     the               5     The
          2     an                 4     a, a              6     a, The, a

  7     To practice language and grammar structures
presented in the unit by writing a short text 

         •   Refer Ss to the short texts on p. 88.
         •   Tell them to use these texts as a model for their

text.
         •   Assign this task for HW to give Ss enough time

to search on the Internet.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Macy’s is a huge chain of department stores in the US.

The main store opened in New York in 1902. It has one
million square feet of shopping space. It sells many
different things, from clothing and housewares to
diamond rings. Since it got the Seventh Avenue
addition in 1924, it is the world’s largest store.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 3 p. 54

Warm-up Activity 
Ask Ss where they like to go in their free time and who
with (family, friends, etc.).

  1    To present places one can go in their free
time

          •   Ss go through the places in the pictures. Ask
which of these words, if any, are the same in
their language. 

          •   Go through the list of activities and explain any
unknown vocabulary.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the activity.
Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          We can see acrobats at a circus. 
          We can listen to music at a concert hall. 
          We can look at paintings at an art gallery. 
          We can see a play at a theater. 
          We can watch a movie at a movie theater. 
          We can see statues at a museum. 
          We can see dolphins and whales at an aquarium.

  2    a    To predict the content of a text

                •   Read the questions aloud.
          •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the first exchange in

the dialogue aloud.
          •   Invite Ss to answer the first two questions

and elicit possible answers to the third
question.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read the
dialogue to check their answers.

          Answer Key
          Alex and Sarah are in an art gallery. Alex doesn’t like

the art gallery because he is bored.

         b   To read for specific information

                •   Give Ss enough time to read through the
dialogue again and answer the questions.

          •   Start a chain. Ask the first question and
choose a S to answer, as in the example. Each
S then asks the person next to him/her to
answer the following question. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

Let’s go!
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          Answer Key
         S1:     Who really likes the paintings?
         S2:     Sarah. Who wants to take a photo?
         S3:     Alex. Who thinks the art gallery has a lot of rules?
         S4:     Alex. Who leaves the art gallery early?
         S5:     Alex. 

  3    To practice pronunciation and intonation

         •   Ss practice reading the dialogue in closed pairs.
Monitor the task.

          •   Ask several pairs of Ss to read the dialogue
aloud in front of the class.

  4    To consolidate understanding of everyday
English through translation

         •   Ask different Ss to translate the sentences into
their L1. These translations should be equivalent
statements and questions in their own language
rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box with Ss, pointing

out that it is easier to learn grammar structures when
you look at the sentences they’re used in.

  5    To learn the use of must/must not

         •   Go through the sentences with Ss. Make sure Ss
understand the meaning. Ask for the equivalent
sentences in Ss’ L1. Give Ss enough time to read
the dialogue on p. 90 again and find examples.
Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          It says you must be quiet! The sign says you must not

take photographs. You must not do this, you must
not do that. OK, you must not be late. 

  6    To practice using must/must not

         •   Go through the sentences and elicit/explain any
unknown words.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     must not          3     must                   5     must
          2     must                   4     must not

  7    To practice must/must not in real-life
situations & review vocabulary presented in this unit

         •   Go through the signs and explain any unknown
words.

          •   Explain the task. Ss complete the matching task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     D           3     A            4     B

          •   Refer Ss to the places in Ex. 1 and ask Ss to
suggest where they might see these signs.
Explain that there may be more than one
answer. Elicit answers from the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You must not feed the animals. (in a zoo, in an

aquarium)
          You must not smoke in here. (in a movie theater, in a

concert hall, in an art gallery, in a theater, in a
museum)

          You must not take pictures here. (in an art gallery, in a
museum)

          You must be quiet. (in a concert hall, in a theater,  in a
movie theater)

  8    To practice speaking using must/must not

         •   Ss, in pairs, make sentences about what we must
and must not do in class. Monitor the activity,
checking pronunciation and intonation.

          •   Ask several Ss to read their sentences aloud.
Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Must: We must listen to the teacher. We must be quiet.

We must do our classwork. 
          Must not: We must not eat in class. We must not play

in class. We must not talk in class. We must not be late
for class. 

  9    To listen for specific information

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the poster and elicit its
purpose (to advertise a performance).

          •   Go through the text, asking Ss what type of
information they think is required to complete
each blank (e.g., 1-a name, 2-a day, etc.).

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. Play the recording again if necessary.

           •    Elicit answers from Ss and write them on the board.

          Answer Key
          1     Theater             3     7:00             5     six
          2     Friday                4     $20 

Let’s go!
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Don’t miss it!
Warm-up Activity 
Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the unit Don’t miss it!
and ask Ss what the title means. (It is a phrase we use
when we want to recommend a movie, play, or book.)

  1    To learn new vocabulary about types of
movies

          •   Read the different types of movies aloud and
elicit/explain any unknown words. Mime the
meaning of the kind of movies to present them
to the class.

          •   Ask Ss to look at the picture and tell you what
type of movie they think Eragon is. Play the
recording. Elicit the answer from Ss.

          Answer Key
          Eragon is a fantasy movie.

  2    To read or listen for specific information

         •   Elicit the text type (review) and where we could
read it (in a magazine, newspaper, etc.).

          •   Give Ss a few minutes to read the text to
themselves and answer the questions.

          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,
follow the lines, and answer the questions.

          •   Ask individual Ss to read aloud from the text.

          Answer Key
          1     A movie review.
          2     A fantasy movie.
          3     A farm boy called Eragon.

          4     Ed Speleers, John Malkovich, and Robert Carlyle.
           5     Yes. He says that the special effects are great and

the fight scenes are really exciting. He also says that
it’s a great movie for the entire family.

  3    To identify and correct grammatical mistakes

         •   Explain that when we finish a piece of writing we
need to proofread it for possible mistakes. Elicit
what mistakes we can find [spelling (e.g., travvel),
grammar (e.g., he readed), capital letters (e.g.,
mary), punctuation (e.g., What.), word order (e.g.,
plays tennis well Helen), subject-verb agreement
(e.g., John and Jack is friendly)]. Explain that
learning to identify our/others’ mistakes helps us
improve our writing skills.

          •   Elicit which words we use capital letters for. Ask Ss
to scan the text again and elicit which words
begin with a capital letter (e.g., names).

          •   Elicit how we form plurals (e.g., consonant +y ➝
-ies).

          •   Ss, in pairs, find and correct the mistakes in the
text.

          •   Check Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to give reasons.

          Answer Key
          Spy Kids 2: The Island of Lost Dreams is a great action

movie. It is about the 1Cortez family. The mother and
father (Carla 2Gugino and 3Antonio 4Banderas) are
5spies. They disappear and their kids, Carmen and
Juni, 6are the only people who can rescue 7them.

Let’s go!

10   To practice writing rules
          •   Give Ss enough time to write their rules.

Alternatively, you can assign this task for HW. Ss
compare their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We must be polite to teachers.
          We must not talk during class.
          We must do our homework.
          We must not leave the classroom during class.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Game p. 58
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Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity 
Elicit various New York City landmarks from Ss (Statue of
Liberty, Empire State Building, etc.).

  1    To identify a location; to read or listen for
specific information

         •   Give Ss enough time to scan the picture and the
text. 

          •   Ss answer the question. (Times Square is in New
York City.)

          •   Brainstorm ideas for possible questions with the
class. (Where exactly is it? What can you see there?
etc.) Ss write their questions.

          •   Give Ss a few minutes to read the text to
themselves and check if they can answer their
questions.

          •   Alternatively, play the recording. Ss listen,
follow the lines, and answer their questions if
they can.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask several Ss to read the text aloud. Elicit/

Explain any unknown words.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Where is it exactly? (at the intersection of Broadway

and Seventh Avenue)
          What is it famous for? (its Broadway shows, its movie

theaters, restaurants, hotels and stores, its New Year’s
Eve celebration)

          What can you do there? (go to a Broadway show, go
to the movies, go shopping, go eat at a restaurant)

          – capital letters: 1, 2, 3, 4 (names begin with capital
letters)

          – plural forms: 5 
          – subject/verb agreement: 6
          – pronouns/word order: 7

  4    To practice speaking about your favorite
movie

         •   Ss complete the sentences individually and then
discuss their favorite movies in pairs.

          •   Walk around the class and monitor the activity,
assisting with vocabulary if necessary.

          •   Ask several Ss to discuss their favorite movie in
front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     … Harry Potter
          2     … fantasy …
          3     … a boy who finds out he is a wizard and goes to a

special school for wizards.
          4     … Daniel Radcliffe, who plays the part of Harry

Potter, and Rupert Grint and Emma Watson, who
play the parts of Ron Weasley and Hermione
Granger, Harry’s best friends.

           5     … great fantasy adventure … the entire family.

  5    To write a movie review

         •   Explain the task. Ask Ss to use the completed
sentences from Ex. 4 to write their review.

          •   Write the following headings on the board: 
Type of movie, Plot, Main characters,
Recommendation. Ask Ss to use these headings
as a plan for their review.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
Alternatively, assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Harry Potter, starring Daniel Radcliffe, is a fantasy

movie about a boy who discovers he is a wizard and
goes to a special school for wizards. At school he
meets Ron Weasley (Rupert Grint) and Hermione
Granger (Emma Watson), who become his best
friends. Together they meet evil and they help each
other to overcome it. It’s a great movie for the entire
family.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 1 p. 53

Don’t miss it!
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  1    To read a map & identify the location of stores

         •   Refer Ss to the illustration at the top of the page
and elicit that it is a street map showing
different stores. Ask Ss if they ever use a street
map and what they use it for.

          •   Read through the directions and explain any
unknown words. Point out that st stands for
street, and rd stands for road.

          •   Ask the question Where is the movie theater? to
elicit the example answer (The movie theater is
between the coffee shop and the newsstand).

Turn left

Culture Corner

  2    To practice wh-questions

         •   Ask a pair of Ss to read the example dialogue
aloud to demonstrate the task and give Ss
enough time to prepare sets of questions
individually.

          •   Ss ask and answer questions about the text in
pairs. Monitor the activity, assisting with
vocabulary when necessary.

          •   Invite a few pairs to act out their exchanges in
front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            A:     It’s famous for its Broadway shows, its movie

theaters, restaurants, hotels, and stores, as well
as for its New Year’s Eve celebration. When do big
groups of people gather there?

            B:     On New Year’s Eve. Where does the square’s
name come from?

            A:     From the Times Building (now known as One
Times Square) where the New York Times
newspaper offices used to be. etc.

  3    Role-playing; to consolidate vocabulary
via a real-life task

         •   Tell Ss to imagine they are tour guides and think
about how they would behave with tourists.

          •   Ss work in groups of 3-4, with one S taking the
role of tour guide in each group. Ss prepare
questions based on the text to ask the tour guide.

          •   Monitor the activity as groups work on the task,
providing assistance if necessary.

          •   Invite a few groups to act out their roleplay for
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            A:     Times Square is a famous place in New York City.

            B:     What is it famous for? 
            A:     It is famous for its Broadway shows, its movie

theaters, restaurants, hotels, and stores, and its
New Year’s Eve celebration where the giant ball
drops during the New Year countdown.

            C:     Why are the billboard ads so special?
            A:     They’re special because they are huge and made

up of millions of lights.
           D:     And why does the ball drop?
            A:     To count down the last seconds of the old year.

etc.

  4    To practice research skills in order to write
a description of a famous place

         •   Explain the task and brainstorm with the class
about possible locations for them to describe.

          •   Refer Ss to sources for information and pictures.
          •   Ss collect information in groups of 3-4, and then

write the text. Assign the task for HW.
          •   Ask different groups to present their work to the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Piazza del Popolo (People’s Square) is in Rome,

Italy. It was the place where travelers first arrived
when visiting Rome. Today it is a popular tourist
attraction. In the center there is an Egyptian obelisk
dedicated to Rameses II, which was brought from
Egypt in 1589. There are two marble semicircles
around the square with lots of beautiful fountains and
statues. There are also three churches dedicated to
Saint Mary where you can see masterpieces by
Raphael, Caravaggio, and Bernini. The Piazza del
Popolo is a great place to visit.
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          •   Start a chain. Each S asks the person next to
him/her where a store is. Continue until all Ss
have had their turn and all the directions have
been covered. 

          Suggested Answer Key
            A:     Where is the bakery?
            B:     The bakery is next to the supermarket. Where is

the supermarket?
            C:     The supermarket is on the corner of Willow Road

and Pine Street. Where is the coffee shop?
           D:     The coffee shop is on the corner of Pine Street and

Willow Road. Where is the toy store?
            E:     The toy store is across the street from the movie

theater. Where is the bookstore?
             F:     The bookstore is next to the flower shop. Where is

the newsstand?
            G:     It’s on the right of the movie theater. etc.

  2    To read for specific information
          •   Draw the following arrows on the board:

            
               

          •   Use the arrows to teach the basic directions:
Turn left/right, Go up/down.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read.
          •   Elicit the answer and ask Ss to locate the place

on the map.

          Answer Key
          Ann wants to go to the movie theater.

  3    To practice asking for and giving directions
          •   Explain the task and any unknown words.
          •   Ss work in pairs. Give Ss enough time to study

the map and locate the various places. Go
through the phrases in the language box and
explain any unknown words.

          •   To help Ss, draw the following diagram on the
board and elicit appropriate phrases Ss should
use. Write them on the board. Ss can refer to the
diagram while doing the task.

          
          •   Go around the class and monitor the task,

providing assistance if necessary. 
          •   Ask several pairs to act out their exchanges and

record them.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          •   A:   Excuse me, where’s the newsstand?
                 B:    Go down Willow Road. It’s next to the movie

theater.
                 A:   On my left?
                 B:    Yes. You can’t miss it. etc.

  4    To present /s/, /«/
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat both

chorally and individually.
          •   Elicit other words with the same sounds from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
        /s/: store, sand, science, sea, smell, sound, etc.
        /«/: shape, ship, shore, shame, shoot, etc.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 4 
p. 54,  Pairwork Activities pp. 55-56

Play in teams. Name a category (e.g., stores,
products, places in a town, places to eat). Ss, in
teams, say five words that fit into each category in
10 seconds. If a S answers within the time allocated,
his/her team wins one point.

e.g.,  T:         stores
           Team A S1:     grocery store, bakery, flower shop,

toy store, supermarket, etc.

Student A Student B
Ask (politely) for a
particular store.
(Excuse me, where
is/how do I get to 
...?)

Ask for
clarification. 
(On my left?)

Thank B.
(Thank you.)

Reply and give
directions.
(It’s across the street
from the ... /Go
.../Turn ... .)

Clarify the point and
give further
directions.
(Yes. You can’t miss
it.)

Turn left
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  1    To familiarize Ss with means of transportation

         •   Tell Ss to look at the pictures in Ex. 1. Go
through the different means of transportation.
Ss repeat, either chorally or individually.

          •   Invite a S to read the example aloud.
          •   Ask Ss to make sentences, as in the example.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To familiarize Ss with road signs; to read
and listen for specific information

         •   Ask Ss to look at the road signs on p. 95. Explain
that they are signs on the side of the road to
give information to road users.

          •   Play the recording. Ss read and listen and do the
task.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Road signs are different in shape and color. Red and

white signs tell what you must or must not do. 
          Tall rectangular white signs with black letters show

traffic rules.
          Green signs give information about places, directions,

distances, etc.
          Yellow signs with black letters give you warnings to

drive carefully, inform you about the condition of the
road ahead, and tell you that children may be
crossing to school.

          Orange signs with black letters inform you about
roadwork and changes ahead.

  3    To read for specific information

         •   Read the questions aloud. Explain any unknown
vocabulary.

          •   Allow Ss some time to read the text again and
answer the questions. Check Ss’ answers.

          •   Ask individual Ss to read aloud from the text. 

          Answer Key
          1     red and white sign                4     green sign with
          2     orange sign with                          white letters
                 black letters                              5     yellow sign with
          3     white sign with black                  black letters
                 letters

  4    To interpret road signs

         •   Ask Ss to look at the signs and try to explain
them using the text.

          •   Ask questions to help Ss explain the road signs.

          Suggested Answer Key
            T:     What color is the first sign?
         S1:     It’s red with white writing.
            T:     What do these colors mean?
           S2:     They tell us what we must or must not do.
            T:     What information does this sign give us?
           S3:     It tells us that we must not enter into this road.

            T:     What color is the second sign?
         S1:     It’s green with white.
            T:     What do these colors mean?
           S2:     They give you precise information on places,

directions, distances, etc.
            T:     What does this sign tell us we must do?
         S3:     That we must exit at this spot.

            T:     What color is the third sign?
         S1:     It’s yellow.
            T:     What do yellow signs mean?
           S2:     When they have black writing or symbols it is a

warning to be careful.
             T:     What warning does this sign give?
           S3:     It says you should slow down and watch for

children crossing the road. etc.

          Continue in the same way with the other signs.
          4th sign: color – orange with black letters, work being

done to road
          5th sign: color – white with black letters, traffic rule –

speed limit

  5    To collect information about road signs
and present it to the class

         •   Explain the task. Inform Ss that they can use the
Internet to find information about traffic signs,
and then present it to the class.

          •   Assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It’s a yellow sign which warns

drivers of cyclists.

          It’s a yellow sign that warns
drivers of slippery roads.

          It’s blue with a large H. It tells you
that there is a hospital there.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 2 p. 53

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the end
of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Exs. 5 and
6 p. 54, Portfolio Activities p. 57, Test 9 
pp. 101-104

Self-Check
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Vacations
What’s in this module?

  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module,
Vacations, and ask Ss to tell you what it means. Invite
Ss to tell you what they think they will learn in this
module. Elicit answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to the different kinds of vacations we

can go on.

  •    Use pictures 1-3 to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest in
the module. Give Ss enough time to browse through
the module and find the pages the pictures are on.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on pic. 1.

            T:     What page is the group of pictures labeled pic. 1
on? 

         S1:     It’s on p. 104.
            T:     What are the people doing in these pictures?
         S2:     They are doing different vacation activities.
            T:     Have you done any of these activities?
         S3:     Yes, I sometimes go hiking in the country.
            T:     When do people usually do activities like these?
         S4:     Usually in the summer when it is warm. etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 2 on? (p. 101) What can you see
in this picture? When do we do this activity? etc.

            T:     What page is pic. 3 on? (p. 100) What else can you
see on this page? How are these pictures related
to the title of the unit? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Signs (p. 101) 
          What do these signs mean? Where can you see signs

like these? Why are they useful? etc.
          A comic strip (p. 105)
          What is the comic strip about? What else can you see

on this page? etc.
          A board game (p. 103) 
          What is this board game about? What other board

games do you know? Do you like playing board
games? etc.

Vocabulary

        Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally and
individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation. Elicit what
these words are in Ss’ L1. 

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about different types of
vacations and activities, feelings, and health matters.

Module page                                                      97
Lesson objectives: To give an overview of the module
Vocabulary: Vacation activities (hiking, sunbathing,
swimming, windsurfing, white-water rafting, fishing, jet
skiing, scuba diving, sailing)

10a  Travel & leisure                                 98-99
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, learn the use of “be going to,” talk about
your vacation plans, write about your vacation plans
Vocabulary: Vacation activities (day-trip, up-close, surf,
ride the waves, wetsuit, landmark, airboat, bayou, shoot-
out, re-enactment, reservation, mission)

10b  Safety first                                     100-101
Lesson objectives: To read for gist/specific information,
the imperative, can/can’t (permission), listen for specific
information
Vocabulary: dangerous, useful tips, sunburn, painful,
sunscreen, protect, sunglasses, UV rays, cool, flip-flops,
sandals, burn, hot sand, broken glass, full stomach,
cramp, accident

10c   See you                                                    102
Lesson objectives: To read a letter from a friend for
specific information, understand the use of informal
language, talk about your vacation, write a letter to a
friend about your vacation plans
Vocabulary: sightseeing, try, local dishes

10d  Culture Corner                                      103
Lesson objectives: To learn about the attractions of
Scotland, play a board game about Scotland, make
your own board game about your country
Vocabulary: the scenic Highlands, bus tour, flat tire,
lake, heads or tails

10e  Join me!                                                   104
Lesson objectives: To learn how to invite, accept, and
refuse, read a dialogue for gist, the present progressive
(fixed arrangements in the future), talk about future
plans, pronounce the sound /…/

10f   Cross-Curricular Cut: Science         105
Lesson objectives: To read a comic strip for gist, discuss
safety and rules when camping, make a poster about
how to protect wildlife and its habitat when camping
Vocabulary: tent, whistle, compass, match, plastic bag,
garbage, woods, bottled water

Self-Check 10                                                   106
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Travel & leisure
Warm-up Activity 
Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the module Travel &
Leisure and check that Ss understand the meaning.

  1    To predict the content of a text
         •   Ask Ss to look at the title of the text (Hotspots in

the US) and elicit/explain what it means (places
which lots of people visit).

         •   Ask Ss to read the subtitles and think of possible
questions about each place. Ask them to
imagine they are planning to visit the US and
want to find out about each of the places in the
text. What questions would they ask? Elicit
questions from Ss.

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and check for
answers to their questions.

         •   Ask different Ss to take turns reading aloud from
the text. Check Ss’ pronunciation. Explain any
unknown words.

          Suggested Answer Key
     What can you see in California?
     You can see whales and dolphins.

     Is the water always warm in Florida?
     No, it isn’t.

     What can you do in Washington, DC?
     You can go sightseeing and see many landmarks,

including the Capitol Building, the Washington
Monument, and the Lincoln Memorial. You can even
take a tour of the White House and see where the
president lives.

     What can you find in New Orleans, Louisiana?
     You can find jazz music, spicy Cajun food to eat, and,

outside the city, airboats and alligators.

     What is there to see in Tucson, Arizona?
     You can see cowboy shoot-out re-enactments and

unusual animals at the Arizona-Sonora Desert
Museum. Nearby you can see an Indian Reservation
and the historic San Xavier Mission.

  2    To read for specific information

         •   Explain the task. Read through the statements with
the class and elicit/explain any unknown words.

          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the text
again and label the statements true or false.

          •   Ask different Ss to share their answers and
justify them by referring to the text.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     T            2     F            3     T            4     F            5     F

  3    To learn new vocabulary about vacation
activities

         •   Read through the activities with Ss. Check they
understand what each activity is by asking
questions. 

            T:   What is surfing?
         S1:   It is riding a board on waves at the beach.
            T:   When do you usually make new friends? etc.

          •   Ask Ss to find examples of each activity in the text.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          go surfing (Florida), make new friends (Florida), buy

souvenirs (Tucson, Arizona), take a day-trip (California),
take a tour (Washington, DC), go sightseeing
(Washington, DC), go shopping (Tucson, Arizona), ride
in an airboat (New Orleans, Louisiana)

  4    To learn the use of “be going to”

         •   Go through the table with the class. Explain the
use of “be going to.” Ask Ss to find examples in
the text. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key  
      California: They’re not going to come to you, ...
      Florida: Are you going to try something new this

summer?
     Washington, DC: You’re going to see many impressive

landmarks, ...
     New Orleans, Louisiana: You’re going to have the

time of your life!
     Tucson, Arizona: If you like cowboys, you’re going to

love Old Tucson, ...

  5    To listen for specific information; practice
“be going to”

         •   Set the situation.
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and check the correct

statements. Play the recording twice, if necessary.
          •   Ask different Ss to answer using the affirmative

or negative form of “be going to.”

          Answer Key
          2     ✗            3     ✓          4     ✓          5     ✓           6     ✗

          She isn’t going to go fishing.
          She’s going to try local dishes.
          She’s going to go swimming.
          She’s going to buy souvenirs.
          She isn’t going to rent a motorcycle.
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  6    To consolidate Ss’ understanding of “be
going to” through translation

          •   Explain the task. Ask different Ss to say the
sentences in their language. These translations
should be equivalent statements in their own
language rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  7    To practice using “be going to”
          •   Ask a S to read out the example. Elicit other

examples from the class.
          •   Give Ss enough time to write their sentences

and ask different Ss to read them aloud.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
     I’m going to play tennis tomorrow.
     I’m going to meet my friends this weekend.
     I’m going to watch TV tonight. 

  8    To practice the interrogative form of “be
going to”

           •    Refer Ss to the grammar table again to check the
correct word order of the interrogative/questions.

          •   Remind Ss that we cannot contract short
answers in the affirmative, but we can in the
negative (e.g., Are you going to see Mary? Yes, I
am./No, I’m not.).

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key
          2     Are you going to watch TV tonight? Yes, I am./ No,

I’m not.
          3     Is your father going to work late tomorrow? Yes, he

is./No, he isn’t.

          4     Is your mother going to make pizza tomorrow?
Yes, she is./No, she isn’t.

           5     Are you going to play computer games tomorrow?
Yes, I am./No, I’m not. 

  9    To talk about plans using “be going to”
          •   Give Ss enough time to prepare their answers.

Tell Ss to think of places, activities, etc.
          •   Ss discuss their summer plans in pairs. Walk

around and monitor the task, checking Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

          •   Ask several Ss to tell the class what they are/ are
not going to do this summer.

          •   Check Ss’ answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
     This summer I’m going to go to Morocco. I’m going to

walk through the streets of Casablanca. I’m going to
buy souvenirs and make new friends. I’m not going to
go surfing. 

10   To write about your plans/intentions for
the weekend

          •   Explain the task.
         •    Give Ss enough time to write their sentences.
         •    Ask several Ss to read their sentences aloud in

front of the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
     This weekend I’m going to visit my grandmother. I’m

going to ride my horse. I’m going to go to the movies
with my friends. I’m going to play computer games.
I’m going to help my dad wash the car.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Exs. 1
and 2 p. 59

Warm-up Activity 
Direct Ss’ attention to the title of the module (Safety
first) and elicit various dangers that vacationers face.

  1    a    To predict the origin of a text
          •   Draw Ss’ attention to the text. Elicit from the

class where the text comes from. 
          •   Ask questions to initiate a discussion and

encourage Ss to justify their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
            T:   Do you think the text is from an email?
         S1:   No, I don’t because there is no address or subject

line, as in emails.
            T:   Is it from a magazine? 
         S2:   Yes, it is probably from a magazine because it is

colorful and has a lot of pictures.

Safety first
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        b   To read and listen for gist

                •   Explain that when somebody writes a text,
he/she has a purpose (e.g., to entertain, to
inform, to announce, etc.).

          •   Ss read the text to identify the author’s
purpose. Alternatively, play the recording. Ss
listen and follow the lines. 

          Answer Key 
          The author wants to give us advice on how to protect

ourselves at the beach.

  2    To read for specific information

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit why
they believe each item is useful for staying safe
at the beach.

          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the text
and write sentences about each of the items
shown in the pictures. Check Ss’ answers.

          •   Ask different Ss to read through the text aloud.
Check Ss’ pronunciation.

          Answer Key 
           You must put sunscreen on.
           Sunglasses protect your eyes against damage from

ultraviolet rays.
           Water keeps your body cool.
           A hat protects your head from the sun.
           Flip-flops protect your feet from the hot sand and broken

glass.

  3    To practice speaking using must/must not

         •   Review the use of must/must not. Ask Ss to
provide examples.

          •   Refer Ss to the text again and ask them to scan it
and find all the rules. Then, Ss in pairs take turns
telling each other what they must and must not
do when they are at the beach.

          •   Walk around the class and monitor the activity.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          You must put sunscreen on.
          You must drink plenty of water.
          You must wear flip-flops. 
          You must wear a hat.
          You must not swim near windsurfers.

  4    To understand the use of the imperative

         •   Write on the board: Put on your hat! Explain that this
is an affirmative imperative. Elicit how we form the
imperative (with the base form of the verb without
the pronoun). Write on the board: Don’t eat too
much! Explain how we form negative imperatives.
(We add don’t to the imperative form.)

          •   Drill Ss. Say an imperative. Ss say the corresponding
affirmative or negative form.

            T:   Stand up!
         S1:   Don’t stand up!
            T:   Sit down!
         S2:   Don’t sit down!
            T:   Don’t open your book!
         S3:   Open your book!   etc.

          •   Ask Ss to find examples of the imperative in the
text. 

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          1     Always put sunscreen on your skin to protect it

from the hot sun!
          2     Always wear sunglasses!
          3     Drink plenty of water!
            4     Always wear flip-flops or sandals at the beach!
          5     Don’t swim immediately after eating.
          6     Always wear a hat!
            7     Don’t go out in the sun between 11am and 3pm.
          8     Don’t swim near windsurfers!

  5    To practice word order when using the
imperative

         •   Give Ss enough time to complete the exercise. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          1     Wear warm clothes.
          2     Always ski with a partner.
          3     Be careful of rocks.
          4     Stop when you feel tired.
          5     Don’t ski down steep hillsides.

  6    a    To understand the use of can/can’t
(permission)

                •   Ss close their books. Write on the board: You
can park here. You can buy clothes here. You
can’t talk in class. Ask Ss which sentence
expresses possibility, permission, prohibition.

          •   Ss open their books. Read through the
grammar box with Ss. Ask Ss to give examples
of their own.

Safety first
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See you
Warm-up Activity 
Read the title aloud. Elicit in which situations you can
see this written (a letter to a friend, an email to a friend,
etc.).

  1    To identify text type

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the text and the first and
last lines. Elicit what type of text it is. 

          •   Ss do the task. Explain that this is an informal
letter (a letter to a friend) and point out that we
normally start and end these types of letters in
this way. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          It is a letter.
          Mary is the writer.
          Sue is going to read it.

  2    To read for specific information

         •   Give Ss enough time to read the letter and
answer the questions.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.
          •   Ask individual Ss to read the letter aloud.

          Answer Key 
          1     In Madrid.
          2     Two weeks.

          3     Her mother and father.
          4     They are going to do a lot of sightseeing. They are

going to see the Palacio Real, the Opera House, the
Plaza de España, and the Botanic Gardens. Mary’s
father is going to take them to the Prado Museum.
Her mother is going to go shopping. Mary is going to
try as many local dishes as possible.

     
•   Go through the Learning to learn box with Ss. Explain

that when we write a letter to a friend, we use informal
language and style (use of contractions, everyday
expressions).

  3    To identify informal language

         •   Give Ss enough time to scan the letter and find
examples of informal language.

           •    Invite different Ss to give you the examples they
found.

          Answer Key 
          Contractions: ... we’re really excited./... we’re going to

do/I’m going to .../Well that’s all ...
          Everyday expressions: The place is great ... /... there

are a million things to do./do a lot of/Mom can’t
wait/Well, that’s all my news for now/See you

Safety first

        b   To read signs and practice can/can’t; to
check understanding through translation

                •   Give Ss enough time to match the signs to
the meanings. Ask different Ss to share their
answers with the class. 

          •   Elicit from the class what the sentences are
in their language. These translations should
be equivalent statements in their own
language rather than direct translations. 

          Answer Key 
          1     e           2     b              3   a              4     c              5     d

         (Ss’ own answers)

  7    To listen for specific information

         •   Ask Ss to predict what the missing words are.
          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the

missing words. Play the recording twice if
necessary. Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key 
          1     California             3     4th                  5     $600
          2     28th                          4     bus

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 3 
         p. 59
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Culture Corner

  1    To learn about Scotland through playing a
board game

         •   Ask Ss what they know about Scotland. Use the
map to elicit/explain where Scotland is located.
Encourage Ss to think about famous sights and
its history and culture.

          •   Read through the information about Scotland
and explain any unknown words.

Background information

Scotland is in northwest Europe. It is one of the
four countries which make up the United
Kingdom. The capital of Scotland is Edinburgh. It
has a population of about 5 million people.

  4    To identify and correct grammar and
spelling mistakes

         •   Explain the task. Ask Ss to look for spelling as
well as grammar mistakes.

          •   Give Ss enough time to discuss and correct the
mistakes in pairs.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          How are you? My family and I are going to the

Bahamas next week. We’re going to travel there by
boat. We’re going to stay at a nice hotel near the
beach. I’m going to sunbathe every day.

  5    To practice talking about plans

         •   Write on the board: Vacation destinations,
Accommodations, Activities. Elicit words for each
category. Write them on the board.

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task in pairs using
the information on the board. Monitor the
activity.

          •   Ask various pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I am in California with my family. We are going to stay

here for three weeks. We are going to visit many places
and stay in different hotels. We are going to see Universal
Studios and Disneyland. My mother is going to do some
shopping in Beverly Hills. My father is going to take us on
a boat ride to Catalina Island! I’m going to take a lot of
photos.

  6    To write a letter to your friend about your
vacation plans

         •   Explain to Ss that they can use their answers
from Ex. 5 to write their letters.

          •   Assign this task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Sue,
          Hi! How are you? We arrived in Los Angeles last night

and we’re really tired.
          First of all, we’re going to get some rest and then see

Universal Studios. Then we are going to take a boat trip
to Catalina Island. My mother is going to shop in Beverly
Hills. She can’t wait. My dad is going to take us to
Disneyland. As for me, I’m going to take a lot of photos. 

          That’s all my news for now. See you in three weeks.
          Love,
          Stella

See you

Vacations Activities

swim

sunbathe

shop

city
mountains

sea

Accommodations

hotel
motel

B&B

Vacation destinations
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  1    To practice pronunciation; to learn to
invite/accept & refuse invitations

         •   Explain the task. Read through the sentences with
Ss and elicit/explain any unknown words.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat both
chorally and individually.

          •   As an extension, ask Ss to tell you which sentences
we can use to invite someone somewhere and
which to accept/refuse an invitation.

          Answer Key 

          

  2    To predict the content of a dialogue
          •   Explain the task. Ask Ss to look at the sentences in

Ex. 1 again and tell you what the dialogue is
about.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen, read, and check
their answers.

          •   Ask a few pairs of Ss to read the dialogue aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          The dialogue is about two friends who are probably on

vacation at a hotel and discussing what they’re going to
do for the day.

  3    To read for specific information
          •   Give Ss enough time to read through the

dialogue again and answer the question. Check
Ss’ answers.

Inviting:
•     Why don’t you join

me for breakfast?
•     Why don’t you join

us?

Accepting/Refusing:
•     Sure! Why not?
•     I’m sorry, but I can’t.

Join me!

Culture Corner

          •   Explain the rules of the game. Ss toss a coin to
see how many squares they move each time.

          •   Explain that if a S lands on the green squares,
they only follow the instructions for that
particular square the first time they land on it.

          •   When Ss answer correctly, they get another turn
tossing the coin. Ss cannot play more than twice
in a row.

          •   Make sure that each S has a counter to play the
game. This could be an eraser, a pencil
sharpener, or a similar small object.

          •   Ss play the game in pairs or groups of three.
Monitor the activity as Ss play the game,
providing help where necessary.

  2    To create a board game

         •   Elicit ideas for a board game about Ss’ country
and write them on the board.

          •   Explain that Ss can limit their game to one
area/city/province or focus on the whole
country.

          •   Divide Ss into groups. Ss discuss and take notes.
          •   Assign task for HW.
          •   Ss bring in their board games, exchange them,

and play.      
          (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Exs. 5 and
6 p. 60, Portfolio Activities p. 63, Game p. 64
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          Answer Key 
          Bill is going scuba diving with his dad in the morning.
          Lucy is going jet skiing.
          Bill is going swimming with Lucy and her parents after

scuba diving.

  4    a    To present the use of the present
progressive for fixed future arrangements

                •   Say: I am meeting my friend this evening at 5
pm. Write this on the board and underline I
am meeting and this evening at 5 pm. Explain
that we use the present progressive to talk
about something that we have already
arranged to do (it is sure to happen in the very
near future).

          •   Read through the rule and the examples and
ask Ss to find examples in the dialogue. Check
Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          What are you doing today? 
          …, I’m going scuba diving …
          I’m going jet skiing. 
          … I’m going swimming …

        b   To consolidate the present progressive
for fixed future arrangements

                •   Give Ss enough time to think about what
they are doing this weekend. Check that Ss
understand that they must talk about a
fixed arrangement and not what they are
planning to do.

          •   Ask Ss to make sentences, as in the example.

          Suggested Answer Key 
         S1:   I’m going to the movies with my friends.
         S2:   I’m visiting my grandmother.
         S3:   I’m having a party. etc.

  5    A role-play to practice talking about future
fixed arrangements 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the activities in the
pictures. Elicit/Explain any unknown words.

          •   Give Ss enough time to discuss what they’re
doing today in pairs. To help Ss, draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss can use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

          

          •   Invite a few pairs of Ss to act out their dialogues
in front of the class. Record Ss’ dialogues.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Good morning, Sue.
          B:    Good morning, Ann.
          A:   Why don’t you join me for breakfast?
          B:    Yes, sure! What are you doing today?
          A:   Well, I’m going swimming. Do you want to come?
          B:    I’m sorry, but I can’t. I’m going white-water rafting.

Why don’t you join me?
          A:   Sure! Why not? 

  6    To present /…/

         •   Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
          •   Check Ss’ pronunciation.

Student A Student B
Greet B.
(Good morning, B.)

Invite B to have
breakfast with you.
(Why don’t you join
me for …?)

Tell B what you’ve
arranged to do. Invite
him/her to come with
you.
(Well, I’m going … .
Do you want to …?)

Accept B’s
invitation.
(Sure! Why not?)

Greet A.
(Good morning, A.)

Accept with
enthusiasm. Ask A
what he/she is doing
today. 
(Yes, sure! What are
you …?)
Refuse invitation.
Explain why. Invite A
to join you. 
(I’m sorry, but I can’t.
I’m going … . Why
don’t you join …?)

Join me!
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  1    a    To predict the content of a text

                •   Draw Ss’ attention to the frames in the comic
strip and elicit where the children are and
what is happening. Write Ss’ answers on the
board.

          •   Play the recording. Ss listen and read to
check their answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key 
          The children are camping in the woods. There is a bear

in the tent and it is eating their food. They see the bear
and start running.

        b   To read for specific information

                •   Ask Ss to read through the comic strip on
their own and note the things that the
children have with them.

          •   Give Ss enough time to do the task. 
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
           The children have a whistle, a compass, some water,

some matches, some plastic garbage bags, and food.

  2    To read for gist 

         •   Draw Ss’ attention to the poster and ask
questions to help them identify the purpose of
the poster (e.g., What is the poster about? Who is
it for? Does it give advice? What does it tell you to
do/not to do when camping in the woods? etc.).

          •   Ask Ss how the poster is related to the comic
strip and which piece of advice the children did
not follow.

          •   Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          The poster explains how to be safe when camping in

the woods. The children didn’t pack their food in
containers.

  3    To practice making rules with must/must not
(review)

         •   Refer Ss to the poster. Start a chain. Ask a S to
tell the class the first rule and continue around
the class until every S has had a turn.

          •   Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key 
          You must take a whistle and a compass.
          You must pack some warm clothes.
          You must only drink bottled water.

          You must not light matches inside the tent.
          You must pack food in containers.
          You must take your garbage home with you.
            You must find out about the wild animals that live there.

  4    To write a poster about protecting wildlife
and its habitat while camping

         •   Explain the meaning of wildlife (animals which
live in the wild).

          •   Ask Ss to tell you what wildlife they know of and
write them on the board. (e.g., bears, deer, etc.).

          •   Ss work on the task in groups of three or four.
Walk around the class and monitor the activity,
assisting with vocabulary if necessary.

          •   Ss can use the Internet for useful information.
          •   Ss make their posters for HW. Ask Ss to follow

this format:

          •   Encourage Ss to make their posters colorful by
sticking pictures of wildlife on their work.

          •   Hang Ss’ posters on the classroom wall.

          Suggested Answer Key 
PROTECT WILDLIFE & ITS HABITAT

          Protect the environment and the animals that live
there!

          When you go camping, make sure you:
          •     don’t litter.
          •   take care not to spill washwater or cleaning

products in rivers or lakes.
          •   don’t cut down trees but use limited amounts     
                 of dead, downed wood for campfires.
          •   build campfires in safe areas and put them out

carefully when you are finished.
          •   view wildlife from a distance using binoculars, a

camcorder, etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 4 
         p. 59

TITLE
.................................................................
Introduction
.................................................................
What to do:
•    ..........................................................
•    ..........................................................
•    ..........................................................
•    ..........................................................
•    ..........................................................
•    ..........................................................

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the end
of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the Now I can
section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Pairwork
Activities pp. 61-62, Test 10 pp. 105-108, Exit Test
pp. 109-112

Hot Seat

Play in teams. A S from team A sits on the “hot
seat” with his/her back to the board. A S from
team B writes a word from the module on the
board. Team A tries to elicit the word from the S
sitting on the “hot seat” who isn’t allowed to look
at the board. Each correct answer gets 1 point.

e.g.,     Team B S1:   (writes“surfing” on the board)
             Team A S2:   when you ride waves you do this
             Team A S1:   surfing

Self-Check
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Culture Key

Culture 1

  1    I go to Junior high school.

  2    I do lots of subjects. My favorite is History.

Culture 2

  1    A    Dong Ho painting
        B     Non La

  C     Mini T'rung
        D    Ao Dai

  2    1    painting            2     materials           3     instrument
         4     souvenir           5     hat 6     accessory
         7     clothes              8     girls      

   1     A   2     C   3     B    4     D

  3    1    F    2     T    3     T    4     F    5     DS

Culture 3

  2    1    shop 2     kitchen
        3     bedrooms             4     garden

Culture 4

  2    1     Ho Chi Minh City
        2     January 16th
        3     Charlie and Tawny
        4     Kung Fu, Tai Chi and Tae-Kwon-Do

  5     The Rebel (Dong Mau Anh Hung) and Clash (Bay
Rong)

Culture 5

  1    1    animals             2     heat 3     height
         4     much                 5     dangerous       6     friendly 
         7     herbs 8     fast 9    giants
         10    fields

  2    They always eat plants like grass, water plants, herbs
and leaves.

         They often live near muddy water.
         They can reach up to 10 feet height.
         They never eat meat.

Culture 6

  1    In April, it is warm, but not hot.
         In August, it is very hot and it rains a lot.
         In  October, it's cool, not hot and doesn't rain as much.'
         In December, it is cold.

  2    1    F    2     T    3     F    4     F

Culture 7

  1    I know that he was a warrior and emperor of Vietnam.

  2    1     a fisherman 
        2     the blade of a sword 
        3     Le Loi
        4     the handle of a sword
        5     Le Loi 

6. Hoan Kiem, or Lake of the Returned Sword

Culture 8

  1    We eat these food at the Vietamese Lunar New Year
celebrations. They have rice, fruit, vegetables and nuts
in them.

  2    1     Banh Chung         2     Mut Tet           3     Xoi gac 

Culture 9

  1    The Old Quarter is a shopping area. You can buy lots of
different things there.

  2    1    F    2     F    3     T    4     F

Culture 10

  1    These places are: My Son, Hoi An, Ha Long Bay, The
Imperial City - Hue. They are some of the wonders of
Vietnam.

  2    Best to explore by boat? - Ha Long Bay
        Was the home of a powerful person? – Imperial City,

Hue
        Was the home of several different nationalities? Hoi An
        Has some beautiful pieces of art? – My Son
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Songsheets Key

Module 1

  1    the first day of school

  2    Ss’ own answers

  3    crayons, a fountain pen, rulers, pencils, erasers, a
sharpener, markers, a notebook, a binder

        Ss’ own answers

Module 3

  1    My family is there, I feel safe

  2    Ss’ own answers

  3    His family is there and they love and support him.

Module 5

  1    1    small        2    tall            3    see            4    free

  2    big: elephant, tall: giraffe, strong: lion, dangerous:
lion, small: rabbit, cute: parrot, deer, dog

  3    wonderful, beautiful
        If we don’t help them, they’ll disappear.

  4    Ss’ own answers

Module 6

  1    very hot: summer, green grass: spring, blue sky:
spring/summer, swim: summer, snow: winter, rain:
fall, white: winter

  2    When each season comes, we can see the changes
around us.

  3    A: green grass, blue sky; B: very hot, swim; C: rain;
D: snow, white

Module 10

  1    a    Trip, vacation, cruise, camping, hotel, beach,
swim, sun, sunbathe, hiking, windsurfing,
sailing, etc.

       b   Ss’ own answers

  2    cruise, beach vacation, tour of countryside,
camping, mountain hiking, etc.

  3    Ss’ own answers
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Evaluation criteria:           c (green)                      w (yellow)                         n (red)

Students’ names:                                                                                  Grade and comments

Name of game/activity: ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Aim of game/activity: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Module: . ..........................................................................     Unit: ...................................................................      Course: ....................................

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

24

25

21

23

22

Formative Evaluation Chart
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self-Assessment Forms

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 1

  •    talk about school subjects & school objects
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about days of the week
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    identify objects
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    introduce myself
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about the education system in the US & in my country
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    greet people
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write my school schedule for Monday
  •    write a short text to present myself
  •    write an email to a pen pal 

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 2

  •    describe people’s appearance
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about personal objects
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about countries & nationalities
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about souvenir shopping in the UK & my country
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    buy things
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a few sentences about my favorite cartoon character
  •    write a list of things I want for my birthday
  •    write an email about my collection
  •    write a quiz about European capitals

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 3

  •   talk about rooms, household furniture, appliances & common objects
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about the location of things in my bedroom
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about haunted castles in Britain
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    view a(n) house/apartment
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write sentences about my house/apartment
  •    write a short text about my bedroom
   •    write a short text about the Great Wall of China/another one of the seven wonders of the world.

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 4

  •    talk about my family members
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about people’s characters
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about daily routines
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    identify & describe people
         ............................................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a secret diary about my family
  •    write a short article about my daily routine
  •    write an article about my favorite actor/actress
  •    write a poem about my family

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 5

  •    talk about animals & pets
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    ask & answer wh-questions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe animal health problems & injuries
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about insects
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write sentences about how often I do things
  •    write a fact file about a wild animal
  •    write an article about my pet
  •    write a short T/F quiz about butterflies

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 6

  •    talk about seasons/months
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about the weather
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about clothes/accessories
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about vacation activities
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make & respond to suggestions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write an email to a friend about what the weather in my town/city is like today
  •    write sentences describing people’s clothes
  •    write a postcard to a friend from a vacation resort

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 7

  •    talk about jobs
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about people from the past
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about myths & legends
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about what I did last weekend
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about ancient civilizations
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write false statements about people from the past
  •    write a short article about mythical dragons
  •    write a short biography
  •    write a short text about an ancient civilization

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 8

  •    talk about food/drinks
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about celebrations in the US
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about my birthday last year
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    order food
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about safety in the kitchen
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a short article about a special celebration I enjoyed
  •    make an annual calendar listing each month’s celebrations and the food we eat on those days
  •    write a short text about my birthday last year
  •    write a quiz about a holiday in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 9

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write a short text about a chain of department stores
  •    write what we must/must not do in our class
  •    write a short movie review
  •    write a short text about a famous area in the capital city of my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    talk about stores & products
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about places to go & activities related to each place
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about types of movies
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    ask for/give directions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    identify road signs
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 9 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 10

  •    talk about vacation activities
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about my future plans & intentions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about how to stay safe at the beach
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give/refuse permission
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    invite sb/accept – refuse invitations
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 10 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write sentences about my plans & intentions for this weekend
  •    write a letter to a friend from a vacation resort about what I am planning to do
  •    make a board game about my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 1

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about school subjects & school objects
talk about days of the week
identify objects
introduce himself/herself
talk about education systems
greet people
write his/her school schedule for a day
write a short text to present himself/herself
write an email to a pen pal

Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 2

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

describe people’s appearance
talk about personal objects
talk about countries & nationalities
talk about souvenir shopping
buy things
write sentences about a cartoon character
write a list of things he/she wants for his/her birthday
write an email about his/her collection
write a quiz about European capitals
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 3

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about rooms, household furniture, appliances 
& common objects
talk about the location of things in his/her bedroom
talk about haunted castles in Britain
view a(n) house/apartment
write sentences about his/her house/apartment
write a short text describing his/her bedroom
write a short text about the Great Wall of China/
another one of the seven wonders of the world

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 4

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about his/her family members
talk about people’s characters
talk about daily routines
identify & describe people
write a secret diary about his/her family
write a short article about his/her daily routine
write an article about his/her favorite actor/actress
write a poem about his/her family
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 5

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about animals & pets
ask & answer wh-questions
describe animal health problems & injuries
talk about insects
write sentences about how often he/she does things
write a fact file about a wild animal
write an article about his/her pet
write a short T/F quiz about butterflies

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 6

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about seasons/months
talk about the weather
talk about clothes/accessories
talk about vacation activities
make & respond to suggestions
write an email to a friend about what 
the weather is like in his/her town/city
write sentences describing people’s clothes
write a postcard to a friend from a vacation resort
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 7

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about jobs
talk about people from the past
talk about myths & legends
talk about what he/she did last weekend
talk about ancient civilizations
write false statements about people from the past
write a short article about mythical dragons
write a short biography
write a short text about an ancient civilization

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 8

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about food/drinks
talk about celebrations in the US
talk about his/her birthday last year
order food
talk about safety in the kitchen
write an article about a celebration he/she enjoyed
write an annual calendar listing celebrations & food
write a short text about his/her birthday last year
write a quiz about a holiday in his/her country
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 9

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about stores & products
talk about places to go & activities related
to each place
talk about types of movies
ask for/give directions
identify road signs
write a short text about a chain of department stores
write classroom rules
write a short movie review
write a short text about a famous area

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                         Module 10

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about vacation activities
talk about his/her future plans & intentions
talk about how to stay safe at the beach
give/refuse permission
make an invitation/accept – refuse
write about plans & intentions for this weekend
write a letter to a friend from a vacation resort
about his/her plans
make a board game about his/her country
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Unit 2b

Ex. 5 (p. 21)

 A:    Hey, Tony. Is that your new bicycle?
  B:    Yes, it’s a present from my mom and dad.
 A:    It’s great. What present did you get, Sue?
  C:    A guitar.
 A:    Wow! You are lucky.
  C:    Yes, I am. Lynn has a new basketball.
 A:    She likes basketball a lot. What about Peter?
  C:    Peter has a watch. It’s beautiful. And his sister, Mary, has

new red gloves.
 A:    I guess all our presents are great.

Unit 3b
Ex. 9 (p. 31)

Man: For sale. A wonderful condo in Florida for only $175,000.
The condo is a total of 1,200 square feet and has two floors.
There are three bedrooms on the second floor. There are also
two large, modern bathrooms. Outside, there is a large
swimming pool. It is 30ft by 45ft. The condo has a beautiful yard
full of flowers and trees, with a fantastic view of the beach.
Please send an email to Pedro, that’s p–e–d–r–o at house.com

Unit 5a
Ex. 6 (p. 49)

Teacher: OK. I want everybody to look up here. I have some
lovely animal pictures for you to see. Now, this picture is of a
Bengal tiger. Isn’t he beautiful? Can you see him hiding in the
grass? Bengal tigers often hide in the grass when they hunt.
This picture is of an Indian cobra. My goodness, he’s scary,
isn’t he? Isn’t he a lovely color? Look! This one is brown and
he has yellow bands around his neck. Now, this is a picture of
an Indian elephant. He’s very big. Indian elephants are often
10 feet tall. Here’s another big animal. This is an Indian rhino.
He isn’t very pretty, is he? He can’t see very well, but he is a
very good swimmer. Rhinos usually live alone and they like to
eat plants and leaves. The last picture is of an Indian leopard.
Don’t you think he’s beautiful? Look at all his spots. This kind
of leopard usually lives and hunts alone.

Unit 5b
Ex. 1 (p. 50)

reindeer
penguin
snowy owl
seal
polar bear
Arctic wolf

Ex. 8 (p. 51)

Hello, this is the San Diego Zoo visitor information line.
San Diego Zoo, on Zoo Drive in Balboa Park, just north of San
Diego, is the perfect destination for a family outing! We are
open year-round from 9 am to 4 pm. Tickets are available
online or at the zoo entrance and cost $22.75 for adults and
only $15.50 for children three to eleven. We have a wonderful
collection of 4,000 animals for you to see, including giant
pandas, sun bears, lions, tigers, giraffes, and lots, lots more! 
We hope to see you soon.

Unit 6a
Ex. 2 (p. 58)

Weather forecaster: Good morning, and welcome to US
Weather Watch. Let’s start off in the East. It’s wet and rainy in
New York this morning and the temperature is 50 degrees
Fahrenheit. All of you listening in New York, make sure you
take an umbrella with you! Next, we head for Minneapolis.
Brrr … it’s cold and snowy here and the temperature is 23
degrees Fahrenheit. St. Louis is having a warmer day with a
temperature of 46 degrees Fahrenheit, but it is still cloudy
and windy so dress warmly if you have to go out. And now to
San Francisco. It’s chilly and foggy in this beautiful city and
the temperature is 54 degrees Fahrenheit. Last but not least,
we go to Dallas. It’s a beautiful day in Dallas. It’s hot and
sunny and the temperature is 72 degrees Fahrenheit. That’s it
for US Weather Watch for today. We’ll be back at … fade

Unit 7a
Ex. 4 (p. 68)

Gone, but not forgotten

Host: Hello and welcome to Quiz Time. Our contestants
tonight are Tim Brown from Greenhills High School in
Chicago and Lynn Nelson from Franklin Middle School in
Philadelphia. Welcome to you both.
Tim: Hello.
Lynn: Hi.
Host: OK. Now the first round is about famous people. Buzz if
you know the answer. Each correct answer gets 10 points.
Here we go! What was Jesse Owens’ real name? Was it, A, Jim
Charles Owens, B, James Cleveland Owens, or, C, Jonathan
Cleiton Owens?
Tim: B.
Host: Correct. Next question. Yuri Gagarin was the first man,
A, in space, B, on the moon, or, C, in a rocket?
Lynn: A.
Host: Correct. Now, where was El Greco from? Was it, A,
Seville, B, Toledo, or, C, Crete?
Tim: A.
Host: Sorry, Tim. That’s incorrect. Lynn do you want to give it
a try?
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Lynn: C?
Host: That’s right. Now, what was Florence Nightingale’s
nickname? “The Lady with the …,” A, hat, B, smile, or, C, lamp?
Lynn: C.
Host: Well done! Now Anna Pavlova was a famous ballerina,
but do you know which of the following was named after
her? Was it, A, a lake, B, a river, or C, a dessert?
Lynn: It was C, a dessert.
Host: You’re absolutely right. Come on Tim! You need to
catch up. For ten points what nationality were Alexander
Fleming and Alexander Graham Bell? They weren’t Irish, they
were, A, English, B, Scottish, or C, Welsh.
Tim: B.
Host: Correct! Now legend says that Marco Polo was the first
man to bring what to Italy? Was it, A, rice, B, pasta, or, C,
flour?
Tim: B.
Host: That’s right! This is the last question in this round. We
all know that Einstein was a genius, but how old was he
when he started to talk? Was he, A, 5, B, 4, or, C, 3 years old?
Lynn: C.
Host: That’s right and that means you win this round … fade

Ex. 7 (p. 69)

Presenter: Good evening, and welcome to this month’s quiz
show– our topic, Gone but not forgotten, important names
in history. Now students, you know the rules. The first player
to press the buzzer gets the chance to win a point for their
team. So, fingers on the buzzers for the first question. Where
was Shakespeare from: England or Scotland? (buzzer) Yes,
John?
John: He was from England.
Presenter: Correct. The first point goes to you, John. Moving
on. Where was Marie Curie born? Was it Rome, Italy or
Warsaw, Poland? (buzzer) Peter? 
Peter: Marie Curie was from Rome, Italy.
Presenter: Wrong. She was born in Warsaw, Poland. Now,
where was the great explorer Christopher Columbus from:
Italy or Spain? (buzzer) You again, John?
John: Was it … Italy?
Presenter: Indeed it was. That’s another point for your team.
Now here comes an easy one. Was Abraham Lincoln a
German president or a US president? (buzzer) Yes, Peter?
Peter: He was a US president.
Presenter: That’s right, Peter. That’s the first point to your
team. Next question. Was Laika the dog the first animal to go
to space? (buzzer) Heather?
Heather: Yes, I know this one. It was Laika the dog.
Presenter: I’m afraid your answer is incorrect, Heather. Laika
was the first animal to orbit the Earth on board the Sputnik 2,
but other animals were sent to space before Laika, including
monkeys, mice and even fruit flies! Moving on to the next
question. Was Beethoven a composer or a singer? (buzzer)
Peter?

Peter: Oh, I know this one! Beethoven was a composer.
Presenter: Yes! Correct! That’s another point for your team,
Peter. Now both teams are neck and neck with two points
each. Next question. Now who was the first to fly a hot-air
balloon? Was it Igor Sikorsky or the Montgolfier brothers?
(buzzer) John?
John: Oh… Err.. the Montgolfier brothers?
Presenter: Well done, John. That’s correct. Now fingers on
buzzers for the final question. Where were the Wright
brothers from, Poland or the United States? (1st buzzer) (2nd
buzzer) Alicia, you buzzed first. Go ahead!
Alicia: They were from the United States.
Presenter: Yes! Correct. Congratulations to John and Alicia
who are the winners of this month’s quiz show – Gone but
not forgotten. (applause) Thanks to the two teams for taking
part and let’s hope you join me again... (fading out)

Unit 8c
Ex. 4 (p. 82)

Bob: I can’t wait for my birthday on Friday. I’m so excited.
Let’s go over the party arrangements again, Ann.
Ann: OK. Well it starts at 8 o’clock and everyone is coming, so
that’s 15 people altogether.
Bob: Do we have enough food and drinks?
Ann: I think so. We have 3 large pizzas, 10 burgers, one bag
of cookies, and 2 bottles of lemonade.
Bob: That sounds OK. What activities do you have in mind?
Ann: Party games and dancing of course. How does that sound?
Bob: Great! I can’t wait!

Unit 8d
Ex. 2 (p. 83)

Hello and welcome to the show! Today we’re going to
talk about Thanksgiving, a very important celebration in the
USA. 

On Thanksgiving, all Americans get together in their
homes to say thank you for the harvest and for the food they
eat. Thanksgiving Day is always on the 4th Thursday in
November. 

Of course, Americans love food! They eat a lot of food at
Thanksgiving! They usually eat turkey with potatoes, corn,
and lots of delicious pumpkin pie! Some people even call
Thanksgiving Day “Turkey Day”! After dinner, many American
families watch football on TV. 

Unit 9b
Ex. 9 (p. 91)

Morris Theater
THE SNOW QUEEN

Morris Theater is proud to present The Snow Queen. You can
watch this spectacular fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen
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performed on stage from Monday, April 10th to Friday, April
21st. Performances are twice a day at two o’clock and again
at seven o’clock. Tickets are available at the box office and
cost $20. Admission for children under six is free. Reserve
your tickets now!

Unit 10a
Ex. 5 (p. 99)

Mary: Are you looking forward to your vacation Catherine?
Catherine: Oh, yes. I can’t wait. I’m going to do as much
sightseeing as I can.
Mary: That’s nice. Are you going to go fishing at all?
Catherine: No, I don’t think so. I know a lot of people fish
there, but not me. I’m certainly going to try the local dishes,
though.
Mary: That sounds nice. Are you going to go swimming in
the lake?
Catherine: Yes, I am. And I’m going to buy a lot of souvenirs too.
Mary: What about getting around? Are you going to rent a
motorcycle?
Catherine: No, I don’t think so. Well, I have to go and start
packing now.
Mary: OK. Have a great time.
Catherine: Thanks.

Unit 10b
Ex. 7 (p. 101)

Travel Agent: Good morning, Sunway Travel. Can I help you?
Mr. Davids: Oh, good morning. My name’s Davids, Harry
Davids. Yes, I’m interested in your California tours, actually.
Travel Agent: I see. Just a moment, Mr. Davids … Yes, we still
have places available on our summer tours … that’s in June,
July, and August. When do you want to go, Mr. Davids?

Mr. Davids: Actually, I was thinking of the last week in July, if
that’s possible.
Travel Agent: Of course. I can reserve you a place on the tour
leaving on Friday, July 28th. Is that all right with you?
Mr. Davids: Yes, that would be fine.
Travel Agent: And how many people are you reserving for?
Mr. Davids: Oh, just one. I will be traveling alone.
Travel Agent: So, that’s one ticket for the tour leaving on July
28th. The bus leaves at 8 o’clock in the morning from the bus
station. Can I help you with anything else?
Mr. Davids: Well, yes. Can you tell me when we get back?
Travel Agent: Of course, Mr. Davids. You return on August
4th at about seven o’clock in the evening.
Mr. Davids: Just a moment while I make a note of that.
Return … 4th … 7 pm. And this is a bus tour, you said?
Travel Agent: That’s correct. We stopped doing train tours
last year. Our bus tours are very popular and very reasonably
priced.
Mr. Davids: Ah, yes! I forgot to ask! How much is the
California tour, exactly?
Travel Agent: It’s $600 per person. That includes hotels and
all meals for eight days.
Mr. Davids: $600? That sounds very reasonable. Can I come
in tomorrow to pick up my ticket?
Travel Agent: Of course, Mr. Davids. Whenever you like. We
are open until 6 o’clock tomorrow. Will that be all?
Mr. Davids: Um, yes, I think so. Thank you very much.
Goodbye.
Travel Agent: Goodbye, Mr. Davids.
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Unit 1a

  1    1    Math                                               3    Science
        2    Information Technology          4    Music

  2    a)   Monday       Wednesday     Thursday      Friday

         b)  (Suggested Answer)
               My favorite day is Saturday.

  3    1    a           3    an            5    a           7    an              9    a
        2    a           4    a              6    a           8    a              

  4    1    C                       2    A                       3    B
                               

Unit 1b

  1    1    d          2    c           3    e           4    a           5    b

  2    1    it                       3    they                 5    she
        2    he                     4    it                       6    they

  3    1    ’m                     4    isn’t                  7    aren’t  
        2    ’m                     5    ’re                     8    ’s
        3    ’s                       6    ’m                     9    ’s

Unit 1c

  1    1    C          2    A          3    B

        Hi, my name’s Jane and I’m twelve years old. I go
to Hillside Middle School.

        My favorite subjects are English, history, art and
music. I don’t like geography because I’m not very
good at it!

        My favorite teacher is Mr. Green. He teaches
history and he is very nice. My best friend is Rachel.
She is twelve years old, too.

  2    1    Jane                             3    Mr. Green
        2    geography                 4    Rachel

  3    (Suggested Answers) 
        Your name: Tonia
         Your age: thirteen years old
         Name of your school: Rivertown Middle School
         Your favorite school subjects: geography, science,

and information technology
         School subjects you do not like: math
        Your favorite teacher: Mrs. White
         Your best friend: Anna

  4    (Suggested Answer)
Welcome to my Homepage!

        About Me
        Hi, my name’s Tonia and I’m thirteen years old. I go

to Rivertown Middle School.
        Classes I Love
        My favorite subjects are geography, science, and

information technology. I don’t like math because
I am not very good at it!

        People I Like
        My favorite teacher is Mrs. White. She teaches

geography and she is very nice. My best friend is
Anna. She is thirteen years old, too. 

Unit 1d

  1    1    T           2    F           3    T           4    F           5    F

  2    1    Her name’s Sally Owens.
        2    How old is she?
               She’s 14.
        3    What school is she in?
               She’s in Forest Park Middle School.
        4    What classes does she want?
               She wants music and math.

  3    1    What         2    How          3    What         4    What

        (Suggested Answers)
        1    Nancy Atkins.                  3    History.
        2    15.                                       4    Saturday.

  4    1    We      2    It          3    You           4    It          5    She

Unit 1e

  1    1    b          2    a           3    b          4    b

  2    1    I am                 4    Is he                 7    They are
        2    She is              5    he is                 8    It is
        3    he is                 6    are they
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  3    1    She            2    I            3    It          4    He

  4    1    Math         3    Mr.                   5    A          7    G
        2    F                 4    History            6    Art

Unit 1f

  1    2    a book                   4    an eraser              6    a pen
        3    a classroom         5    an atlas

  2    3    A:   Is it an
               B:   No, it isn’t. It’s a blackboard.

        4    A:   Are they
               B:   No, they aren’t. They’re books.

        5    A:   Is she a
               B:   No, she isn’t. She’s a student.

  3    1    The math class is in room A.
        2    Her name is Linda.
        3    John is in room F.
        4    They are twelve years old.
        5    It is not a ruler.
        6    Ann and Bill are friends.

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 1 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 2a

  1    a)   (from left to right, clockwise)
               1    arm                  5    eye                         9    mouth
               2    ear                   6    nose                    10    leg
               3    hair                  7    hand                   11    foot
               4    head                8    mustache

        b)  1    tall       2    fat              3    big          4    long

  2    1    powers           3    enemy                  5    friend
        2    fast                   4    aunt                       6    climb

  3    1    long, fair               3    chubby                 5    black
        2    slim, short            4    tall, fair

  4    1    Do ... have
               Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.
        2    Does ... have
               Yes, he/she does. / No he/she doesn’t.
        3    Do ... have
               Yes, they do. / No, they don’t.
        4    Do ... have
               Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.
        

        5    Does ... have
               Yes, he/she does. / No, he/she doesn’t.
        6    Does ... have
               Yes, she does. / No, she doesn’t.
        7    Do ... have
               Yes, they do. / No, they don’t.
        8    Do ... have
               Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

Unit 2b

  1    1    helmet     3    handbag              5    watch
        2    bicycle     4    digital camera    6    teddy bear

  2    1    a           2    b          3    a           4    b

  3    1    that is                           3    Those are, these are
        2    That is, this is             4    This is, that is

  4    2    Those are buses.             6    These are men.
        3    These are foxes.              7    These are toys.
        4    Those are leaves.            8    These are mice.
        5    Those are brushes.

Unit 2c

  1    1    Meg Ryan is from the USA. She’s American.
        2    Maria Sharapova is from Russia. She’s Russian.
        3    Michael Owen is from the UK. He’s British.
        4    Sting is from the UK. He’s British.
        5    Thierry Henry is from France. He’s French.
        6    Raul is from Spain. He’s Spanish.

  2    1    She’s 16 years old.
        2    What’s this?
        3    Ann has dolls from Japan, Russia, Spain, and

Mexico.
        4    What is your favorite hobby?
        5    I’m proud of my collection.
        6    Where is it from?

  3    1    B          2    C          3    A          4    C          5    B

Unit 2d

  1    2    Scottish                             4    English
        3    Northern Irish                  5    Welsh

  2    2    These are stamps.          7    This is a mug.
        3    This is a doll.                    8    Those are coins.
        4    That is a guitar.               9    These are books.
        5    These are sneakers.     10    Those are helmets.
        6    That is a hat.
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  3    1    Peter doesn’t have a red hat.
        2    The children have bicycles.
        3    Those are digital cameras.
        4    That is a new car over there!
        5    Tom and Susan are from Canada.

  4    1    has, doesn’t have              4    have, don’t have
         2    has, doesn’t have              5    have, don’t have
         3    have, don’t have               6    have, don’t have

  5    (Suggested Answers)
        1    I have three books and a pencil.
        2    I have a book, a notepad, and a pen.

Unit 2e

  1    Sam - A                        Joy - F
        Anna - G                      Ben - H
        John - C

  2    1    a           2    a           3    a           4    b

  3    1    children                5    ladies              9    teeth
        2    tomatoes             6    toys               10    caps
        3    brushes                7    foxes
        4    feet                        8    leaves

  4    1    Where is Jim Carrey from?
        2    Do you have a teddy bear on your bed?
        3    How old is Nancy?
        4    Does Mary have a big stamp collection?

  5    2    Those women have pink scarves.
        3    These buses are blue.
        4    Those men are doctors.
        5    Our friends are Russian.
        6    Superheroes have special powers.
        7    We have toy mice.
        8    They have digital cameras.
        9    These are helmets and those are watches.
      10    Those books are Ann’s.

Unit 2f

  1    1    capital                   3    camera           5    souvenirs
        2    Zealanders          4    city

  2    1    F           2    F           3    T           4    T

  3    (Suggested Answers)
         1    Rome              3    loud and friendly
        2    beautiful        4    stores, historic buildings, and 

                               coffee shops

        Welcome to Rome, the capital city of Italy. There’s
         something for everyone here. Italians are loud and 
         friendly and Rome is beautiful, so bring your camera! 
         This city has many stores for all your shopping, 
         including great souvenirs. It also has a lot of historic
         buildings and coffee shops. It’s a great place to be.
        Come and visit us soon!

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 2 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 3a

  2    eighth, seventh, sixth, fifth, fourth, third, second,
first

        Bill is on the sixth floor.

  3    1    B          3    B          5    B          7    A          9    C
        2    C          4    A          6    C          8    C        10    B

  4    (Suggested Answers)
        1    There are five rooms in my house.
        2    Yes, it does.
        3    Yes, there are.
        4    No, it doesn’t.

Unit 3b

  1    a)   bedroom:      closet, desk, lamp, bookcase, bed
               bathroom:    toilet, sink
               kitchen:          stove, fridge, sink, table, chairs
                 living room:   television, couch, carpet, armchairs

        b)  (Suggested Answer)
               In my bedroom, there is a bed and a large

bookcase. There is also a desk next to the bed
and a chair.

  2    1    a           2    b          3    b          4    a

  3    1    any, some, some, some
        2    some, some, some, some, any
     
  4    1    high          3    floor          5    third
        2    old             4    large

  1    four           2    two            3    one            4  four
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Unit 3c

  1    1    The bed is in front of
        2    The lamp is next to 
        3    The painting is on
        4    The carpet is under
        5    The windows are behind
        6    The magazine is on

  2    (Suggested Answers)
        •   A:   The bed is behind the lamp.
               B:   Wrong! The bed isn’t behind the lamp. It’s

next to the lamp.
        •   A:   The two pictures are on the bed.
               B:   Wrong! The two pictures aren’t on the bed.

They’re on the wall.

  3    1    A          2    B          3    A          4    B          5    C

Unit 3d 

  1    2    there are three bedrooms upstairs.
        3    there is one kitchen downstairs.
        4    there is one dining room downstairs.
        5    there are three bathrooms.

  2    1    popular                 3    drum               5    towers
        2    ghosts                   4    noises

  3    1    Arundel Castle is in Sussex, England.
        2    There is a ghost in it.
        3    The ghost is from King Charles II’s time.
        4    It is in the library.
        5    Its name is the Blue Man.

  4    2    A:   Are there any            5    A:   Is there a
               B:   Yes, there are.                  B:   Yes, there is.
        3    A:   Is there a                     6    A:   Are there any
               B:   Yes, there is.                     B:   Yes, there are.
        4    A:   Is there a                     7    A:   Are there any
               B:   No, there isn’t.                 B:   No, there aren’t.

Unit 3e

  1    1    kitchen                 4    windows        7    beds
        2    dining room        5    chairs              8    yards
        3    table                      6    bathrooms

  2    Rooms               living room, dining room, bedroom,
bathroom

        Furniture         table, chair, mirror, bed, closet     
  3    1    c           2    e           3    a           4    b          5    d

  4    1    b          2    a           3    a

  5    (Suggested Answer)
                                           My Dream House
         My dream house is a small log cabin in the middle

of the woods. The house has seven rooms.
Downstairs there is a large living room with a
couch, two armchairs, big windows, and a fireplace.
There is a kitchen and next to it there is a dining
room with a large round table and eight chairs.
Upstairs there are three bedrooms and a bathroom.
The bedrooms have big beds with bedside tables
and lamps. There is a carpet in every room and a
beautiful view of the forest from every window.
Outside there are front and back yards with flowers
and large trees.

Unit 3f

  1    1    wonders         3    corner             5    colors
        2    stones             4    pools

  2    1    There are two chairs in the kitchen.
        2    The house has seven rooms.
        3    There are beautiful paintings on the walls.
        4    There is a big bed in the bedroom.

  3    1    on                    3    in                      5    behind
        2    next to            4    in front of

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 3 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 4a

  1    a)   1    family              5    kind                       9    brother
               2    father              6    grandfather         10  lucky
               3    languages     7    grandmother 
               4    mother           8    plays

        b)  Gary (grandfather) – Nancy (grandmother)

                     Janice (mother) – Mike (father)  

                            Amy – Jesse (brother)

  2    a)   nice, friendly, kind, funny, smart, naughty, great

              (Suggested Answers)
               loud, quiet, sweet, happy

        b)  (Suggested Answers)
               •    My dad’s funny and friendly.
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               •    My brother’s a little naughty and loud.
               •    My grandmother’s very nice.
               •    My grandfather’s kind and quiet. 

  3    1    ... draw.
          2     Lara can’t sing or play the piano, but she can draw.
        3    Jake and Sue can sing and draw, but they can’t

play the piano.

  4    2    Whose hats are these?
               They’re the children’s. They’re their hats.
        3    Whose bikes are these?
               They’re Kate and Brian’s. They’re their bikes.
        4    Whose ball is this?
               It’s Adam’s. It’s his ball.

Unit 4b

   1     •     Edward has breakfast at 10:00 on Sundays.
          •     Edward watches TV at 10:30 on Sundays.
          •     Edward goes to play ball with his friends at 11:30

on Sundays.
          •     Edward comes home and has lunch at 1:00 on

Sundays.
          •     Edward plays computer games at 2:00 on Sundays.
          •     Edward goes out with his friends at 4:30 on

Sundays.
          •     Edward has dinner at 6:30 on Sundays.
          •     Edward reads a book at 7:00 on Sundays.
          •     Edward goes to bed at 9:00 on Sundays.

  2    a)   

               

         b)  (Suggested Answers)
               •   My sister swims fast.
               •   My brother plays football.
               •   Jake lives in Los Angeles.
               •   Mrs. Rodney likes cats.
               •   My mom says I’m noisy.
               •   Mr. Peterson laughs all the time.
               •   Sam walks in the park in the mornings.
               •   The dog bites the furniture.
                •   Jenny always washes her hands before dinner.
               •   My sister does her homework on her own.
               •   Sue kisses her son goodnight every night.
                •   Richard relaxes on the couch in the evenings.
               •   My little brother goes to bed at 8:30.
               •   Dad always carries the groceries home.
               •   The baby cries loudly at night.

  3    1    enjoys                   5    comes, eats         9    does
        2    have                      6    like                       10    buy
        3    walks                     7    works
        4    goes                       8    starts

  4    1    at               3    at               5    in
        2    on              4    at               6    on

  5    1    f            2    g          3    e           4    a           5    c

Unit 4c

  1    1    the United Kingdom
        2    June 21st, 1982
        3    Prince Harry
        4    grandmother
        5    playing football and swimming
        6    paint, ski, and ride motorcycles

  2    1    Does, does        3    Does, doesn’t      5    Do, do
        2    Do, don’t           4    Do, don’t 

  3    1    doesn’t go                              5    doesn’t like
        2    Does Tony swim                   6    don’t get
        3    Do you walk                           7    Do they play
        4    don’t eat                                  8    Does she live

  4    1    b          2    a           3    b          4    a

Unit 4d

  1    1    can, can’t                          4    can’t, can
        2    can, can’t                          5    can, can’t, can’t
        3    can, can’t, can’t

  2    (Suggested Answers)
        A:   Can you speak English?
        B:   Yes, I can.
        A:   Can your best friend make cookies?
        B:   No, he/she can’t.
        A:   Can your parents play the guitar?
        B:   No, they can’t.
        A:   Can you dance?
        B:   Yes, I can.

  3    1    my             4    My             7    His           10    your
        2    My             5    he              8    he 
        3    she            6    I                  9    We

  4    2    is                                          5    possessive ’
        3    is                                          6    is
        4    possessive ’s                    7    possessive ’s

-s
swims, plays, lives, likes, says, laughs,
walks, bites

-es washes, does, kisses, relaxes, goes

-ies carries, cries
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  5    3    He’s short and chubby.
        4    She’s tall with brown hair and green eyes.
        5    They’re short with dark hair and brown eyes.
        6    She has short, brown hair and blue eyes.

Unit 4e

  1    1    b          2    a           3    a           4    b

  2    1    What’s your sister like?
        2    Who’s he?
        3    What does she look like?
        4    Do you have any brothers or sisters?

  3    2    This is Tom’s mother.        5    This is Sue’s camera.
        3    This is the boys’ ball.      6    This is the women’s 
        4    This is John’s house.             car. 

  4    Jane can speak English, Spanish, and Italian, but
she can’t speak German, French, or Chinese. She
can type letters and drive, but she can’t use a
computer or send a fax.

  5    1    Look at that girl over there.
        2    She is very funny.
        3    He has short hair.
        4    What is his name?
        5    Tom is Bill’s brother.
        6    What are they like?

Unit 4f

  1    1    quiet                      3    proud                 5    slow
        2    stubborn              4    wise

  2    A-3            B-2            C-1

  3    age: thirteen years old, nine years old, six years old
         height: tall
         appearance: slim with brown hair and blue eyes
         character: smart, friendly, noisy
         family members: father, mother, brother, sister

  4    (Suggested Answers)
        Hi, I’m Debby. I’m thirteen years old and I’m a

student. I’m from Los Angeles, USA. I’m short and
slim with blond hair and green eyes. My father is
Peter and my mother is Mary. My brother is Bill. He’s
ten years old. He can play the piano. His hobbies are
playing football and drawing. My hobbies are
playing the piano and reading comics. 

        That’s all about me. What’s your family like? Write
back soon. 

        Debby
     

  5    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 4 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 5a

  1    a)   1    elephant        3    crocodile           5    rhino
               2    cobra              4    leopard              6    tiger

        b)  1    The elephant is gray.
               2    The cobra is black and yellow.
               3    The crocodile is gray.
               4    The leopard is golden brown and white

with black spots.
               5    The rhino is gray.
                 6     The tiger is orange and white with black stripes.

  2    1    change           3    swallow              5    strong
        2    grow               4    carries                 6    partner

  3    1    Nancy sometimes has a cup of coffee in the
afternoon.

        2    Gloria and Tonia never go to bed early.
        3    Lara usually watches TV in the evening.
        4    My parents always relax on weekends.
        5    My friends don’t visit me at home very often.

  4    (Suggested Answers)
        •   How often do you buy groceries?
               I always buy groceries.
        •   How often do you watch a DVD?
            I often watch a DVD.
        •   How often do you go jogging?
            I never go jogging.
        •   How often do you work on your computer?
            I sometimes work on my computer.

Unit 5b

  1    a)   1    fur                    4    legs                  7    flippers
               2    nose                5    beak                8    feet
               3    tail                    6    feathers

        b)  (Suggested Answers)
               •   A:   Which animals have fur?
                     B:   Bears, monkeys.
               •   A:   Which animal has a tail?
                     B:   A monkey.
               •   A:   Which animals have legs?
                     B:   Monkeys, bears, penguins, and peacocks.
               •   A:   Which animals have a beak?
                     B:   Peacocks and penguins.
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  2    2    Where do they live?
               They live in Australia.
        3    How long do they live?
               They live for nearly 30 years.
        4    What do they like?
               They like sitting in the mud.
        5    What do they eat?
               They eat leaves, fruit, and insects.

  3    2    What time does Sally wake up on Saturday
morning?

               She wakes up at 11:00.
        3    What time does she have lunch on Monday?
               She has lunch at 12:00.
        4    How many classes does she have on Monday?
               She has four classes.
        5    Who does Sally meet on Saturday afternoon?
               She meets her friends.
        6    How long does the science class last?
               It lasts one hour.

Unit 5c

  1    2    F                 4    T                 6    T
        3    F                 5    T                 7    F

  2    1    Rex has a short tail.
        2    Mel has a round head.
        3    Susie has huge ears.
        4    Nemo can swim well.
        5    Bob has yellow feathers.
        6    Blanche has nice fur.
        7    Robin has short legs.

  3    1    e           2    c           3    d          4    b          5    g

Unit 5d

  1    1    Africa, Middle East             4    fat
        2    brown                                    5    three weeks
        3    fur, neck

  2    a)   •   permanent states: is, is, has, has, lives 
               •   habits: can go, carries

         b)  The Arabian camel is found in North Africa and
the Middle East. It is brown with short fur and
long, thin legs. It has a large body and a long
neck. It has a hump on its back with fat in it. It
lives in dry places like deserts and can go three
weeks without water. It carries people on its back

for miles. The camel is a friendly animal.

  3    The polar bear is a wild animal.

  4    (Suggested Answers)
        1    in the far north
        2    large body/short neck
        3    other animals
        4    swim 60 miles
        5    to be with other polar bears
        6    to be around people

Unit 5e

  1    1    a                 2    b                 3    b

  2    1    doesn’t feel         4    washes                  7    love
        2    take                        5    cleans                    8    love
        3    feeds                     6    doesn’t like

  3    1    Can/Do, Yes, I can/do./No, I can’t/don’t.
        2    Do, Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
        3    Do, Yes, they do./No, they don’t.
        4    Are, Yes, they are./No, they aren’t.
        5    Does, Yes, (s)he does./No, (s)he doesn’t.
        6    Does, Yes, (s)he does./No, (s)he doesn’t.
        7    Does, Yes, (s)he does./No, (s)he doesn’t.
        8    Is, Yes, there is./No, there isn’t.
        9    Do, Yes, they do./No, they don’t.

  4    1    lives           3    washes     5    goes   7    watches
        2    carries      4    cries          6    likes

  5    1    Do, Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
        2    Do, Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
        3    Do, Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
        4    Does, Yes, she does./No, she doesn’t.
        5    Do, Yes, they do./No, they don’t.

                                                     Unit 5f

  1    1    dragonfly             3    beetle             5    ladybug
        2    grasshopper       4    butterfly         6    mosquito

  2    1    creatures              3    leaves       
        2    keep                      4    food

  3    1    houses/homes    3    fields               5    bees
        2    gardens                4    leaves       

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 5 on p.WDT1.)
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Unit 6a

  1    February        May               August           November
        April                July               October

  2    1    winter                   3    summer
        2    spring                    4    fall

  3    1    c           2    a           3    e           4    d          5    b

        1    build a snowman           3    fly a kite
        2    rake leaves                       4    have a picnic

  4    a)   1    sunny              3    foggy                  5    windy
               2    rainy                4    snowy

        b)  (Suggested Answer)
               It’s a cold and snowy day.

  5
     

        

  6    2    Andy isn’t typing a letter. He’s talking on the
phone.

        3    Matt isn’t listening to the radio. He’s reading a
book.

        4    Claire isn’t driving a car. She’s working on the
computer. 

        5    Sue isn’t sending an email. She’s riding her scooter.

Unit 6b

  1    Ann 
        1    shoes        2    sweater        3    skirt       4    gloves

        Tom
        1    scarf          2    pants            3    tie          4    shirt

  2    1    Sue’s wearing a short skirt.
        2    This is a light jacket.
        3    These pants are loose.

  3    a)   •    Steve is wearing a suit and Bill is wearing a
school uniform.

               •    John, Stuart, and Mary are wearing pants
and shirts and Ann is wearing a dress.

         b)  (Suggested Answers)
               I am wearing a blouse and a skirt now. When it

is cold, I wear a jacket, a sweater, pants, and
gloves. When it is warm, I wear T-shirts and
shorts.

  4    2    Are ... playing, Yes, they are.
        3    Is ... biting, Yes, it is.
        4    Is ... playing, No, she isn’t. She is playing the

guitar.
        5    Are ... jumping, Yes, they are.

  5    1    a           2    b          3    a              4    a

Unit 6c

  1    2    A:   Are they making a snowman?
               B:   No, they aren’t. They are looking at a map.

        3    A:   Is she watching TV?
               B:   No, she isn’t. She is reading a book.

        4    A:   Are they going camping?
               B:   No, they aren’t. They are having a picnic.

        5    A:   Are they having a picnic?
               B:   No, they aren’t. They are making a snowman.

        6    A:   Is she reading a book?
               B:   No, she isn’t. She is watching TV.

        7    A:   Are they playing in the snow?
               B:   No, they aren’t. They are going skiing.

  2    1    It’s very warm.              2    It’s hot and sunny.

  3    1    C          2    A              3    B

Unit 6d

  1    picture A

  2    (Suggested Answers)
        1    Tina                                  5    a T-shirt and shorts
        2    having a great time     6    lying in the sun  
        3    sunny Brazil                   7    shopping for souvenirs
        4    hot and sunny

play – playing

go - going, work - working,
meet - meeting, do - doing, 
eat - eating, look - looking,
paint - painting, read - reading,
deliver - delivering, repair -
repairing, wait - waiting

dance – dancing
have - having, practice -
practicing, serve - serving,
come - coming

get – getting swim - swimming
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Unit 6e

  1    1    a           2    b          3    a        4    a

  2    1    B          2    C          3    D       4    A

  4    2    A:   Is the gardener 
               B:   No, he isn’t. He’s planting (the) flowers.

        3    A:   Are the painters 
               B:   No, they aren’t. They’re wearing green caps.

        4    A:   Is the secretary 
               B:   No, she isn’t. She’s reading the newspaper.

        5    A:   Are 
               B:   No, they aren’t. They’re running.

  5    1    Are you picking flowers this afternoon?
               Yes, I am./No, I’m not.
        2    Are you wearing a scarf and gloves? 
               Yes, I am./No, I’m not.
        3    Are you raking leaves now?
               Yes, I am./No, I’m not.
        4    Do you have a raincoat?
               Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
        5    Doesn’t he swim well?
               Yes, he does./No, he doesn’t.
        6    Is it raining outside?
               Yes, it is./No, it isn’t.

Unit 6f

  1    Across            1    Ballerina      3    Wind         5    Sky
                                  2    Bare              4    Leaves

        Down              1    Branches

  2    1    Is he playing                           6    is raining
        2    is dancing                               7    are building
        3    They are having                    8    aren’t watching
        4    is getting                                 9    Is John reading
        5    Laura is sunbathing          10    is snowing

  3    1    home                    3    snowing         5    television
        2    homework           4    snowman

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 6 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 7a

  1    2    astronaut       5    inventor         8    athlete
        3    nurse               6    scientist
        4    painter            7    explorer

  2    1    was                                     5    Were, were
        2    Were, were                       6    Was, wasn’t, was
        3    Were, weren’t, were      7    Was, was
        4    Was, wasn’t, was            8    Were, weren’t, were

  3    2    was – j             5    was – d                 8    were – h
        3    were – i           6    was – a                  9    was – c
        4    was – b           7    were – f              10    were – g

Unit 7b

  1    2    nephew         5    soldier                   8    monster
        3    save                 6    scary                      9    dragon
        4    powerful        7    legends              10    spear

  3    1    carried            5    stayed                   9    pulled
        2    managed       6    educated           10    crowned
        3    saved              7    was
        4    wanted           8    asked

  4    2    She didn’t travel to Egypt.
        3    They didn’t watch TV last night.
        4    The Browns didn’t play tennis yesterday.
        5    He didn’t live in Madrid as a child.

+ing e/ +ing Double consonant +ing

open
sleep
study
hurt
relax
visit

ride
leave

stop
run
put
swim

 3
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Unit 7c

  1    1    perform             3    start                 5    fans
        2    move                  4    become

  2    2    A:   Did Becky work on her computer?
               B:   No, she didn’t.
        3    A:   Did Becky wash her dad’s car?
               B:   Yes, she did.
        4    A:   Did Becky finish her homework?
               B:   No, she didn’t.
        5    A:   Did Becky clean the house?
               B:   Yes, she did.
        6    A:   Did Becky visit her grandparents?
               B:   No, she didn’t.

  3    1    B                 2    C              3    A                       4   A

  4    1    did he finish his homework
        2    did you cook for lunch
        3    did you play football
        4    did Sue talk to on the phone
        5    did the children finish their homework

Unit 7d 

  1    1    A                3    C                 5    A
        2    B                 4    C                 6    B

  2    (Suggested Answers)
        Princess Diana was born in Norfolk, England on

July 1st, 1961. In 1977 she attended school in
Switzerland. 

        On July 29th, 1981 she married Prince Charles. On
June 21st, 1982, at the age of 21, she had her first
son, William. Two years later on September 15th,
1984, her second son, Harry, was born.

         In August 1996 she divorced Prince Charles. She
died in a car accident in Paris on August 31st, 1997.

Unit 7e

  1    1    zoo                               4    amusement park
        2    concert hall                5    theater
        3    art gallery                   6    aquarium

  2    1    a                 2    b                 3    b

  3    (Suggested Answers)
        1    I went to the museum last weekend.
        2    I learned to read when I was six.

        3    I stayed at a hotel last summer.
        4    I was with my sister yesterday afternoon.
        5    I cooked spaghetti for lunch yesterday.
        6    My first English teacher was Miss Green.
        7    My favorite toy when I was five was my Barbie

doll.
        8    I watched a soap opera on TV last night.

  4    Across      5    produced                 8    started
                            6    died                           9    killed        
         Down       1    loved                        4    created
                            3    suggested               7    reigned

Unit 7f

  1    1    palace                   3    fields                      5    doors
        2    houses                  4    ducks                     6    foot

  2    1    They lived in stone houses.
        2    They weren’t friendly people.
        3    They raised dogs and ducks.
        4    There wasn’t any furniture in their houses.
        5    They didn’t steal things.

  3    1    traveled                5    decided                9    visited
        2    wanted                 6    were                    10    was
        3    was                        7    was
        4    stayed                   8    had

  5    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 7 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 8a

  1    1    e              3    b                   5    a              7    c
        2    g              4    f                     6    d

        (Suggested Answers)

        Picture A: street parade, play patriotic music,
marching band

         Picture B: dress up in costumes, go trick-or-treating
         Picture C: eat hot dogs, hold the national flag

  2    1    time                 3    patriotic                5    wore
        2    crazy               4    carve

  3    went – I                       was/were – I           wore – I
        wanted – R                 had – I                       made – I
         saw – I                            flew – I                        brought – I
        watched – R              painted – R
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  4    (Suggested Answer)

         First, she woke up. Then, she had breakfast and
watched TV. After that, she went out and rode her
bike. She had lunch at 12:00 and then she did her
homework. After that, she listened to music. Next,
she met her friends. Later, she returned home and
had dinner. Finally, she went to bed at 11 o’clock.

Unit 8b

  2    1    U          4    C                             6    U                9    U
        2    C          5    U (food)                7    U              10    C
        3    C                 C (animal)            8    U

  3    2    A:   How many apples are there in the fridge?
               B:   Not many.

        3    A:   How many eggs are there in the fridge?
               B:   Not many.

        4    A:   How much sugar is there in the bowl?
               B:   Not much.

        5    A:   How much milk is there in the fridge?
               B:   Not much.

        6    A:   How many cookies are there in the box?
               B:   Not many.

  4    •    1    some               2    much            3    many

      •    1    some               3    some            5    some
               2    many               4    any                6    many

  5    Check pictures of: milk, chocolate, eggs, sugar,
butter

        •    You need some chocolate.
        •    You need some eggs.
        •    You need some sugar.
        •    You need some butter.

Unit 8c

  1    a)   1    birthday cake        5    potato chips
               2    ice cream                6    sandwich
               3    eggs                         7    sausages
               4    rice

        b)  (Suggested Answers)
               I usually have a birthday cake, potato chips,

and some ice cream.

  2    1    a                 2    b              3    b                 4    a

  3    1    B                 2    A              3    C                 4    A

Unit 8d

  1    A    3                 B    1                 C    2

  2    1    Where: Florida, USA
        2    When: Spring
        3    Festival activities: competitions, parades

  3    (Suggested Answers)
        1    Pamplona, Spain
        2    San Fermin, the patron saint of Pamplona and

Navarre
        3    July 6th and lasts up to the 14th

        4    watch the running of the bulls
        5    dance to folk music
        6    a lot of traditional foods
        7    The San Fermin festival

Unit 8e

  1    1    tuna                 2    vanilla             3    beef chili

  2    1    B          2    C          3    A          4    A          5    C

  3    breakfast: milk, toast, butter, coffee, cereal,
orange juice

         lunch: sandwich, soda, juice, potato chips,
cookies, fruit

         dinner: onions, bread, carrots, meat, peas

  4    1    a           2    a           3    b

  5    a)   1    brought                4    had                  7    ate
               2    decorated            5    played            8    got
               3    made                     6    came

 1 fruit meat &
poultry

drinks vegetables

cherries sausages milk carrots
banana turkey tea cabbage
pineapples coffee
lemon
(Suggested Answers)
apple chicken water tomato
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        b)  1    decorated            4    brought         7    played
               2    had                        5    ate/had          8    came
               3    made                     6    got

Unit 8f

  1    1    fish            4    potatoes               7    sausages
        2    rice            5    onions                   8    french fries
        3    chicken    6    carrots                   9    ice cream

  2    1    c                 3    e                 5    b
        2    a                 4    f                  6    d

        1    wash your hands            3    raw meat
        2    sharp knife                       4    dairy products

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 8 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 9a

  1    1    It’s on Fifth Avenue.
        2    In 1870.
        3    There are 3 floors (2 main floors and a

basement).
        4    Nearly 50,000 square feet.
        5    7 days a week.

  2    a)   A    bread              C    magazines        E    aspirins 
               B    dolls                D   tulips

        b)  1    C          2    D          3    A          4    B          5    E

  3    A    2                 B    4                 C    1                 D   3

  4    1    the             3    a                 5    –
        2    –                 4    an              6    the, a

Unit 9b

  1    1    Movie theater     3    Zoo               5    Concert hall
        2    Art gallery            4    Theater        6    Museum

  2    1    must not        3    must not            5    must not
        2    must                4    must                    6    must not

  3    1    You must not enter this road. 
        2    You must not turn right.
       3    You must stop.
        4    You must not smoke.
        5    You must keep to your right.

  4    1    computer             3    toys                     5    8:30
        2    board                    4    free 

Unit 9c
  1    1    animated             3    romance            5    action
        2    horror                  4    comedy

  3    1    go                    3    tells           5    happen
        2    discovers       4    meet         6    miss

  4    (Suggested Answers)
         My favorite movie is Iron Man.
        type: action
         plot: Tony Stark, genius engineer captured by bad

guys – they want him to build dangerous weapon –
he builds a suite of armor and escapes – improves
armor, becomes Iron Man, and fights evil

          main characters: Iron Man – Tony Stark, Pepper Potts
         recommendation: exciting and full of suspense,

action, and great special effects

Iron Man
               Iron Man is a 2008 action movie based on a

comic book superhero. It is directed by Jon Favreau
and the lead actors are Robert Downey Jr. and
Gwyneth Paltrow.

               Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.), a genius
engineer, owns a company that makes weapons
and sells them to the US military. Tony gets captured
by bad guys who threaten to kill him unless he
builds them a very dangerous weapon. Instead, he
uses the tools they give him to build a powerful suit
of armor and escapes. He returns to the US and
improves his armor and becomes the superhero Iron
Man. With the help of his assistant, Pepper Potts
(Gwyneth Paltrow), Tony fights evil as Iron Man.

               This is an exciting movie full of suspense,
action, and great special effects. Don’t miss it!

 2 C
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Unit 9d

  1    a)   It is about famous squares.

        b)  1    A          2    B          3    A          4    A

         The square in the picture is the Red Square in
Moscow.

  2    1    countdown                4    heart
        2    symbol                        5    shows, billboard
        3    landmarks

  3    1    Night at the Museum is a comedy.
        2    It is about a night guard.
         3    He starts working at the Natural History Museum

in New York.
        4    The guard discovers something strange.
        5    The exhibits do strange things at night.
        6    It is a great movie for the entire family.

  4    1    a                 3    The            5    the                   7    a
        2    The            4    an              6    the                   8    the

Unit 9e

  1    1    straight                 4    past           7    parking lot
        2    turn                        5    traffic
        3    left                          6    right

  2    1    B                 3    C                 5    B                 7    C
        2    A                4    C                 6    B

  3    1    b          2    a           3    b          4    a           5    a

Unit 9f

  1    1    car                    3    train                       5    bus
        2    boat                 4    motorcycle          6    bike

  2    2    You must test toys before you give them to your
children.

        3    You must throw away any plastic packaging.
        4    You must throw away long ribbons or string.
        5    You must not let small children play alone.
        6    You must not leave metal toys outside.
        7    You must not buy toxic toys.

  3    1    car                    3    motorcycle          5    bus
        2    plane               4    train                       6    bike

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 9 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 10a

  1    A    6                 C    2                 E    1                 G   7
        B    3                 D   5                 F    4

  2    1    is going to                        5    are going to
        2    isn’t going to                   6    are going to
        3    isn’t going to                   7    aren’t going to
        4    is going to

  3    1    He is going to walk on the beach.
        2    You are going to visit a museum.
        3    We are going to try local dishes.
        4    They aren’t going to stay at a hotel.
        5    Are they going to go camping?

  4    2    Is Mrs. Brown going to visit her mom on
Wednesday?

               No, she isn’t.
        3    Is Bill going to study for an exam on Tuesday?
               Yes, he is.
        4    Is Nancy going to clean her room on Friday?
               No, she isn’t.

Unit 10b

  1    a)   UV – rays                           broken – glass
               useful – tips                     full – stomach
               stay – safe                         hot – sand

        b)  1    broken glass              4    UV rays
               2    useful tips                  5    hot sand
               3    stay safe                      6    full stomach

  2    1    Fasten                         3    Don’t lean
        2    Look                             4    Don’t talk

        A    2                 B    3                 C    4                 D   1

  3    2    A (Pro)            4    D (Pro)            6    B (Pro)
        3    F (Per)             5    E (Pro)

  4    1    can                   3    can’t                5    can
        2    can’t                4    can’t

Unit 10c

  1    1    Belgium         3    a few days     5    costumes
        2    sunny              4    tomorrow      6    take
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  2    (Suggested Answers)
         1    California                    5    A lot of
        2    two weeks                  6    kites
        3    hot and sunny          7    the best kites
        4    the Beach Kite          8    eat ice cream and 
               Festival at                          have fun
               Pismo Beach

Unit 10d

  1    1    F                 3    T                 5    F
        2    F                 4    F                 6    T

  2    1    B                 2    B                 3    C

Unit 10e

  1    1    A                3    B                 5    D
        2    C                 4    F                 6    E

  2    1    tiring               3    dangerous           5    exciting
        2    boring            4    relaxing                6    fun

  3    1    b                 3    a                 5    b                 7    a
        2    a                 4    a                 6    b                 8    b

Unit 10f

  1    tent, whistle, compass, water, matches, plastic bag

  2    •    A:   Can I sleep late?
               B:   No, you can’t.
        •    A:   Can I use camp phones?
               B:   Yes, you can.
        •    A:   Can I use cell phones?
               B:   No, you can’t.
        •    A:   Can I send emails?
               B:   Yes, you can.
        •    A:   Can I leave the camp?
               B:   No, you can’t.

  3    (Suggested Answers)
        2    No, I’m not. I’m going to study for school.
        3    Yes, I am.
        4    No, I’m not. I’m going to eat at home.
        5    No, I’m not. I’m going to stay at home.
        6    Yes, I am.

  4    2    are going to the movies and going out with
friends

         3    is going sailing
        4    are going out with friends

  5    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 10 on p. WDT1.)
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Unit 1a

Ex. 4 (p. 4)

      1       Which room is the English class in?

                Girl:           Is the English class in room 1E?
              Boy:          No. The English class is in room 1C. 
              Girl:          What room is this?
              Boy:          This is room 1B.

      2       What is the boy’s favorite subject?

              Boy:          What class is next? Let’s look at the schedule. Hmm,
geography. Oh no, I don’t like geography. 

              Girl:          My favorite subject is history.
              Boy:          Mine is math.

      3       When is the art class this week?

              Boy:          Look. There is a note from the art teacher.
              Girl:          Oh. It says the art class is on Tuesday, not Thursday

this week.
              Boy:          So, since it’s Monday today, that means that art

class is tomorrow.
              Girl:          That’s right.

Unit 1e

Ex. 4 (p. 8)

    T:       Good morning, class. Welcome to St. Catherine’s Middle
School. Here are your teachers’ names and their classrooms.
Write them in your notebooks, please. 

              Let’s begin with Mrs. Cook. Mrs. Cook is your math teacher.
She’s in room D. Write it down. Next is Miss Brown. She’s
your science teacher. She’s in room F. Your English teacher is
Mr. Hunt. Mr. Hunt is in room B. 

  S1:       Did you say room E?
    T:       No, room B. 
  S1:       Thank you.
    T:       So, Mr. Marks is your history teacher. He teaches in room C.

Next to Mr. Hunt’s room. 
  S2:        Mr. Hunt teaches English and Mr. Marks teaches history?
    T:       Yes, that’s right. Miss Simms teaches music in room A and

Mr. Clark teaches art in room E.
  S3:       What about IT?
    T:       Information technology? Mrs. Garcia teaches that class in

room G. Any more questions? 

Unit 2e

Ex. 1 (p. 14)

Anna:   Hello, Sam. Is that the souvenir you were looking for?
Sam: Hi, Anna. Yes. It’s a key chain for my house keys. What

souvenir do you have?
Anna:   I have a T-shirt.
Sam:     Good choice, Anna! Look! Here are Joy, Ben, and John.

What souvenir are you getting John?
John: Well, I can’t decide what to buy.
Joy:       I have a T-shirt for my dad, a bell for my mom, and some

postcards for myself.
Sam: Wow, that’s a lot of things, Joy! 
John: Oh, now I know what I want! A baseball cap to keep my

head cool while I’m out in the sun!
Ben:      Good idea, John! I want a Native American drum for my

collection back home. 
Joy:       Good choice, Ben!

Unit 3c

Ex. 3 (p. 18)

      1       Where is Bob’s fireplace?

              Woman:        Does your new house have a fireplace in the
dining room, Bob?

              Bob:                No, but there’s a fireplace in my living room.
              Woman:        I have a fireplace in my bedroom.
                Bob:                That’s nice. 

      2       Which room is the woman’s favorite?

              Man:               Your house is great, Diana!
              Woman:        Thanks, Tom. Let me show you the living room.

It has a fantastic view.
              Man:                 It’s nice. Is there a dining room as well?
              Woman:        Yes, it’s my favorite room. Come and see.

      3       Where is the painting?

              Man:                 That painting is nice, Kate.
                Woman:         Thanks. I put it in the bedroom above my bed,

then, I changed my mind and put it in the living
room.

                Man:                 It looks nice in the living room.
                Woman:         Yes, I like it above the couch.

      4       What is on the desk?

               Man:                 Your new desk is great.
              Woman:         Thank you. I do a lot of work there.
              Man:                 Really? I can’t see any books.
              Woman:         I use my computer. 

      5       What is in the bedroom?

             Woman:         Do you have a mirror in your bedroom?
              Man:                 No. Not yet.
              Woman:          Do you have new curtains and a new bookcase?
              Man:                 Yes, I do. But I don’t have a carpet yet.
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Unit 4b

Ex. 5 (p. 23)

   A:       Hey, Harry!
    B:       Hey, Vicky! How are you?
   A:       Great! Are you playing basketball?
    B:       It’s good exercise. Want to try?
   A:       Well, I can’t. I’m taking my dog for a walk. Why don’t you ask

Sam and Peter? They aren’t sleeping.
    B:       I think they’re having lunch.
   A:       Ah! Yes, Sam is. But Peter ...
    B:       Look! There he is. He’s jogging!
   A:       And look! Linda is reading under that tree near the lake!

Unit 5c

Ex. 3 (p. 30)

Nathan:        Pets are great, aren’t they, Vicky?
Vicky:              Oh yes, I love my dog. He’s really friendly. Do you have

a pet, Nathan?
Nathan:         Yes, I have a goldfish. It’s easy to take care of.
Vicky:              My friend George has a turtle for a pet. They’re easy to

take care of, too.
Nathan:         Doesn’t Maggie have a really nice hamster?
Vicky:              No, she has a cat, now. 
Nathan:         Oh, I see.
Vicky:              My little sister Susan has a rabbit, but it doesn’t like my

dog.
Nathan:         Oh no!
Vicky:              Yeah, she really wants a parakeet, but they’re too noisy.

Unit 6c

Ex. 3 (p. 36)

     1      When are they going to Spain?
            A:    You know, Spain is really nice in the summer. Sun,

sea, sand.
            B:     But too many tourists! Listen, everyone says spring

is the best time. Let’s go then!
            A:     OK. We’re busy in the fall, anyway.

     2      What is Susan doing right now?
             A:    Hi, Mark! What are you doing out here?
            B:     Hi! I’m picking flowers for Susan. 
            A:     Good for you! Is she inside reading? 
            B:     I think she’s inside watching TV.
              A:      No, there she is. She’s in the backyard. She’s picking

flowers, too!

     3      Which T-shirt does Angela buy?
             A:    Oh Angela, I think the red one suits you perfectly.
            B:     Mmm. I have a red T-shirt already.
            A:     Well, what about the blue?
            B:     Well, it’s not bad, but I think the green one looks

nicer.

Unit 7c

Ex. 3 (p. 42)

Marie Curie was a famous scientist. She was born in Warsaw,
but lived and studied in Paris. She studied Math and Physics.
She did a lot of research with her husband and together they
discovered radium. She was the first woman to win a Nobel
Prize. 

Unit 8c

Ex. 3 (p. 48)

     1      What is Tom’s favorite drink?
             Tom:     What are you drinking, Claire?
            Claire:   Coffee with milk. It’s my favorite drink.
            Tom:     Oh, not mine. My favorite is orange juice.

     2      What food doesn’t Sue like?
           Jack:     Would you like to come over for dinner Sue?

My mom is cooking steaks and sausages.
Sue:       No, thank you, Jack. I don’t like meat. I only eat

fish and chicken.

     3      What does Kate want to buy?
           Kate: Tim, let’s hurry and go to the supermarket

before it closes.
            Tim:      Yes. We want some cherries or pineapples,

don’t we?
             Kate:     I think strawberries are a better idea for

tomorrow’s picnic.

     4      What is there in the fridge?
       Mom:    Sam, could you please pass me the grapes

and the lettuce from the fridge?
            Sam:     Sure, mom. Oh! There isn’t any lettuce.
       Mom:    OK. I’ll buy some when I go to the supermarket.

We also need to get some butter.

Unit 9b

Ex. 4 (p. 53)

Terrific Toys

Welcome everyone to our 10th anniversary celebration. 
We hope you have lots of fun. 
On the ground floor, we have lots of computer games and
Lego. Children can make anything at all out of Lego. We
have the latest computer games and they are very exciting.
On the first floor, there are hundreds of board games. Kids
love to play with these for hours with their friends.
On the second floor, there are all sorts of toys for young
children. Why not come and buy something for your baby
brother or sister?
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Don’t forget to pick up a copy of our free store magazine. It’s
full of great deals and discounts. We are open until eight
thirty today so you have lots of time to look around. Happy
Shopping!

Unit 10d

Ex. 2 (p. 61)

     1      What is the weather going to be like later?
             A:    Is it going to be sunny all day?
            B:    No, it’s going to rain later.
            A:    Oh no! That’s awful.
            B:    At least it’s not going to be foggy like yesterday.

     2      What’s the temperature going to be?
             A:    It’s going to be cooler tomorrow. The temperature

is going to drop below 68oF.
            B:    Well, as long as it doesn’t go below 60oF.
            A:    No. I think it is going to be around 64oF.

     3      What’s the weather going to be like tomorrow?
             A:    I hope it’s not going to be windy tomorrow.
            B:    No, it isn’t. It’s not going to be sunny, either. 
                     It’s going to be cloudy.
             A:    That’s alright.
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Unit 1

Ex. 4 (p. 9)

Hi! My name’s Bill and I’m 13 years old. I’m in class 2E. My
favourite school subjects are science and geography.
Listen and write.
Listen and check.

Unit 2

Ex. 4 (p. 15)

  A:     How can I help you? 
  B:      I want to buy a souvenir.
  A:     How about this scarf?
  B:      How much is it?
  A:     It’s £6.00.
  B:      Ηere you are.

Unit 3

Ex. 4 (p. 21)

Tony’s flat is on the fifth floor of a block of flats. It’s got
two bedrooms, a living room, a bathroom and a
kitchen. It hasn’t got a garden but it’s got a garage. His
bedroom is blue.

Unit 4

Ex. 5 (p. 27)

I’m John and I’m thirteen years old. Computer games
are my hobby. My father is Bill and my mother is Ann.
I’ve got one sister, Mary. She’s ten years old. She’s very
sweet. She can play the guitar.

Unit 5

Ex. 4 (p. 33)

Penguins live in the Antarctic. 
They have feathers and wings. They can’t fly but they
can swim very well. They weigh about 30 kilos. They
eat fish. They live about twenty years.

Unit 6

Ex. 4 (p. 39)

It’s hot and sunny today. The temperature is 80oF.
Everyone’s at the beach. Some people are swimming
and others are sunbathing. My friends are windsurfing
and I’m fishing.

Unit 7

Ex. 4 (p. 45)

William Shakespeare was born in 1564. He was a great
English playwright and poet. Shakespeare lived in
England. In 1582, he married Anne Hathaway. They had
three children. They moved to London in 1593. By 1594
he was an actor and a writer. He moved back to
Stratford in 1612 where he died on April 23, 1616, at
the age of 52.

Unit 8

Ex. 3 (p. 51)

My birthday was great last year. We decorated the house
with balloons and my mom made me a birthday cake.
She also made peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,
pizza, and cookies. My friends brought me a lot of gifts.
We played games and danced. We all had a lot of fun.

Unit 9

Ex. 4 (p. 57)

  A:     Excuse me. Can you tell me where the flower
shop is?

  B:      Yes, sure. Go down Preston Street and turn left
on Park Road. Walk down Park Road. The flower
shop is on the corner of Park Road and Main
Street on your left. You can’t miss it.

Unit 10

Ex. 5 (p. 63)

Dear Ann,
Hi! How are you? We are in London. We arrived
yesterday and we are very excited. There are a lot of
things to do. First of all, we are going to do some
sightseeing. Dad is also going to take us to the National
Museum. Tomorrow mom and I are going to go
shopping. I can’t wait! There are some great stores here.
See you soon.
Mary
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